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A
Television University?
A Television
University?
DISCUSSION of the potentialities
potentialities of
of television
television for
for
education, and the reflex
reflex benefits
benefits of
of educational
educational proprogrammes in sustaining or
or reviving
reviving interest
interest in
in the
the
possession of a television
television receiver
receiver has
has been
been widewidespread in recent months,
months, and
and has
has figured
figured in
in many
many
of
of the proposals which have
have been
been submitted
submitted to
to the
the
Pilkington committee. Although
Although the
the "" programme
programme""
side of broadcasting is
is not
not our
our primary
primary business,
business,
technical problems are
are often
often inextricably
inextricably involved,
involved,
and we all have an interest
interest in
in education,
education, whether
whether itit
be narrowly technical or
or widely
widely liberal.
liberal. This
This was
was
our justification for
for commenting
commenting on
on the
the role
role of
of
education iri
television (and
in'television
(and vice
vice versa)
versa) in
in our
our August
August
1961 issue. Our reason for
for returning
returning to
to the
the subject
subject
is to support Dr. R. C.
C. G
G.. Williams'
Williams' proposal
proposal for
for the
the
establishment of aa television
television university.
university.
Dr. Williams who is Chief
Chief Engineer
Engineer of
of Philips
Philips
Eiectrical Ltd. and a past
Electrical
past chairman
chairman of
of the
the Electronics
Electronics
and Communications Section
Section of
of the
the I.E.E.
I.E.E. isis not
not aa
professional educationist,
educationist, but
but isis vitally
vitally interested,
interested, asas
are most of us, in the
the future
future supply
supply of
of trained
trained scienscientists, engineers and technicians
technicians in
in this
this country.
country. He
He
points out that the building
building and
and staffing
staffing of
of the
the ten
ten
or more new universities
universities which
which will
will be
be needed
needed to
to put
put
us on a comparable footing
footing with
with other
other industrial
industrial
nations will take time
time and
and may
may still
still prove
prove to
to be
be
inadequate in securing the
the penetration
penetration of
of higher
higher
education throughout the
the population
population in
in sufficient
sufficient
depth; particularly in reaching
reaching those
those "late
"late starters"
starters"
who for one reason or
or another
another have
have not
not been
been able
able toto
adhere to the normal
normal timetable.
timetable.
Specifically, Dr. Williams
Williams proposes
proposes that
that one
one of
of the
the
new universities should be
be entrusted
entrusted with
with the
the task
task of
of
developing the methods of
of television
television education.
education. In
In
addition to being a residential
residential academic
academic centre
centre for
for
about 3,000 students it would
would "build
" build into
into the
the foundafoundation the concept.
concept of
of extramural
extramural education
education by
by teletelevision, perhaps with aa faculty
faculty specifically
specifically exploring
exploring
the best way in which
which this
this could
could be
be done."
done." Dr.
Dr.
Williams suggests, for
for example,
example, that
that tutorial
tutorial classes
classes
with a " live " audience in the
the lecture
lecture theatre,
theatre, asking
asking
the questions that they
they themselves
themselves would
would like
like to
to ask,
ask,
might be broadcast. The
The necessary
necessary finance
finance for
for such
such
come from
from Government
Government sources
sources
an enterprise could come
and might be supplemented by
by advertising
advertising revenue
revenue
from employers who could
could contribute
contribute programmes
programmes
opportunities open
open to
to qualified
qualified appliapplishowing the opportunities
cants in their industries.

We
We are
are entirely
entirely inin agreement
agreementwith
withDr.
Dr.Williams.
Williams
in thinking
thinking that
that the
the potentialities
potentialitiesofoftelevision
televisionasasa a
in
mediumfor
foreducation
educationare
arevast
vastand
andhave
haveasasyet
yetbeen
been
medium
only tentatively
tentativelyexploited.
exploited. Too
Toomuch
muchvaluable
valuableproproonly
gramme time
time has
has inin the
the. past
past been
beensquandered
squanderedonon
gramme
whatmight
mightbe
betermed
termedthe
thefantasies
fantasiesofofthe"
the "wonders
what
wonders
of science."
science." That
That isis not
not toto deny
denythe
thevalue
valueofofthe
the
of
romantic approach
approach inin stimulating
stimulatingfirst
firstinterest,
interest,but
but
romantic
should be
be quickly
quicklyfollowed
followedby
byaaglimpse
glimpseofofsome
some
itit should
ofthe
thedifficulties
difficultiesand
andofofthe
theactive
activeparticipation
participation(hard
(hard
of
work)inherent
inherentininstudying
studyingfor
forqualification
qualificationand
andpracpracwork)
tising asas aa professional.
professional. Dut
But ififsome
some educ~ltional
educational
tising
"films have
have failed
failed we
wehave,
have, on
on·the
theother
otherh;md,
hand,seen
seen
•films
excellent examples
examples ofof the
the value
value ofofthe
themobility
mobilityofof
excellent
the television
televisioncamera
camerawhiCh
whichhas
hastaken
takenususinto
intomany
many
the
specializedresearch
researchlaboratories
laboratorieswhich
whichcould
couldother:
otherspecialized
wise be
be visited
visited by
by only
only aa small
small proportio.
proportion
the
wise
n ofofthe
total number
number ofof students
students atat present
present distributed
distributed,
total
among the
the universities
universitiesofofthe
thecountry.
country. The
Thecamera
camera
among
has also
also brought
brought usus all
all face
face totoface
facewith
withsome
someofof
has
the finest
finest scientific
scientific expositors,
expositors, whose
whose personality
personality
the
could otherwise
otherwisehave
haveinfluenced
influencedonly
onlya afew
fewstudents
students
could
in particular
particular colleges
colleges ororinstitutions.
institutions, .
in
,
.
for these
these reasons
reasons that
thatwe
wewould
wouldnot
notlike
like·toto
IIt
t isis for
see the
the "University
"University ofofthe
theAir"
Air"tied
tiedtotoone
one~stab
cstabsee
lishment. Every
Every university
universityshould
shouldgive
givethoughr
thought.toto
lishment.
the contributions
contributionswhich
whichititmight
mightmake
maketoto'television
television
the
educationand
andan
anindependent
independentbody
bodyororbodie-s
bodiesshould
should
education
be given
giventhe
thetask
taskofofassessing
assessingall
allavailable
availableresources
resources
be
and co-ordinating
co-ordinating the
the best
bestinto
intoa a"master
" mastercourse."
course."
and
Such aa course
course oror courses
courses would
would bebeofofa aquality
quality
Such
which w:ould
wouldfind
finduniversal
universalacceptance
acceptanceasasa afoundifoundawhich
tionfor
fordiscussion
discussionbetween
betweenteacher
teacherand
andpupil,
pupil,just
justasas
tion
at present
present much
much university
universityteaching
teachingis.isbased
basedononthe
the
at
reading ofof standard
standard textbooks,
textbooks, the
the setting
settingofoftest
test
reading
1
questions and
and the
the guidance
guidance which
which the
the; students'
students'
questions
answers give
give toto the
the teacher
teacherininfinding
findingout
outthe
thediffidiffianswers
cultiesofofunderstanding.
understanding.
culties
there aa danger
danger that
that mass
mass instruction
instruction.ofof. the
the
IsIs. there
kind proposed
proposed for
for television,
television, however
however gocxl,
good, may
may
kind
produce aa stereotyped
stereotypedoutlook
outlookand
anda alack
lackofoforiginoriginproduce
ality inin future
future graduates?
graduates? That
Thatneed
neednot
notbebe'sosoifif
ality
the number
numberofofchannels
channelsavailable
availablewill
willallow
allowalternaaltemathe
tive courses
courses and
and ififthese
these courses
coursesare
areregarded
regardedasasa a
tive
foundationand
andnot
notasasaasubstitute
substitutefor
forthe
thecontim.imis
continuous
foundation
processes ofof learning
learning by
bydiscussion
discussioneither
eitherwith
withproproprocesses
fessorsorordemonstrators
demonstratorsininaauniversity
universityororlater
laterwi~
with
fessors
colleaguesininaalearned
learnedsociety.
society.
colleagues
·
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Simple
Simple
Transistor
Transistor
Voltmeter
By
Voltmeter
DENT
B. DENT
H. B.
By H.
R.M.S.
8V R.M.S.
TO 8V
0.1V TO
COVERING 0.1V
R.F. TEST METER COVERING
showing
Transistor voltmeter showing
on-off
range switch on left, on-off
zero-set
switch on right, and zero-set
input isis
R.f. input
control in centre. R.f.
to coaxial socket.

simpl~

input
r.t input
an r.f.
represent an
0.02mA, represent
or 0.02mA,
plotting one scale division, or
for plotting
voltmeter for
r.f. voltmeter
REQUIRING
HeQUIRING a simple r.f.
resistor
the resistor
trans- of 0.1V
that the
i.f. transshowed that
experimental i.f.
some experimental
0.1 V r.m.s. Experiment showed
response curves of some
this
satisfy this
to satisfy
opportunity R,
33kQ to
the opportunity
about 33kQ
receiver, the
transistor receiver,
R 1 would have to be about
..ners for a transistor
for
formers
thus
deflection thus
meter deflection
tranof aa tranrequirement. The full-scale meter
potentialities of
the potentialities
investigate the
was taken to investigate
approximately.
r.m.s. approximately.
instrument proved to be 0.8V r.m.s.
an instrument
That an
sistor voltmeter for the purpose. That
followed
ratios itit followed
convenient ratios
Since decades are nice convenient
and
small and
conveniently small
of
af this kind could be made conveniently
r.m.s.
8V r.m.s.
of 8V
reading of
f.s.d. reading
have aa f.s.d.
that Range 2 should have
attractiveness
the attractiveness
enhanced the
self-contained enhanced
entirely self-contained
needed.
was needed.
resistor was
470kf2 resistor
for which a 470ki2
future.
the future.
in the
use in
general use
of the test meter for general
seem
not seem
may not
to 11 may
80 to
of 80
range of
An overall voltage range
from
Fig. 1,1, from
in Fig.
shown in
is shown
employed is
The circuit employed
very large, but it represents
so
and so
voltage; and
in voltage;
38dB in
represents 38dB
prac-: well-tried pracfollows well-tried
that itit follows
seen.that
which it will be seen
writer's
the writer's
of the
most of
satisfy most
that itit far has been found to satisfy
in that
kind in
similar kind
of aa similar
voltmeters of
tice in valve voltmeters
aadi;_
an addiHowever, an
voltmeter. However,
back- requirements for this voltmeter.
and aa backamplifier and
d.c. amplifier
consists of an r.f. rectifier, d.c.
::onsists
but the
the
added, ·but
be added,
easily be
can easily
ranges can
or tional range or ranges
signal" or
" no signal"
the "no
out the
balance out
ing-off circuit to balance
Dl
diode D1
rectifier diode
the rectifier
of the
capability of
last- voltage-handling capability
the lastof the
function of
The function
standing collector current. The
mind.
reads must be borne in mind.
meter reads
the meter
that the
ensure that
to ensure
mentioned network is to
'~ Transisinput
the "Transiswith input
recall the
may recall
current with
journal may
collector current
Readers of this journal
only the changes in collector
W.
torized Absorption Wavemeter
" described
G. ~W.
by G.;
described by
Wavemeter"
scale isis
meter scale
the meter
of the
length of
full length
the full
signal so that the
instrument
Short in the April, 1959
which instrument
in which
issue, in
1959 issue,
Short
available.
amplifier,
an amplifier,
as an
employed as
was employed
em- an OC71 transistor was
been emhave been
ranges have
voltage ranges
So far only two voltage
sensitivity
improved sensitivity
that improved
full-scale and where it was explained that
providing aa full-scale
33kQ providing
R 1 of 33kO
ployed, resistor R,
can be obtained with
moving
by moving
inputs by
small inputs
very small
with very
while
r.m.s., while
0.8V r.m.s.,
of 0.8V
input of
an input
neter
meter deflection for an
foot
the foot
from the
transistor from
the transistor
of the
the working point of
These
r.m.s. These
8V r.m.s.
to 8V
range to
the range
470kQ extends the
R
R22 of 470kn
to aa
characteristic to
(transfer) characteristic
base-collector (transfer)
of the bass-collector
used
meter used
of meter
type of
the type
resistance values arise from the
steeper
slope isis steeper
the slope
where the
point wsll
well up the curve, where
the
and the
D 1 and
diode D1
the diode
of the
characteristics of
and the characteristics
voltage
input voltage
the input
of the
sign of
The sign
can and far more linear. The
that can
deflection that
initial deflection
smallest initial
transistor. The smallest
input
in input
increase in
to the transistor isis reversed
and increase
reversed and
smallest
the smallest
with the
meter, with
the meter,
on the
reliably be read on
meter
the meter
that the
so that
current so
collector current
con- depresses the collector
also aa conmeasured, isis also
be measured,
input voltage required to be
.
direction.
registers in a " backward "" direction.
tributory factor.
this
inputs this
small inputs
to small
sensitivity to
Whilst giving higher sensitivity
indicator
low-range indicator
only low-range
the only
0-1mA meter was the
A 0-lmA
advantage
doubtful advantage
of doubtful
be of
would be
conwas conmode of operation would
instrument was
the instrument
1vailable
available at the time the
part
The part
curves. The
response curves.
square
2t~in square
small 2T-in
for plotting tuned-circuit response
only aa small
:eived
reived and although it isis only
information isis
essential information
the essential
fin~lv
with aa finelyof the curve providing the
fitted with
being fitted
of being
advantage of
:ype it has the advantage
they
where they
but where
low but
are low
usually not where voltages are
which
pointer which
and aa pointer
divisions and
~raduated
graduated scale of 50 divisions
easily
be easily
to be
enables changes of 0.01mA to
meter
larger meter
determined. Whilst a larger
knife-edged
with a longer scale and knife-edged
suitmore suitbe more
pointer would no doubt be
new
acquiring aa new
able, the expense of acquiring
R|
33k |
the
in the
unjustified in
meter was considered unjustified
|NINPUT
pUT
use isis
occasional use
present case, as only occasional
.y 11
home
in aa home
kind in
this kind
made of test gear of this
N' c j
Rs
laboratory.
o-os/i
25k<
ZERO SET A
half
of half
deflection of
Although a pointer deflection
0-1 mA(\
a division is readily detectable
3 ■ + GEXDl34
the
on the
detectable on
known from past experience
experience
meter it is .known
2 J.
i-sy.-n
valve-voltin valve-voltwith the circuit of Fig. 11 in
inclined
is inclined
sensitivity is
meters that the sensitivity
voltinput voltsmall input
very small
to be poor with .very
ages. Therefore it was
to
decided to
was decided
lges.
make a meter deflection
Fig.
of
zero of
from zero
deflection from
nake
Fig. /,I. Theoretical circuit diagram of r.f.
voltmeter.
transistor voltmeter.
r.f. transistor
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Ry^xRs) = 1,20011
TRANSISTOR
TRANSISTOR
VOLTMETER
VOLTMETER

A.C.

VOLTS
©voLts

Rs Tloxoon
I

'------ -----Fig. 2.

Circuit arrangement of set-up used for calibrating transistor
transistor voltmeter.
voltmeter.

are high. It is around the
the resonant
resonant frequency
frequency that
that
this condition obtains and
and it
it is
is here
here that
that the
the voltvoltmeter should be most sensitive to
to small
small changes
chang~s in
in
voltage.
When the meter is switched on, the idling
idling time,
time,
that is to say the time during which
which no
no readings
r eadings
are ·· taken and no input is applied,
a;>plied, is
is usually
usually far
far
longer that the actual working periods, so it
it is
is more
more
economical in battery
ba:tery power to have the
the lowest
lowest pospossible idling current. In the circuit described
described the
the
idling current is approximately only 80,uA.
80(uA. As
As the
the
average power dissipated in the transistor is
is theretherefore small the.zero
the zero stability should be quite good,
good,
and the customary precautions
precau:ions to
to combat
combat thermal
thermal
run-away are not applied.
The construction of the instrument hardly
hardly needs
needs
comment as any convenient form and layout are
are perpermissible. In view of the very small current drain
drain
imposed on the,
the _battery
bat:ery there seemed no point
point in
in
needlessly increasing it some hundredfold by
by fitting
fitting
an "ON"
" ON " indicator lamp.

tion was carried out with increasing voltages
voltages this
this
trouble did not manifest itself.
If now calibration is effected with aa IQuF
lO.uF capacitor
capacitor
at 50c/s,
SOc/s, and for practical applications it
it is
is replaced
replaced
by one of a value which does not
not introduce
introduce undesirundesirable effects, the voltmeter
voltme:er should behave
behave in
in aa rational
rational
manner. It only remains to find a capacitance which
which
fulfils these requirements and this was found
found to
to be
be
O.OS,uF.
about 0.05/-F.
As an example of the effect of the input capacitor
at 50c/s,
SOc/s, one of I0'F
lO.:<F gave a meter deflection
deflection on
on
Range 11 of 0.98mA for an input of 0.8V
0.8V r.m.s.
r.m.s. but
but
when replaced by one of O.OSuF
O.OS,uF the meter reading
reading
fell to only 0.17mA for the same input voltage. On
On
Range 2, with 8V r.m.s. input, the meter read 0.92mA
0.92mA
but dropped to only 0.66mA with the smaller
,'
capacitor.
It is obvious there will be some frequency at
at
which the 0.05,«F
O.OS,uF capacitor might be expected to
tq
give comparable readings on the meter as
one
o}
as one of
IO,uF at 50c/s
10«F
SOc/s and this frequency is
is arbitrarily
arbitrarily put
put at
at
lOOkc/s on Range 1, at which frequency the rer·e.,.
Calibration: As calibrating the voltmeter was
was actance of 0.05mF
O.OS;u.F simulates that of lOuF
lO,uF at 50c/s.
SOc/s.
effected without the aid of a similar instrument for
for
At frequencies above lOOkc/s
the
voltmeter read~
read100kc/s
direct comparison the method employed might
be
might be
ings
will
be
a
little
higher
for
a
given
input
voltage
voltage
available
for
of some interest. Facilities were
were available for
than the calibration figure, but the errors are
are felt
felt
measuring 50c/s
SOc/s voltages from a few volts
volts upwards
upwards
to be too small to be worth worrying about.
so it was decided to use a 50c/s
SOc/s supply for
for the
the purpurThe calibration set-up is shown in Fig. 2. A
A
pose. However, this introduced some initial
initial diffidiffi- . standard mains transformer having 5 V and 6V
6V
culties as the voltmeter is intended for r.f.
measurer.f. measure- windings was employed, and a wire-wound variable
ments only and in its present form is not suitable
suitable
for audio or mains frequency measurements.
measurements .
· Owing to the rather low input impedance
impedance of
of the
the
voltmeter, especially on Range 1, the reactance
reac:ance of
of the
the
blocking capacitor C, (Fig. 1) cannot be
be ignored
ignored at
at
frequencies where it amounts to more than
than about
about
one hundredth of R,,
R., to take an arbitrary
arbitrary figure.
figure.
Al:ernatively, C, can have a sufficiently large capaciAlternatively,
capacitance to render its reactance negligible at
at any
any
All
All. ·components of
frequency above say 30c/s.
30c Is.
·
transistor volt·'i•. To comply with this requirement at
at 50c/s,
SOc/s, for
for
meteraremounte
meter
ore mountedd
example, C, needs to be at least I0uF,
an
lO uF, which
which is
is an on underside of
of
impracticable value for general use in the instrument cover plate.
owing to the high time
time- constant involved.
involved.. A
A capacicapacitor of this value may, however, be employed for
for
calibrating the voltmeter as sufficient
sufficrient time can
can always
always
be allowed between
between, readings for conditions to
to stabistabilize. No difficulty arises with increments of
of input
input
voltage, but on falling voltages adequate delay
delay time
time
·is
is necessary before a reading is taken.
taken. As
As calibracalibra·wiRELESS
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to expect) at least the relative measurements on the transistor voltmeter will be
as reliable as can be expected under the
circumstances.
For calibrating Range 2 of the voltSV and 6V windings are joined
meter the 5V
in series and correctly phased to give
added voltage. The full output voltage
is applied to the decade only, R77 in Fig. 22
being omitted and the 50c/s voltmeter
connected across the two series-connected windings. The decade windings
must be sufficiently robust to carry the
llV if
higher current, where the 10V (or 11V
preferred), are applied direct to Rs8.• The
shpuld
total resistance of the decade Rs8 should
be high enough to keep the current
within reasonable bounds.
The writer used a home-made decade
3000 total, each section having a resisof 300Q
tance of 30il.
30f2. It was constructed and
measured in the manner described by the
writer in the April, 1960, issue of Wireless World (" Simple' Wheatstone
Bridge").
Bridge
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and
resistance connected in series with its primary and
adbe adto be
the mains to enable the output voltages to
SOc Is
justed to an exact value as measured on the 50c/s
is
voltmeter. Unless a high precision voltmeter is
readth;lt alternating voltage readavailable, it is unlikely that
those
but those
V will be reliable, but
ings of the order of 1IV
fairly
be fairly
SV and higher can usually be
of the order of 5V
SV was used for calibrating
reliable. Therefore, 5V
Range 1, this voltage being applied to an accurately
equally
calibrated resistor or R88 (Fig 2) with an equally
in
Rs8 in
accurate resistor of four times the value of R
Rss
on R
series. This is shown as R77.• Each tapping on
be
should be
provides an output of 0.1V r.m.s. which should
made
reasonably accurate. If R 77 and R88 are carefully made
exactly
be exactly
all be
should all
R 88 should
the incremental outputs from R
not
are not
equal so that even if the acutal voltages are
much
too much
exactly 0.1V (which would perhaps be too

i

ass·ess the
Accuracy: It is difficult to assess
real accuracy of this method of calibration as so many factors are involved. The
principal ones, however, are the accuracy
of the a.c. 50c/s
SOc/s voltmeter and of the resistances R77
and R811 in Fig.
Fig. 2. Reading errors of both meters
i.f.
contribute their quota. However, for taking i.f.
transformer response curves the voltages that really
RRs (Fig. 2) is an
count are relative ones only. If R
accurate decade resistance this requirement can be
satisfied as the small changes in frequency usually
entailed are too insignificant to be affected by the
presence of C, (Fig. 1).
It should, perhaps, have been mentioned earlier
that the meter (Fig. 1) has to be zero-corrected by R 5,
when changing ranges. This defect, if such it can be
called, is not easy to overcome and in any case will
entail the addition of several more components, also
possibly an extra diode and transistor, so that the
added complication and expense is considered
unjustified.

0·9

i-o
1·0

Literatur e
ial Literature
Commercial
Commerc
24V
or 24V
12 or
for 12
f>ye) for
by Pye)
("Mercury"
radio-telephone ("
H.f. radio-teleptione
Mercury " by
lOW r.f. output on eight crystal-controlled
supplies
supplies gives 20W
3.8-IOMc/s bands.
frequencies
frequenc~es in the 1.6-3.8Mc/s and 3.8-10Mc/s
band
broadcast band
m.w. broadcast
the m.w.
The all-transistor receiver covers the
is
transmitter is
the transmitter
and the
bands and
add:tion to the transmitter bands
in addition
TelePye Teleconvertor. Leaflet from Pye
trans:stor convenor.
powered by a transistor
communications
communications Ltd., Newmarket Road, Cambridge.

Headphones
Headphoues and headsets meeting climatic and durability
Aviat'on
M ln :stry of Aviat
requirements
on and the Federal
requ~rements of the Ministry
Amp[vox. Sound insulating
Aviation Agency are made by Ampllvox.
Aviation
high
against high
!:quid-filled ear seals protect the ear against
shells and liquid-filled
pre-amp[fier
transistor pre-amplifier
bu:It-'n transistor
external
external noise levels and a built-'n
the
on the
ava]able for three types of microphone mounted on
is available
headset-boom. Leaflet from Ampllvox Ltd., Beresford
headset-boom.
Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex.
Avenue,
Polytetrafluoroethylene
Polytetrafluoroethyl ene (Fluon or Teflon) combined with
surfaces
bear:ng surfaces
cim be . used for bearing
glass-fibre reinforcement can
glass-fibre
s:gnificant
no significant
but no
discs. Cold flow is reduced but
and ·thrust
thrust discs.
and
re:nforcement. Leaflet from
fi:iction is caused by re'nforcement.
increase in friction
increase
Crane
Crane Packing Ltd., Slough, Bucks.

Communications
Communications receiver Eddystone Type 840C includes
1.12-2.58
frequenc~es in its m.w. and 1.12-2.58
international distress frequencies
international
2.5-6.1Mcjs and 5.2-30Mc/s
Mc/s
ranges. Other ranges are 2.5-6.1Mc/s
Mc/s ranges.
(in two
two bands). A.f power stage and loudspeaker are incor(in
porated.
Leaflet from Stratton and Co. Ltd., Alvechurch
porated. Leaflet
Road,
W estheath, Birmingham, 31.
Road, Westheath,
Experimental
Experimental chassis construction using Lektrokit is
described
described in a new handbook from A.P.T. Electronic Indusis
tries
Limited, Chertsey Road, Byfleet, Surrey. A leaflet is
tries Limited,
included
on the introduction of rack units, and resistor and
included on
capacitor
capacitor decade boxes.
can
Relay
EB, on octal base and weighing only 3.5ozs, can
Relay EB,
Co] voltages are
be
operated up to 3,600 times per hour. Cod
be operated
24
220 a.c.: d.c. types are also ava'lable. Operate and
to 220
24 to
release
are 8-10 msec. Details from Dewhurst and
times are
release times
Partner
Ltd., Hounslow, England.
Partner Ltd.,
Lead
zircon ate-titanate piezo-electric .crystals tor use in
Lead zirconate-titanate
ultrasonic
transducers are described in a booklet by the
ultrasonic transducers
Brush Crystal
Crystal Co. Ltd., Hythe, Southampton.
Brush
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I.E.E ./Bri t.I.R .E. Collaboration
meetin g was held at Falmouth,
meeting
Falmou th, Cornwall,
I.E.E./Brit.I.R.E.
Colla bora tion
Cornwa ll, to
to discuss
discuss
.satellit
the
satellitee projects
project s Relay
Relay and
and Telstar.
THE Councils
Telstar. The
Counci ls of the Institution
The ground
ground
Institu tion of
of Electrical
Electri cal EngiEngistations to be employed
employ ed for
for these
these transatlantic
neers and the British Institution
transat lantic exexInstitu tion of
of Radio
Radio Engineers
Engine ers
perime nts later this
periments
year
are
Goonhilly
this
year
are
have set up a Joint
Goonh
illy Downs,
to suggest
and
to
Downs ;
Joint Committee
Comm ittee ""to
suggest and to
Cornw
all, Pleumeur-Bodou,
Cornwall,
Pleume ur-Bod ou, North-west
North- west France,
examin
France and
examinee means by which,
and
which, through
throug h collaboration
collabo ration
Andov
Andover,
er, Maine.
Maine. The Post
Post Office
betwee
Office station
station at
at Goonbetweenn the two Institutions,
GoonInstitut ions, the
the progress
progres s of
of elecelechilly
h~lly is being
~eing equipped
equipp ed with
with aa steerable
tronic and radio engineering
steerab le parabolic
enginee ring can
parabo lic
tronic
can be
be fostered,
foster,ed, and
and to
to
d1sh aerial
dish
two
stations
aenal and the other
other
two
makte recommendations
station
recomm endatio ns for
s with
with horn
make
the
hom
for submission
submis sion to
to the
aerials
of the
~e type developed
develop ed by
Counci
by the
ls of the two
the Bell
Bell Telephone
Teleph one
two Institutions."
Institut ions." The
Councils
The following
following
~aboratones. Other stations
Laboratories.
s~ations are
represe
are at
ntative s of the
at Fucino,
Fucino , Italy,
the two
Italy,
two Institutions
representatives
Institut ions constitute
constit ute the
the
Nutley , U.S.A.,
Nutley,
U.S.A., and
and Rio
R10 de
de Janeiro,
Janeiro , Brazil.
Brazil.
Comm
ittee :
Committee:
Brit.I.R.
E.
Brit.I.R.E.
.** Australia,
J\ustralia 1 Canada,
Canada, Ceylon,
Ceyion, Ghana,
Ghana, India,
India, New
New Zealand,
C .B.E., M.A.,
L. Maddoc~,
H. Bedford, C.B.E.,
Zealand,
M .A., B.Sc.,
B.Sc., F.C.G.I.
F.C.G.I.
N:1gena , Pakistan,
the Federatio
of Rhodesia and NNyasalan
I.
O.B E.,
E ., B,Sc.(Hons.).
I.W .Maddock,
O.B
ati0nn 0f
B.Sc.(Ho ns.).
Sterra
Leone
and
the
U
.K.
Sefra Leone'tnd the'uK
*asalandd. '
E . Miller, M.A.
· ^
M.A. (deputy
W. E.
(deputy chairman).
chairman ).
Colonel
G. W.
W. Raby,
Colonel G.
Raby, C.B.E.
C .B.E.
I.E.E.
IE
E Harold
Sir
Bishop, C.B.E.,
Sir 'Harold
Bishop,
C.B .E ., B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(En g.), F.C.G.I.
Moto rists' Radio
F .C .G.I.
Motorists'
Radi o Service?
Servi ce ?
R.
R. J. Halsey, C.M.G., B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(En g.), F.C.G.I.
F .C.G.I.
Sir Hamish D.
D . McLaren,
¥-cLlren , K.B.E.,
Sir
K .B.E., C.B.,
C.B., LL.D,
LL.D. (chairman).
LOCAL
broadcasting
service
A
(chairman ).
LOCA
L
br~adca
stin~
service giving
giving on-the-spot
on-the- spot
T.
Terroru, B.Sc.
T. B. D Terroni,
B.Sc.
road and traffic information
mform atwn for
for motorists
motori sts was
was outlined
outline d
by the Automobile
in
a
memorandum
Autom obile Association
Association in a memor andum to
to
Spac e Communications
Com muni catio ns
Space
the
Committee
on
Broadcasting.
th~ Pilkington
Pilking ton Comm ittee on Broadc asting. It
It isis
pomted out that because
pointed
RE PRESE~T ATIVE S from 11
becaus e of
of the
the localized
localized nature
REPRESENTATIVES
11 Commonwealth
nature of
Comm onweal th
of
the information
inforn: ation to
countri
tc;> be
es* are meeting
be given,
given, national
countries*
meetin g in
nationa l or
in London
Londo n from
or even
even regional
from March
regiona l
March 28th
28th
broadc
broadcasting
stations
would
be
unsuitable,
and
it
is
asting
to April 13th to discuss the potentialities
station s would be unsuita ble and it is
potenti alities of
of satellites
satellites
ther.efore ^. suggested
therefore
for Commonwealth
Commo nwealt h telecommunications
suggest.ed that
that either
telecom munica tions and
either local
local broadcasting
brdadc asting
and also
also the
the
stations (if
(1f established)
problem
establis hed) or
associated with their
or mobile
mobile stations
problemss associated
stations should
their use.
use. The
should be
The conference,
be
conference,
used. The latter
which will be presided
l~tter is
is envisaged
envisaged as
preside d over
over by
as the
the most
by Sir
most pracdcSir Ronald
Ronald German,
practic Germa n,
able
as
a
station
could
then
be
brought
into
service
directo
statiOn
r-gener al of the Post
could then be brough t into service
director-general
Post Office,
Office, will
will prepare
prepare aa
a few days
report for consideration
days in
1 a
in the
the vic
conside ration by
vicinity
of, for
by Commonwealth
for instance,
Co:nm onweal th governinstanc e the
the
govern - for
t?
,
.
inityagricultural
of,
Farnbo rough air show,
Famborough
show, or
ments. The leader of the
or an
an agricul tural show.
the U.K.
U.K. delegation
show.' As
delegat ion of
As
of 40
40
car radios
"car
membe
radios. in the
rs will be Sir
the v.h.f.
v.h.f. band
Sir Robert
members
band are
Robert Harvey,
are not
Harvey , deputy
not generally
general ly on
deputy director
directo r
on
the
market
in
this
country,"
it
is
suggested
that
very
general of the G.P.O.,
m ~s country ," it is sugges ted that very
G.P.O. , and
and the
the conference
confere nce secretary,
secretary,
low-po
wer medium-wave
low-power
W. Stubbs,
medmm -wave transmitters
Stubbs , who is secretary
transm itters with
secreta ry general
general of
with aa range
rangeof
of the
the Commonof
Comm on~0
10 to 12 miles should be
Teleco mmuni cations Board.
wealth Telecommunications
be used.
used. The
The A.A.'s
A.A.'s proposal
Board.
propos al
mclude s the suggestion
includes
sugges tion that
Februa ry, aa two-day
At the end of February,
that music
music should
should be
two-da y international
be broadinterna tional
broadcas~
cast between
betwee n transmissions
transm issions of
of official
official announcements
announ cement s
which would be made at
at specified
specified intervals.
interva ls.
The British
Bri.tis~ Institution
I~stitution of
of Radio
Radio Engineers
Engineers has
has acaccei?t.ed an invitation
cepted
mvitatiOn to
to become
become aa.member
mem':Jer society
society of
of the
the
Bnush Conference
British
Conference on
on Automation
Automation and
and Commutation.
Com:.Jutation.
Andr_ew St. Johnston
Andrew
Johnston and
and William
William Renwick
Renwick have
have been
been
appomt
ed as the two representatives
appointed
representatives of
of the
the Institution
Institution
on the 13.C.A.C.
Council.
B.C.A.C. Council.
Anglo-Sovi~t Trade.—Included
Anglo-Soviet
75M
Tr~de.-Included in
in the
the £2
£2.75M
worth of _Soviet
Soviet capital
capital goods
g~ods to
to be
be imported
imported into
into the
the
durmg 1962 are radio
U.K. during
rad1o and
and electronic
electronic components
components
to the value of £75,000,
of
which
not
more
than
£75,000, of which ·not more than
£15,000 is permitted
permitted for transistors.
transistors. The
The quotas
quotas from
from
countries include scientific
both countries
s:::ientific and
and industrial
industrial instruinstruments, the value of the U.K.
exports
being
£750,000.
U.K. exports being £750,000.

p*

Research Laboratories
Mullard Research
Laboratories isis to
to hold
hold Open
Open Days
Days
on July 4th, 5th and
and 6th,
6th, when
when each
each of
of its
its five
five dividivis:ons
sions will show aspects of
of the
the extensive
extensive research
research proprogrammes in physics,
physics , electronics
grammes
now
electronics and
and allied
allied fields
fields now
undertaken by Mullard.
being undertaken
Mullard.
Framework for the support of
Framework
of the
the steerable
steerab/ e paraboloid
paraboloid at
at the
the
Goon hilly Downs satellite
sate/1 ite communicolicns
Coonhilly
communicaticns station
station which
which isis
being set up by the Post Office.
will
Office. The
The parabolic
parabolic reflector
reflector will be
be
85-ft in diameter
diameter and 21-ft
21-ft deep.

Rece:vi
ng Licences.—The
Licenc es.-The number
Receiving
number of
of combined
combined teletelevision and sound radio licences
licences in
in the
the U.K.
U.K. increased
increased
by 35,941
35,941 in January,
January, bringing
bringing the
the total
total to
to 11,693,445.
11,693,445.
The total of sound-only
sound-only licences
licences (3,595,098)
(3,595,098) includes
includes
496,287 for sets
sets fitted in
in cars.
cars.
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"The
Electroneers."-This new Mullard 20-minute
" The Electroneers."—This
colour film highlights the research, organization and
knowledge behind the design and manufacture of
special valves and tubes. Basically the film tells the
story-from prototype to production—of
life story—from
production-of one special
type of microwave valve called a travelling wave tube
developed for multi-channel radio communications networks. At the same time it is also the story of the other
three hundred and more equally specialized Mullard
tubes and valves for applications ranging from radar and
machine tool control to the measurement of minute
electric currents. It will be available on 16mm stock
for distribution to engineers in industry and government departments, educational establishments, radio
and electronics societies and film societies.
Digests."-This monthly pub"European Technical Digests.".—This
lication contains independently written reports of
selected articles published in about a thousand scientific
and technical journals in 25 different countries. Main
object is to give smallsm1ll- and medium-size industrial
fir.ms, which do ·not
fiiyns,
not normally have access to foreign
literature, easily digested information on recent
developments in science and industry. European Technical Digests is published by the Organization for
Eco::1omic
Economic Co-operation and Development, and is
sponsored in the U.K. by the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research, 14-18 Cornwall Terrace, London, N.W.I.
N.W.l. Annual subscription rate in the U.K. is
lOs.
£3 10s.
B.S.I. Changes.—The
Changes.-The division of . standard projects
undertaken by the British Standards Institution has
hitherto been handled internally within five sections.
This number has now been increased to seven and some
<;>f the technical
techn:cal directorate have resulted.
changes of
Among former senior technical officers now promoted to
div~sional chief technical officers are P. 'Bingley
divisional
Bingley (electrical, telecommunications, acoustics, etc.), and J. Brown
(data processing, instrumentation, etc.).
Cardiological Technicians.—The
Technicians.-The annual exhibition of
cardiological apparatus, which is organized by the
Society of Cardioloeical
Cardiological Technicians of Great Britain,
will be held on October 26th and 27th at the Londoner
Hotel, Welbeck Street, London, W.l. Further information is obtainable from Miss Margaret Hale, Cardiac
Research Dept., Guy's Hospital, London, S.E.I.
S.E.l.
The Society of Non-Destructive Examination is
arranging to hold a conference in Cambridge, from
July ,20th-21st,
t~;teme: "The
".The examination
examinatioJ?- of
20th-21st, on the theme:
thick sections." Further information
tnformauon may be obtained
obtamed
from the honorary secretary of the Society, H. L. Carson, Central Electricity Research Laboratories, Cleeve
Road, Leatherhead, Surrey.
· S.M.P.T.E. Convention.—The
Conventioti.-The Society of Motion
9lst
Picture and Television Engineers are to hold their 91st
convention in Los Angeles from April 30th to May 4th,
when the accent will be on advances in colour techniques
and equipment. Papers on colour research work from
cmmtries will be read, and E.M.I.'s
several countries
E.M.l.'s U.S.
Division are to show newly developed colour equipment.

A radio and television course covering theory and
and
some practical work, and mainly intended for amateurs,
is to commence on May 7th at the Wesley Evening
Evening
Institute, Wesley Road, Stonebridge, London,
London, N.W.10,
N.W.10,
from whence full details may be obtained.
obtained.
Conference Date Change.—The
Change.-The Institute of Physics
and the Physical Society advises that the date of the
Low Energy Nuclear Physics Conference, at
at Harwell,
Harwell,
has been changed from that listed on page 147 of the
1962.
March issue, and is now September 12th-14th, 1962.

Union List of Periodicals on Electronics and Related
Subjects, compiled by R. England, B.Sc., M.I.Inf.Sc.,
of the Plessey Company, contains entries of organizat~ons and firms having libraries of journals covering
tions
television, radiocommunications,
radio~omrnunications, telegraphy, physics,
patents, instruments, computing and automation, etc.
Primarily intended for members of the Electronics
Group of the Association of Special Libraries and InIn...
formation Bureaux, copies of the list (15s each) are,
are,
however, available to non-members on application to
Miss B. Newman, Secretary, ASLIB Electronics Group,
Ericsson Telephones Ltd., Beeston, Nottingham.
Experiments in Soldering.—The
Soldering.-The International Tin
Research Council's report for 1961 on the work of
of the
Tin Research Institute covers a wide variety of activities
designed to promote the use of tin. On the subject
of soldering it states that commercial trials have been
made using polyethylene glycol as a solvent for hydrazine halide type fluxes. Hitherto the use of this type
of flux has been attended by some risk of dermatitis.
It seems likely, states the report, that the use of
polyethylene glycol can virtually eliminate this hazard
without seriously reducing the effectiveness of this most
useful fluxing compound. Copies of the report are
available free of charge to libraries, and scientific and
industrial organizations from the Tin Research Institute, Eraser
Fraser Road, Perivale, Greenford, Middx.

All types of d.c./a.c. converter are classified and their
principles of operation, characteristics, advantages and
short-comings are described in a new survey by E.
"D.C./ A.C. Converters for D.C.
Komolibus entitled "D.C./A.C.
Amplifiers." Published by the British Scientific Instrument Research Association, South Hill, Chislehurst,
Kent, the survey runs to 147 pages including 105 figures
and 144 references. Tables of data provide operating
frequency, supply voltage, maximum input or contact
rating, noise level, mounting, etc., of all d.c./a.c.
d.c./ a.c. concon-'
verters commercially available in the U.K. Price is
is.
3gn in U.K.,
U .K., post free.
" Sound and Vision
Vision"
" stand at the current Ideal Home
features.
Exhibition (Olympia, London, March 6th-31st) feamres
a selection of television and sound radio receivers, tape
recorders and stereophonic record reproducers in various
room settings. Eye-catching
Eye-catch:ng are a £500 radiogram by
Zenith and three transistor portable models by Roberts'
Radio which are respectively encased in 18 carat solid
gold, mink, and synthetic diamonds.
II.F.A.C.—J.
.F.A.C.-J. F.
F . Coales, O.B.E., M.A., M.I.E.E.,
M.I.E.E.,Reader
Reader
in Engineering at Cambridge University, has been elected
a vice-president of the International Federation of
Automatic Control. The Federation, of which there
are 26 national member organizations, is at present preparing its 2nd International Congress of I.F.A.C. for
Automatic Control to be held in September, 1963, in
Basle, Switzerland.

West Germany may adopt the American stereophonic
radio broadcasting system using the F.C.C. standards.
This is the view expressed by Professor Dr. Werner Nestel
of Telefunken, one of the leading German research and
development scientists in the field, in a paper given in
Berlin recently. So far the Bonn Government has
has not
not
indicated that it is activelv
actively preparing for the introduction of a stereo broadcasting service.
"" Elettra III,"
I ll," Marconi Marine's new research and
and
demonstration vessel, was launched at Berwick-onTweed on March 8th. To be fitted with a full range
range
of the company's latest electronic aids to communication
and navigation, the "Elettra
" Elettra III"
III " is 82ft in length,
with a beam of 20ft, and will replace the present
""Elettra
Elettra II."
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Personaliti
es
Personalities
J. R. Brinkley has been elected chairman of the Electronic Engineering Association. Mr. Brinkley, who was
born in Glasgow, began his career there
there in
in the
the Post
Post
Office engineering department. He was subsequently
appointed to the engineering chief's office and then to
the G.P.O. Radio Research Department at
at Dollis
Dollis Hill,
Hill,
London. He was seconded to the Home Office early in
the war to assist in the development of v.h.f. radio
radio
services for the police, fire and civil defence. During
this period and until 1948,
1948, he was responsible for
for much
much
of the
th,e development of police radio in Britain and
and in
in
particular for the introduction of the multi-carrier mobile
radio system. He joined Pye Ltd. in 1948
1948 and was
appointed technical director of Pye Telecommunicatiom in 1949. Since 1956, Mr. Brinkley has been
tions
managing director of Pye Telecommunications Ltd. and
is also an executive director of Pye Ltd., and a director
of the Telephone Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

G. F. Gainsborough, B.Sc., Ph.D., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.i.E.E., is to
succeed W. K. Brasher, C.B.E., M.A., M.I.E.E., later this
year as secretary of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. Dr. Gainsborough, a barrister-at-law who is
46, is now an assistant secretary in the Establishment
and Organization Division of the Ministry of Aviation.
Educated at Christ's Hospital, and King's College, London, where he served for a time in the Physics Department, he joined the Radio Division of the National
Physical Laboratory and was attached, in 1944, to the
Scientit1c Office in Washington
British Commonwealth Scientific
as a senior scientific officer. Shortly after returning to
this country he was transferred to the Ministry of
Supply, now the Ministry of Aviation.

The B.B.C. announces the appointment of
of J. RedRedmond, M.LE.E.,
M.I.E.E., as superintendent engineer, television
television
(regions and outside broadcasts), in succession to T. H.
Bridgewater, M.I.E.E., who, as reported in the March
issue, became chief
chid engineer, television. Mr. Redmond
joined the B.B.C. in 1937 as a maintenance engineer at
Edinburgh and transferred to the television service at
Alexandra Palace in 1938; eventually becoming superintendent engineer, television (recording) in 1960. In
this latter post he was responsible for the introduction
and rapid extension in the use of video-tape recording
equipment.
Dr. H. R. Baumgartner, formerly chief engineer, has
been appointed manager of the Transistor Division of
Standard Telephones & Cables. Dr. Baumgartner came
to Great Britain in 1955 and joined S.T.C. two years
later as head of the Transistor Design Section. He
graduated from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich with a degree in electronics and
physics. B. D. Mills, B.Sc., B.E., A.M.I.E.E., has
been appointed to succeed Dr. Baumgartner as chief engineer of the S.T.C. Transistor Division. Mr. Mills
joined the company in 1951 as a development engineer
specializing in high-reliability receiving valves. He is
a graduate of the University of Queensland. Other
S.T.C. Transistor Division appointments are those of
J. G. Litterick, A.M.I.E.E., as marketing manager, and
H. T. Lofthouse B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E,E.,
A.M.I.E .E ., as sales
sales
manager.

J. A. Lawrence, T.D., M.I.E.E., who was recently
J.
appointed staff engineer of the new Telephone Electronic Exchange Systems Development Branch of the
Post Office, has been with the G.P.O. since 1927 when

he entered the Engineering Department as a youth-intraining. After war service and a period on the development of subscriber trunk dialling, he took charge in 1950
of a group set up to study the application of electronic
techniques to telephone systems. Since 1956 he has
played a major part in the joint
j0int electronic research projects in which manufacturers and the G.P.O. are pooling
ideas on electronic telephone exchanges.
New Director of Technical Policy at the Air Ministry
is Air Commodore Antony G. Powell, A.M.I.E.E. A
A
former Cranwell cadet, Air Commodore Powell has
has held
held
a number of senior signals appointments,
appointments, and
and was
was chief
chief
of the electronics branch of
of the
the signals
signals division
division of
of
SHAPE for two years from June, 1955. In
1958
he
went
In 1958 he went
to H.Q., Signals Command, as senior air
staff
officer.
air staff officer.
He completed the 1961 Imperial Defence College
College course
course
prior to his new appointment.

G. F. Gainsborough

Ridler
D. S.S. R/d/er

D. S. Ridler, A.M.I.E.E., has been appointed technical director of Standard Telephones & Cables.
Mr. Ridler first joined S.T.C. in
Educated in London, Mr.
1939. In 1946 he took charge of a department within
Standard Telecommunication Laboratories and was
responsible for many developments in electronic
elect~pnic telephone and telegraph switching and data processing.
He rejoined S.T.C. in 1958 as chief engineer (development and engineering), and now has 51 British patents
ment
covering a wide range of inventions.
D. Hadfield, Ph.D., M.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.E.E., F.I.M.,
has been appointed director of research at Swift Levick
& Sons Ltd. Dr. Hadfield has held the position of
research manager with the company for the past 12
years and prior to that was 13 years with the B.S.A.
Group Research Centre and for eight years in charge of
the Magnetic Research Laboratory based at JessopSaville Ltd., Sheffield. For the past four years he has
been chairman of the Permanent Magnet Association
Technical Committee, and is also editor of a comprehensive book produced as a symposium of authors and
entitled "Permanent Magnets and Magnetism," to be
published shortly by Iliffe Books Ltd.
V. J.
}. Francis, B.Sc., F.Inst.P., M.I.E.E., has been
V,
appointed executive director of G.E.C. (Research) Ltd.
He succeeds O.
0. W. Humphreys as director of the Central Research Laboratories and administrative head
of the Hirst Research Centre. Aged 53, Mr. Francis
studied at Imperial College, South Kensington, and
graduated first in mathematics and later in physics,
both with first-class honours.
honours. He joined the research
laboratories of the G.E.C. in 1931 and was promoted
to the leading scientific staff in 1937.
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B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., has
has
Geoffrey N. Bowling, B.Sc.
joined the Marconi International Marine Communicaposition
tion Company as deputy technical manager, a position
in 1960,
1960, of
of
which has remained vacant since the death, in
Southampton
Commander C. M. Jacob. A graduate of Southampton
University, where he also obtained a diploma in
in elecelectronics, he has been several years in Australia, after completing his national service in the Royal Navy.
Navy. He
He was
was
(Australasia) and
for a time with Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia)
Establishlater at the Royal Australian Naval Torpedo Establishto the U.K. in 1957,
1957,
ment, Sydney. Since returning to
Mr. Bowling has been with Southern Instruments of
Mr.
Camberley.

M .I.E.E., has been
H. W. Baker, O.B.E., M.I.E.E,,
been appointed
senior superintendent engineer, television, of
of the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C.
will co-ordinate
This is a new post in which Mr. Baker will
the work of the three superintendent engineers responresponsible for studios, outside broadcasts, and recording, in
in
the television service. He will also be deputy to
to the
the
chief engineer, television. Mr.
Mr. Baker joined
joined the B.B.C.
B.B.C. in
in
1926, and after service at several of the Corporation's
transmitting stations he transferred to the
the television
television
service when it was started in 1936. He
He became
became
assistant engineer-in-charge at Alexandra Palace in
1937, and, later, engineer-in-charge when it was resuperopened in 1945. He was appointed assistant super1950 and
and superintendent engineer, television, in 1950
intendent, television studios, in 1952.

OUR
AUT HORS
OUR AUTHORS

G. N. Bowling

N. D. Hill

Norman D. Hill, who for some years has been
E.M.I. computer
computer work,
associated with all aspects of E.M.I,
of
has been appointed head of the computer division of
responsibility for
E.M.I. Electronics Ltd., with full responsibility
administration.
all sales, engineering, programming and administration.
E.M.I. in 1956,
1956, has lectured on
Mr. Hill, who joined E.M.I,
on
the subject of computers all over the world.
world.
M. M. Macqueen, chairman of G.E.C.
G .E.C. (Radio &
& TeleTelevision) Ltd. is retiring at the end of March, 1962. He
He
has been associated with the radio and television industry
G.E.C. in 1923
1923 as assistant to
from the outset, joining G.E.C.
to
the manager of the radio department.
department. Mr. Macqueen
Macqueen is
well-known for his work for the various industry associaassociations. He has been a member of the council and
and prinprincipal committees of the R.M.A., and later B.R.E.M.A.
B.R.E.M.A.
R.M.A. in 1937 and chairman
He was chairman of the R.M.A.
of B.R.E.M.A. in 1949, 1950 and again in 1954, serving
until May 1957. He was also B.R.E.M.A. representaCouncil for
for seven
seven years
tive on the Radio Industry Council
and took a leading part in the formation of the Radio
Radio
Communication and Electronic Engineering Association,
a:> the Electronic Engineering Association, of
now known as
of
whiCh he was vice-chairman in 1946.
which
A. M. Humby, M.I.E.E., a well-known figure in the
the
field of radio propagation and a contributor to W.W. on
on
aspects of this subject, retired at the age of
of 66
66 at the
the end
end
of February. Educated at Christ's
Christ's Hospital,
Hospital, Mr.
Mr.
Humby served as a battalion signals officer
officer in
in the
the first
first
world war and later joined the engineering staff of
of
Marconi's. In 1929 he joined
joined Cable & Wireless as
as
manager and engineer-in-charge of the Bridgwater W/T
W /T
station and was subsequently for four years from 1934
1934
engaged on research and development work
work at Electra
Electra
House. He was seconded to the Admiralty in
in 1941
1941
and later joined the Royal Navy Scientific
Scientific Service. In
In
1951 he was seconded to the British Joint Communications Electronics Board and was later appointed
appointed to
to the
the
Joint Communications—Electronics
Communications-Electronics Staff of
of the Ministry
Ministry .
of Defence. There his duties included
that
of
chairman·i ncluded
chairmanship of the N.A.T.O. Study Group on Ionospheric
Ionospheric
Scatter and membership for the U.K. of the Study
Study
Group on Tropospheric Scatter. Mr. Humby is to
to concontinue to participate in certain N.A.T,0.
N.A.T.O. study groups.
groups.

G.
G . M.
M . Gould, M.Sc., Ph.D., who with W.
W. R.
R. Carter,
Carter,
propagation, has
B.Sc., writes in this issue on v.l.f. propagation,
has
recently emigrated to New Zealand where he has taken
taken
up the appointment of senior lecturer in
in physics at
at
Victoria University of Wellington. For the past ten
ten
years he has been in the Royal Naval Scientific Service,
Service,
in which he was a principal scientific officer, and
and has
has
been working at the Admiralty Surface Weapons Establishment, Portsmouth. Dr.
Dr. Gould's work was originally
originally
and its applications
applications
concerned with perturbation theory and
to microwave electronics, but for the past five years he
he
has been dealing mainly with the applications of v.l.f.
v.l.f. to
to
communications and navigational aids. Mr.
Mr. Carter,
who is also at A.S.W.E.,
A.S .W .E., was from 1950 to 1960
1960 conducting research first on h.f.
h.f. propagation and its appliapplications to Naval communications and subsequently on
navigational aids particularly in connection with
with the
the
Decca Navigator. For the past
past two years
years his
his main
interest has been in the v.li.
v.l.f. band.
band.
MeA. Steele, B.Sc. (Eng.), author of the article in
J. McA.
in
this issue on standard frequency transmissions,
transmissions, graduated from Glasgow University in 1945.
1945. After a year
year
with the Ministry of Supply he joined
joined the staff of
of the
the
National Physical Laboratory where
where he has
has been
been
engaged almost continuously in the field of
of precise
precise frequency measurement and standardization, including
studies of the effect of ionospheric propagation
propagation on
on the
received frequency stability of both low and
and high
high radio
present NPL
frequency signals. He is the present
NPL represenrepresentative on the British National Committee for Scientific
Scientific
Radio.

OB ITUARY
OBITUARY
F. Stanley Mockford, one of the pioneers of
of the use
of radio in aircraft, died on March 1st
1st after
after aa short
short
illness. Until his retirement (reported in the
the last
last issue)
issue)
Mr. Mockford was commercial manager of Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Company, a post he had
had held for
for
fourteen years. Born in 1897—the
1897-the same year as the
company was founded—Mr.
founded-Mr. Mockford began his long
long
and varied career in wireless in the Royal Flying
Flying Corps
Corps
in 1915 and the Royal Air Force and afterwards, as an
Air Ministry official, helped in the early development
development of
of
wireless services for civil aviation.
aviation. He was
was the
the first
first
examiner of candidates for the air operator's
operator's licence,
licence,
devised the first international phonetic alphabet
alphabet and at
at
this period introduced the " Mayday " distress call.
call. In
In
1930 he joined Marconi's, and three years later became
became
assistant sales manager and, in the
the August
August of
of 1935,
1935,
manager of the company's Aircraft Department.
Department. The
same year he was appointed assistant general manager
and later deputy general manager. Since its foundation,
he was continuously a council member of the Electronic
Electronic
Engineering Association and three times chairman; he
he
was also a founder member of the Radio Industry
Industry
Council.
C. R. Robertson, chairman of the McMurdo InstruInstrument Company, died on February 28th after a short and
and
sudden illness.
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«BELLING-LEE"
EE " NOTES
"BELLING-L
Series::
No. 39 of a Series
Recording Transients,
2.
Part 2,
Having decided the method of
recording to be used, next came the
matter of synchronising the experiment and the recording run. There is
more to this than just throwing a
switch, for any event takes a finite
time to happen, and in starting a
mechanical recorder and bringing it
up to steady speed, this is appreciable. It also takes time, and this may
be longer or shorter, to start the
experiment or test run, and therefore
experiment
a switching initiation programme is
necessary, which must be performed
automatically once it has been inneat· solution to this
augurated. The neat
problem was to employ a cold cathode
counter to trip a series of high speed
relays, thus giving us a sequence
switch. For the purposes immediately
envisaged, 100 milli-second intervals
have been chosen, the sequence terminating at the tenth position, but
any appropriate periods can be set up.
The sequence is started by a master
switch, and Station 10 is used for
"'Off."
tape drive "off."

§
o
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Now let us consider the application
fuse rupturing
of the recorder to a ·fuse
test. The fuse-link is, say, one of the
fast action type, and under the conditions envisaged should clear the
milli-seconds. The
circuit in a few milh-seconds.
rupturing current is switched on by a
contactor, which must be positive in
action, and free from contact bounce
since this would invalidate the experiment. This,
This, of course, is a desirable
ment.
feature in any contactor, but we were
feature
looking for
for a standard surpassing all
looking
normal
electrical requirements, and
normal electrical
were
were obliged to modify considerably
the
the best commercial product that
could be
The modified
found.
be found.
could
contactor and its control circuit takes.
takes,
contactor

say, 50 milli-seconds to operate,
and is therefore connected to Station
9 of the sequence switch; this means
that the fuse-link will blow approximately in the middle of period 9.
The recorder tape drive takes, say,
100-150 milli-seconds to run up to
full speed, and so this is switched from
Station 7, and held on until the end
of the sequence; the equipment is
therefore available for recording for
the whole of period 9.
Thus, approximately 3/4 of a
second after the master switch is
operated, the tape drive begins to
pick up speed. 200 milli-seconds later,
when the paper speed is constant, the
fuse gear contactor is energised and
the current is switched on through the
VVhen this blows, the
fuse-link.
fuse-hnk.
When
current in circuit ceases to flow, and
the recording is complete; the recorder tape drive is switched off when
the sequence switch reaches Station
10. The current recording will have
been made by one of the twelve
galvanometers, driven by the voltage
developed across a suitable low reconnected in series with the
sistance conneaed
fuse.
This illustrates the essential parameters of a fuse rupturing test, and the
simplest application of the recording
gear. In practice, other galvanometers
would probably be utilised simultaneously to record reference levels,
circuit voltage, a time scale (derived
from a master oscillator), and so on.
An essentially similar application,
which is currently being investigated,
suggests itself in connection with
mechanical shock test experiments.
This is a subject of increasing importance in the development of
ballistic vehicles, and the placing of
artificial satellites in orbit for communications and other purposes,
owing to the high accelerating forces
prinCiple
that are involved. The basic principle
of shock testing consists in securing
to a carriage the component or equipment to be tested; this is accelerated
under known conditions, and then
arrested in a very short distance by a
linear retarding force applied suddenly
by impact. To derive the full value
from such an experiment, the applied
shock force and the energy distribution must be known, and by attaching
accelerometers to the carriage these
factors can be monitored and recorded in very much the same manner
as described in the fuse experiment.
of
Advertisement
Advertisement of
LTD.
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HASSIS
INTER-CHASSIS
INTER-C
CONNECTOR
CONNECTOR

L.6I3
L.613 18-WAY
(Two form a complete connector).
Designed to couple electronic units or
sub-assemblies together without the
need for intervening cables, and it
facilitates rapid disconnection for servicing or replacement. It is extensively
used in electronic calculating machines.
in:The connector cannot be engaged incorrectly, for it has been made nonreversible. Each unit is half-plug, halfsocket containing an equal number of
plug pins and sockets. All poles are
fully floating and sockets have a wide
angle of entry to give a wide tolerance
on mating alignment
The insulant is a low-loss tropical
grade of phenolic material which is retained in a surround of cadmiumplated mild steel. The pins are made of
berylhum-copper,
beryllium-copper, and the sockets of
phosphor-bronze: finish, silver plated.
(SOA.
lOA. per pole (50A.
Current rating: I0A.
max. per connector)
Breakdown voltage (D.C.):
·Breakdown
polesjchassis
4kV. pole/pole, S.SkV. poles/chassis
Mn
Insulation resistance:
> 1000 Mo
resistance:>
mn
Contact resistance: < 33 mo
Weight:
20.15 gm. (0.7 oz.)
are
products are
Most
"Belling-Lee" products
Most "Belling-Lee"
registered
or registered
covered
patents or
by patents
covered by
applications
designs oror applications
designs
BELLING & LEE LTD
GREAT CAMBRIDGE ROAD, ENFIELD. MIDO*.. ENGLAND
Enfield
Radiobel, Enfleld
Grams: Radiobel,
5393 •• Grams;
Phone:
Enfield 5393
Phone: Enfield
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we can now report new and interesting information in the field of tape recording.
An intensive research and development programme over the last eighteen months has
been devoted to the improvement of record,
playback and erase heads.
The tendency towards transistor portable
tape recorders has received our special
attention as the necessity for improvements in
heads for this application has been an obvious
requirement.
COMBINED ERASE HEAD AND
OSCILLATOR COIL
"A
" A most amazing component!" is the reaction
of most people who test these, for in a space of
only fin.
!in. diameter by
bTiin.
"fin. long, is contained
a complete oscillator coil and erase head.
A simple oscillator circuit operates with a single
OC81, or similar type of transistor, and rernA at 9 V from the battery.
quires only 20 mA
As well as acting
)iW»
as an erase head,
this component
component
this
80 provides the
also
igTsU
al
provides the
:::::: required
required bias
bias supsupi-1 Sp
If—p ks
' "I .'----~'~--'-~--wv-.--ply to the record1
.---o>-'-----l>-l.__--'---'1
ing head
head and
and (if
(if
r-"~
i "^
ing
required) HT
HT for
for
*i|£jVjn oc,,
required)
W x'
a recording level
t"
indicator of the
'
•*
DM70, or similar
type.
Although
DC flows within the oscillator coil inside the
head there is no DC flux whatsoever produced in the erase section.
Where an indicator of the DM70 type is used
the heater may be seriesed with the circuit, as
shown below. This offers a further economy
of power, and in this case a total of 25mA
at 9V, therefore, supplies indicator heater,
indicator HT, 30 Kc bias supply and erase
power.
A further trend of transistor tape recorders
may be to combine a radio tuner input—the
input-the
erase head/oscillator coil would enable such a
recorder to record with a transformerless
loudspeaker output stage in operation.

APRIL,
April,

ERASE HEAD/TRANSFORMER
HE.t\D/TRANSFORMER
The
The obvious use of the output push-pull stage switched as an oscillator when
recording can offer a substantial saving in components as the existing output
transformer
transformer can be used as an
,p/,
D r/ I
oscillator coil.
However, it
" 4
K?!(
oscillator
becomes
becomes desirable to generate a
fr-t trfl
f'V c'j
higher
higher voltage than would normally
i § § '
:a 3;
be available from such a circuit
i1
i ht i =3
i
for
for the bias supply and a further
^ ioovF'" I ' '™4"l0
2 3
requirement
may
be
for
high
requirement may be for high
'
|
HI
f—-VW-^
voltage as HT for a recording
I—
—^
voltage
voltage level indicator.
|
voltage
Special erase heads are now
L
— —j—( 'T1
Special
available that are double wound
It'* \ [ '
having aa low
1IIj
_ S 3 l-D
having
low impedance
impedance winding
winding
for coupling to the oscillator and a "3
—1 ,m LS a-i -n
for
~ sj l!OJ1
4
high impedance output winding ~
a al5
/TS , <
§ y J
high
for providing the required bias
Sj 5
( {]) |
a
supply
supply to the recording head, and
11
\
(if required) HT for an indicator
Ij
1
——o
of
of the DM70 or similar type.
■—
'

CLOSE TOLERANCE ON RECORD AND REPLAY HEADS
As
As the
the tape
tape recording
recording art
art has
has developed,
developed, so
so manufacturers
manufacturers have
have quite
quite rightly
rightly
asked for
and higher
higher performances
performances in
in heads.
heads.
asked
for closer
closer tolerances
tolerances and
X SERIES
SERIES
How
How can
can you
you produce
produce an
an extremely
extremely high
high quality
quality range
range of
of
X
J
record
record and
and playback
playback heads
heads offering
offering the
the maximum
maximum in
in perpertformance,
formance, having far closer tolerances in all mechanical
and electrical
and
electrical characteristics
characteristics than
than hitherto
hitherto envisaged
envisage(i
and at the same time offer these at a reasonable price?
and
That was the development and production problem we
That
set ourselves eighteen months ago.
ago .
Some 75 heads from manufacturers throughout the
Some
world were
world
were examined
examined and
and tested.
tested. Performance
Performance features
features
were
were co-related to design factors applicable and so a design took shape based
upon
upon the rejection of all known bad features and the incorporation of good.
Our
million heads over fourteen
Our design and production experience of over 3 Jt milhon
purpose., enabled us to
years, including heads for practically every special purpose,
maintain
maintain a realistic approach to the problem. We purchased superb new
machinery
machinery and produced many special purpose machines ourselves, numerous
items
items of special electronic test gear were developed to provide as comprehensive
hensive a system of quality control as could be envisaged, and last but not
least, we engaged many highly skilled personnel.
We
We have now completed our task and the results fully measure up to our
expectations. Tolerances in output from standard test tapes are now reduced
duced to ± 11 dB, whilst tolerance on inductance is ± 88%,
%, to give but two typical
examples. Performances are, in fact, superior to the vast majority of heads
and equal to the best of any we have ever tested.
A complete range of record, playback and erase heads ('
('X'
X ' series) is avail!in.
able
able with these qualities for providing all the requirements of heads for Jin.
tape.
tape. Full track, i) track, 4 track
track stereo and 2 track stereo are all available
and most of these in various impedances. A special feature of the erase heads
is their extremely low power requirement, and
MULTITRACK
that they can be operated at 100 Kc without
i
appreciable heating.
A complete range of record and playback
U ' series)
multitrack
multitrack heads is available (' U'

R/ttP/J
DRAP/3

40pF

lOOpf

describedthe close tolerances described—
we do not think any other manufacturers have
offered
offered heads of this type with such close toler-

' i Jjjjjk

offering

R/EC/23
R/E
C/23
DR/tC/Z3
Ofi/EC/23
..... ------ ...

1962

!
SbSBb!

|

ances .
Heads
tin. and 16
Heads for 4 tracks on !in.,
Jin., 8 on |in.
in. tape are available, as well as full track,
on 1lin.
or individual track erase heads. Standard
heads
llOmH.
heads can be supplied at 5mH or HOmH.
The latter offering considerably higher voltage
output
output than hitherto obtainable.

OI^F I OABfe

8S TRACK
TRACK iin.
tin. TYPE
TYPE U/S
U/8

from:
Details of all the above types of heads are available from;

P. A.
P.
A. MARRIOTT
MARRIOTT &
& CO.
CO. LTD.
LTD.
WEMBLEY,
284a WATER ROAD, WEM
BLEY, MIDDX.
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Tel. No. WEMbley7493
2020
ALPerton 2020
ALPerton
ALPerton
ALPerton 2029
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News
from Industry
News
from
Industry
Thorn-Murphy Discussions.—Thorn
Discussions.-Thorn Electrical Industries announce that preliminary discussions have been
been
taking place with the board of Murphy Radio with a
view to finding a basis for an offer for the issued ordinary share capital of Murphy Radio Ltd. by Thorn
Electrical Industries Ltd. Negotiations are still at an
early stage and a further statement will be
be made as
soon as possible. Murphy have a substantial electronics
section and a holding of about 10 per cent in British
Relay Wireless & Television.
English Electric Co. Ltd.—Group
Ltd.-Group profit for the year
1961, after all charges other than taxation, is £4.6M as
against £6.6M for the previous year. Taxation absorbs
£L7M (£2.8M) and the group profit for the year 1961
£1.7M
attributable to members of the English Electric Company is £2.2M (X3.1M).
(£3.1M).
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.—Group
Co.-Group profit for
fpr
the year ended December 30th, 1961, after all charges
other than taxation, is £537,745. This compares with
£371,732 for the year 1960. After taxation of £127,887
(£66,840) and transfer to reserves of £115,000 (£47,000)
the group profit is £194,858 (£57,892).
(£57,892).
Texas Instruments Incorporated reported recently to
$233M-much
shareholders that 1961 total sales were $233M—much
the same as for the previous year. Net income was
$9M as against $15M for 1960,
1960. On T.I. activities in
states : " Because
Becaus·e of the United
this country the report states;
Kingdom's austerity measures, the semiconductor plant
at
at Bedford, England, failed to reach anticipated volume
but operated profitably nevertheless."

A new computer equipment division has been formed
by Decca Radar Ltd. It will be managed from the
company's London head office by Eric Tyler, A.M.
Brit. I.R.E., who was until recently general manager
of Decca Radar Inc., New York. The new computer
equipment division will be responsible for the sales,
services and commercial exploitation of all Decca computer peripheral equipment.
Research activities of the General Electric Company
are now under the management of a new subsidiary
company, G.E.C. (Research) Ltd., at the Hurst Research
Centre, East Lane, Wembley, Middx. Chairman of the
new company is O.
0. W. Humphreys with V. J. Francis
board are
as executive director. Other members of the board
Dr. H. K. Cameron, R. J. Clayton and K. Veseley.
E.M.I. Electronics Divisions Reorganized.—In
Reorganized.-In order
order
to co-ordinate and strengthen the activities of E.M.I.
Electronics Ltd. in the sound and television fields, a
Broadcast and Recording Equipment Division under
the management of Kenneth Owens,
Owens, B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(Eng.),
A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E., has been formed by the amalgamation of the existing Broadcast Equipment Division
and the Recording and Relay Equipment Division.
Division.
L~d. is the title of a newly
newly
Solartron (Farnborough) Ltd.
registered company which is to take over the executive
functions of all Solartron subsidiary companies located
at Farnborough, Hants. J.
J, E. Crosse is chairman and
managing director of the new company, which has a
nominal capital of £1,000 in £1 shares.
Grundig's New Oxford Street showrooms have been
closed following transfer of the company's publicity
department to join the sales department, general administrative offices and factory at 40 Newlands Park,
Sydenham, London, S.E.26 (Tel.: Sydenham 2211).
2211).
Sydenham,
Roberts' Radio advise a change of address
address, to Molesey
(Tel. : Molesey 7474).
7474).
Avenue, West Molesey, Surrey (Tel.:

Louis Newmark has entered into an agreement with
Ebauches S.A. of Neuchatel, Switzerland, whereby the
two companies will collaborate in the exploitation of the
electronic instrument field in the European Market.
The aim is to co-ordinate market research, development,
production, sales, distribution and servicing facilities of
both companies. Louis Newmark are large importers of
Swiss watches, but have over the past ten years expanded
into the field of aircraft navigational instruments and
industrial electronics. Ebauches S.A. supply watch
components to the Swiss watch industry and have .rerecently diversified into the electronic field.
Commercial activities of Semiconductors Ltd. and
Simet (the silicon rectifier division of the Plessey Company) have been integrated, thus combining all sales
sales
forces concerned in marketing semiconductor devices.
IIn
n each sales area a single organization can now offer
the services of a transistor specialist and a rectifier specialist. Control of the sales force will be centralized in
Semiconductors Ltd. at Swindon, where the applications
laboratories are sited, and which will in future be responsible for handling all sales enquiries.
Alma Components, the Diss, Norfolk, manufacturers
of precision wirewound resistors, have purchased the
whole of the issued share capital of Alston Capacitors
Ltd., of Halesworth, Suffolk. A new board of Alston
has been formed with J. R. Price, technical director,
R. F. Mann, production director and D. C. F. Bartlett,
sales director. Alston's offices are being transferred to
Diss and the 'London
London sales office at 551 Holloway Road,
London;
N.l9, will be shared with Alma.
London, N.19,
Wales Television Ltd. (Teledu Cymru), the programme contractor to the I.T.A. who will soon be bringing independent television to North and West Wales,
has appointed E.M.I. Electronics Ltd., as the major
Wales
supplier of television studio equipment for the Wales
Cardiff. The order
Television Centre now being built at Cardiff.
is valued at approximately £40,000. The studios are
scheduled to go on the air during September next.
Worsl,ey
Wholesale Supplies (Swinton) Ltd., 16-18 Worsley
Road, Swinton, Manchester (Tel.: Swinton 3232), are
now distributing the Pygmy and Clarville ranges of
transistor portable radio receivers, which are of French
manufacture.

OVERSEAS

TRADE

Ten bulk carrier vessels, which the Livanos Group
Group of
of
Cdmpanies
Companies have recently ordered from Split and Pula
with Kelvin
Kelvin
shipyards in Yugoslavia, are to be fitted with
Hughes navigational equipment comprising radar, echo
sounders and reflector compasses.

£60,000-worth of Racal communication equipment
left London recently bound for Salisbury, S. Rhodesia.
The equipment is for use by the British South African
Police and comprises 90 radio-telephones, 20 receivers
and 20 transmitters together with associated control
gear, head sets and microphones.
At the Chicago World Fair orders in excess of
$500,000 were secured by Elizabethan Tape Recorders
Ltd.
In Mauritius Marconi's have obtained contracts worth
over £JM
£tM for the installation of the major portion of
station on the
the
the radio equipment for the Admiralty station
cif a transmitting
island. The Mauritius project consists of
installation at Bigara, a receiving installation at Tombeau Bay and a communications centre at Vacoas.

Wireless World,
WIRELESS
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Standard Frequency Transmissions

Standard

Frequency

Transmissions

CHARACTERISTICS OF STANDARD
STANDARD FREQUENCIES
FREQUENCIES AND
AND TIME
TIME SIGNALS
SIGNALS
By J. McA.
MeA. STEELE,*
STEELE,* B.sc.rEng.)
s.sc.lEng.)

T
Ti HE Administrative
Administrative Radio
Radio Conference
Conference at
at Atlantic
Atlantic
allocated to
City (1947) allocated
to the
the standard
standard frequency
frequency
service the following frequencies
frequencies and
and frequency
frequency
limits: 2.5 Mc/s
Mc/s ± 55 kc/s
kc/s (2.5
(2.5 Mc/s
Mc/s ±± 22 kc/s
kc/s in
in
Western Europe, USSR and Africa);
I 55kc/s;
Mrica); 55 Mc/s
Mc/s ±
kc/s;
10 Mc/s ± 55 kc/s; 15
15 Mc/s
Mc/s ±
± 10
10 kc/s;
kc/s; 20
20 Mc/s
Mc/s ±±
10 kc/s and 25 Mc/s
Mc/s ±
± 10
10 kc/s.
kc/s. The
The most
most recent
recent
Conference, Geneva (1959),
(1959), at
at the
the request
request of
of the
the
Radio Consultative
Consultative Committee
International Radio
Committee
(C.C.I.R.) added a band 100
100 c/s
c/s wide
wide centred
centred on
on aa
frequency of 20 kc/s.
kc/s. With
With the
the exception
exception of
of The
The
People's Republic of China
China all
all the
the countries
countries operating
operating
standard frequency transmissions
transmissions are
are represented
represented on
on
is charged
charged with
with considering
the C.C.I.R. which is
considering the
the
questions that arise in establishing
establishing and
and operating
operating aa
system of time
time and
and frequency
world-wide system
frequency reference.
reference.
For this purpose it
it issues
issues general
general recommendations
recommendations
accuracy and
and content
on the form, accuracy
content of
of standard
standard
frequency services which
which provide
provide ·an
an internationally
internationally
accepted basis for the
the design
design and
and operation
operation of
of such
such
services by member administrations.
administrations. In
In addition
addition
questions for
for study
the C.C.I.R. formulates questions
study and
and
affecting various
experiment affecting
various aspects
aspects of
of standard
standard
transmissions such
such as
as the
the reduction
frequency transmissions
reduction of
of
mutual interference and
and the
the possibilities
possibilities of
of disdisstandard frequencies and
and time
tributing standard
time signals
signals in
in
bands above and below
below the
the h.f.
h.f. bandf
bandt mainly
mainly used
used
at present.
The documents at each
each Plenary
Plenary Assembly
Assembly of
of the
the
C.C.I.R. contain a report
report giving
giving the
the main
main charcharacteristics of standard
standard frequency
frequency transmissions
transmissions in
in
operation throughout the world.
world. Tables
Tables 11 and
and 22 are
are
tables appearing
based on similar tables
appearing in
in the
the last
last (1959)
(1959)
C.C.I.R. report, although extensive
extensive revision
revision has
has been
been
accommodate recent
necessary to accommodate
recent changes
changes in
in both
both the
the
number and characteristics
characteristics of
of stations,
stations, especially
especially
band.
those in the v.l.f. band.
Characteristics
of stations
stations
Characteristics of
The characteristics of
of 18
18 stations
stations known
known to
to be
be
operating at present (March
(March 1962)
1962) on
on the
the seven
seven
allocated frequencies and
and .embracing
embracing aa total
total of
of
between 37 and 39 transmissions
transmissions on
on each
each week-day
week-day
are given in Table 1.1. The
The data
data include
include details
details of
of
location, power, antenna,
antenna, periods
periods of
of operation
operation and
and
the duration of time
time signal
signal and
and tone
tone modulation.
modulation.
While this information isis complete
complete in
in itself
itself there
there are
are
areas, such as Western Europe,
Europe, where
where some
some degree
degree of
of
interference between one
one or
or more
more standard
standard frequency
frequency
transmissions may be expected
expected at
at all
all times.
times. In
In these
these

* National
N ational Physical
Physical Laboratory.
Laboratory.
V.L.F.
t V.L.F.
33- 30
30 kc/s
kc/s
L.F.
30300
kc/s
L.F.
30- 300 kc/s
M.F.
M.F. 300-3000
300-3000 kc/s
kc/s

H.F.
3-30
H.F.
3-30 Mc/s
Mc/s
V.H.F.
V.H .F 30-300
30-300 Mc/s
Mc/s

circumstances it is more
more important
important to
to know
know the
the
sequence of events in
in transmission
transmission and
and modulation
modulation
rather than the total
total period
period of
of operation
operation in
in hours
hours per
per
day or minutes per hour.
hour. For
For this
this reason
reason Figs.
Figs. 11
and 2 have been prepared
prepared giving
giving in
in partly
partly schematic
schematic
form the times of operation
operation (UT)§
(UT)§ on
on each
each frequency
frequency
and the pattern of modulation
modulation in
in each
each hour,
hour, where
where
this is appropriate. (The
(The station
station at
at Uccle,
Uccle, and
and
stations WWVL and ZLFS
ZLFS do
do not
not modulate
modulate their
their
carriers while RWM follows aa 2-hourly
2-hourly schedule
schedule and
and
is dealt with at greater
greater length
length below.)
below.) Using
Using both
both
of these tables the possibilities
possibilities of
of interference
interference at
at any
any
be appreciated
appreciated and
time may readily be
and listening
listening times
times
adjusted to obtain the most
most favourable
favourable conditions
conditions for
for
reception of carrier or
or modulation
modulation frequencies.
frequencies. The
The
details of the station
station announcement
announcement and
and the
the form
form of
of
minute signals—and
the second and minute
signals-and particularly
particularly the
the
latter-may
latter—may be helpful at
at times
times in
in identifying
identifying the
the
source of a received signal.
signal.
It has not been possible
possible within
within the
the framework
framework of
of
Table 2 and the associated
associated figures
figures to
to include
include all
all the
the
relevant information on
on some
some of
of the
the stations
stations and
and
supplementary details
details of
of the
the schedules
schedules are
are given
given
below.
Moscow.-Time signals are
RWM, Moscow.—Time
are radiated
radiated every
every
two hours according
according to
to the
the following
following programme:
programme:
Minutes past
Transmission
Transmission
odd hour
sign
45-46
Call sign
Seconds, preliminary
preliminary signal
46-50
Seconds,
signal
modulation
50-55
No modulation
55-60
Seconds
60-61
Call sign
61-66
Rhythmic seconds,
seconds, 61/minute
61 /minute
The signals at 06,
06, 08,
08, 10
10 and
and 12
12 hours
hours are
are transtransmitted by modulated
modulated carrier
carrier (A3
(A3 signal).
signal). At
At all
all
telegraphy (Al)
other times telegraphy
(A1) signals
signals are
are emitted.
emitted. The
The
frequency in use at each
each second
second hour
hour isis given
given in
in
Fig. 1, which also shows
shows the
the total
total period
period of
of standard
standard
frequency operation.
Between
Between telegraphy
telegraphy time
time
signals an unmodulated carrier
carrier (AO
(AO signal)
signal) isis radiated
radiated
excep ~ for the following periods
periods when
when itit isis modulated
modulated
With 1000 c/s;—
with
c/s:5 Mc/s: 0500-0745 (break
(break for
for time
time signals
signals at
at
0545-0607)
15 Mc/s:
Mcjs: 0830-1145
0830-1145 (break
(break for
for time
time signals
signals at
at
0945-1007)
RWM does not operate
operate between
between 0607
0607 and
and 1345
1345 UT
UT
on the first and third
third Wednesday
Wednesday of
of each
each month.
month.

WWV, Washington.—In
Washington.-In addition
addition to
to the
the other
other
timing signals and time announcements
announcements WWV
WWV now
now
transmits a special
special timing
timing code
code 10
10 times
times per
per hour.
hour.
§§ Universal
Universal Time
Time is
is used
used throughout
throughout this
this article.
article.
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TABLE I
Characteristics of standard frequency and time signal transmiss ions in the allocated bands at March 1961

~

;;3
til

Station call sign and
approximate location

t'"'

~

l

I

ATA
New
Delhi,
. India

!Latitude
Longitude

128° 34' N
7JO 19'E

til

(IJ
(IJ

BPV
Peking,
China

;:t>
';:I

:.:l

t=:

-

!Carrier power to
antenna (kW)

12

I

I

Type(s) of antenna

JJY*
Tokyo,
Japan

IBF
Turin,
Italy

lAM
Rome,
Italy

LOL
Buenos
Aires,
Argen -

I

I

i

WWV* : WWVH*! WWVL*
RWM I
MSF* I OMA
Rugby, . Prague, i Mos- I Uccle, j Washing-~ Hawaii, ! Boulder,
U.S.A. ! U.S .A.
ton,
Belg ium j
Czech'?- I cow,
U.K.
:
I U.S.A.
slovak1a U.S.S.R.

ch~tel,

:- :- 1

'
1

48° 59'N 146° 58' N 141°52'N 145°03 ' N 1 35° 42°N I 34° 37' S
2 ° 39'E 6° 57' E 12° 27'E JO 40'E 139° 31 'E 58° 21 ' W

39° 00'N · 20° 46'N i 40° 02'N
76° SI ' W 156° 28' W 105° 27'W

sao07'N 155° 45' N 150° 48' N

52° 22'N
l li ' W

14° 35'E 37° 33' E 4° 21 'E

0

1
Number?f .s imultaneous ,- l
transm1ss1ons

--_--:-==-1
ted L

Horiz.
dipole

I Horiz~~

Horiz.
dipole

A/2
dipole

; - - ~-T---~-=-~
I Vertica~ - - _ - - -. -oriz.
quadrant
I /\/2

Vertical

Vertical

Vertical

/\/2

/\ /2

41 ° 14'S
174° 55'E

(S

~· 7

I

7

7

.

17

7

7

!.

I

7

I

l; 7t

,

Standard
frequencies
used

16 (2.5
Mc /s)

1

,

Modul;tion
(c/s)

5, 10,
IS

10

Carrier
(Mc/s)

2.5, 5,
10, IS

2.5

2.5, 5,
10

2.5

5, 10,

2.5

, IS

2.5, 5,
10, 15,
20, 25

1gg0

Duration of time
signal transmission
(minutes)
.

.

- and time intervals
(parts in 10 9 )
1
Methodoftimesignal
ad justment

,_.
~

4 in
each IS
1

I

I 10 in I 5 in I 8 in I 5 in I 4 in
in
I 5each
IS each 20 each 60 each IS each 10 each 5

± 2.0
Steering

4in
each 5

nil

4 in
each IS

nil (IS
Mc/s)

3 1n
each IS

cont.

2 .5

5, 10, IS ! 0.02

,-----1--::--

each 10

±0.5*

each 15

--::---::-

-

of 50
ms

ms

* These stations have !ndicated their participation in the international
by reference to atomic or molecular standards and at the offset from
t See text for qualification of these figures.

ms

I nil
St
hours (
day

2in
each 5

3 in
each 5

~--::----:::- -±-1- - · : - 0 - - : : - ~ -=~

ng
~Steeri
~~~~~$~of;----~~
.
o·: 50
of 50
of 50
of 50
50
of 50
ms

J

· ---- : ---- l ----

nil

ni l

I

each 10

:

10

nil

l
nil
cont-.--4-in--~~~~ ~~-n-il--~~~---nil
each 30 each 120
each IS
each 60

~ ~~-5-,n-- ~~
each 20

24

---- : ----

1000

1000

: ----l---- l-----l---l---l---l --- l --- ~ --- ( ---~---~--- 1 ----

Duration of audio
modulation
(minutes)

7

~ ----~----

nil
1,440,-:---I
~~~IToOQ~J,440,"~"1,5oQ~J,440,"~1,440,"~1,10oQ~~~-I---~I,IOoQ~IToOQ~-n-i-l--~~-600
600
1000

,l'

24

~

:

,

,

2.5 , 5,
10, IS,
20, 25

7

1

____ _____,___,___ ___,___,___ ,___,____ ,____,____ ____,___,___ ____ ____!
day

Horiz.
dipole

1

7
12
17
5
Days per
I week
;
~~~ra- H~ -5--~-2-4--~ ~ _2_4_ _ -~--~-~-- _2_4_ _ - 5 - - - _2_4_ _ 24-~-~-9-- -2-2-- --24--::~:l 24t

Period
of

6

Quadrupole

I

:-

,

6

0.25

Mc /s)

-------

I

i

4

T

.·-1
.
I --~-- ·---·-~-·I----~6

26° II'S
28° 04'E

1\14

~-3 ~ -1-~ -1 ~~-~-~1- - : - - - 1 - 6 ~ -3 ~-1 ~-1 ~ -1 ~ -6:----- - -

:

25° 58' S :
28° 14'E ;

I

0 .3

ZUO*
Johannesburg,
S. Africa

dipoles :
vertical

dipoles:
vertical
1\/4
(2.5
Mc/s)

dipoles:
vertical
monopole
(2.5
Mc/s)

dipoles:
1\/4
dipole
(2.5
Mc/s)

ZUO *
Olifantsfontein,
S. Africa

ZLFS
Lower
Hutt, N.
Zealand

_,__ ,__ ,__ ,__ ,__ ,_ _ ,_ _ ,_ _ ,_ _ ,__ ,__ ,_ . - . - -:- - 1
20
i Bt
0 .5
2
2
0.3
0.5
0.3
I ., 0. 1-9 l 2

Horiz.
dipole

J

I HBN*
Neu-

I
I
.
-· - · ~---~-'----

\0
0\
N

FFH
Paris,
France

Sw1tzer-

0

:.:l
t'"'
vtj

I

I

ms

ms

ms

Multi pies of
10 ms

nil

StepsofSOms

±0.05*

I

nil

I nil

± 5)

_ _ _ _ ,_ _ __
nil

cont.

nil

l

cont.

±5 relative WWV*

I Steering by WWV

of time and frequency. The time signals re~ain withi~ 50 ms of UT2 and the frequ~ncy is maintained as constant as possible
nommal announced for each year by the Bureau International de I Heure. For 1962 the offset IS -130 parts in 101o.
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TABLE 2
Characteristics of standard frequency and time signal transmissions in additional bands at March 1962

N

CHU* I DCF77
I Canada
Ottawa,
Mainflingen,

Station call sign and
approximate location

I Droitwich,

W.Germany 1

j4so 18'N

Latitude
Longitude

75° 45'W

I 0.3,
3,
5

Carrier power to
antenna (kW)

dipoles &
rhombic

Numbe;r ?f simultaneousJ 3
transm1ss1ons

Period_ o~-~

operat1on

Days per
week

~

§·

7

per 24

I Carrier
(kc/s)
Modulation (c/s)

~

3330,
733S ,
14670
I

i

NAA*
NBA*
NPG / NLK* ;
NPM*
Cutler,
Balboa, ! Jim Creek, i Lualualei,
Maine, . Panama ! Washing- i Hawaii,
U.S .A. ;C.Z ., U.S.A.; ton, U.S.A.;
U.S .A.

10

-

I -

-

:

I

~ -T----l-----1;

-

IPodebrady,
OMA
I Moscow,
RES
I Angarsk,
RW166 I SAZ
I WWVB*
Enko,ling,
Houlder,

9" 04' N
OS'N : 21 " 24'N : 38" S9'N
79° 39' W i 121 ° 35'W i IS8° IO' W ! 76° 30'W

2000
1

NSS*
Annapolis,
Maryland,
U.S.A.

i ..,.

144•
40'N !
47° 14'W i

;

i 1200

: 1000

-

Czechoslovakia

U.S.S.R.

so• OS' N

ss• 4S'N 1

IS 0 08' E

3]0

U.S.S .R.

33' E

1

i

-

-

-

5

-

IT

-

I

Sweden

I

59" 3S'N
17° 08'E

U.S.A.

[

-

I O.OS

I2

-

I Yagi

I Omnidirectional

(12dB)

.
I

·

-

i

39" S9' N
IOS 0 16' W

I_ __

I

I

6

7

7

7

6

18-20

22

I

I 77.5

I 200

16

i

I

I

I

i1
·

i

Duration of-audio modu- ni l
lation (minutes)

17 in 180

Cont. A3
broadcast

ni l

li nil

- lOt
(frequency)

I nil

14.7

-

iI
i

I

I

i

I

--

:-2-4----:-- -_-18

18.6

I

10 in
; each IS

nil

-

I

I

~

I

11

19.8

: 22.3

7

7

6

17

17

24

24

20i

1 24

I 23

100

200

50

i t

I

I

l 1

Cont.

!i

4 x 5
pe r day

8x 5
per day

I 23

nil

j nil

nil

nil

I nil

I

'

4x S
per day

hours
per day

1

\ 1

100000

- - - -•
± 0 .1•
NBA controlling station for other transmitters

Steps of SOms

I

By steps of SO ms for all stations

*

I± I

I 60

nil

lnil

lnil

10 in
I nil
each 120

I nil

I nil

I nil

I nil

I ± 10

I ± O.OS•

I nil

I nil

I nil

I Cont. A3
broadcast

±O~S *

± 50

+ 10 (time)
Steps of
SO ms

: 7
;

60

4xS
per day

Steps of
SO ms

.....

300

nil

Method of time signal
adjustment

t"'

I ISO

7 in lBO

~

~
N

52" 22'N ! 52" 22'N
1° II'W ; 1• II'W

Duration of time signal
Cont.
transmission (minutes)

± 5*

~

directional

I 52"2° 09'W
16'N

nil

Accuracy of frequency
and time intervals
(parts in 10 9 )

~

I Omn i-

i

MSF*
Rugby,
U.K.

1,200,
440

S

~

9° OO'E

GBR*
Rugby,
U.K.

1

~:yurs
Standard
frequencies
used

sooOI ' N

'" 1 12

I folded

Type of antenna

I

I

U.K.

I ± 10

I ±1 0

I Steering I ofMultiples
I nil
10 ms

These stations have indicated their participation in the international co-ordination of time and frequency.
possible by reference to atomic or molecular standards and at the offset from nominal announced for each The time signals remain within SO ms of UT2 and the frequency is maintained as constant as
year by the Bureau International de I'Heure. For 1962 the offset is -130 parts in 10a.
t See text for qualification of these figures.
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DAILY TRANSMISSION SCHEDULE
SCHEDUL E
HOUR
HOUR 0

I

22
I

I

I

I

8
8 ..

66

4-

I

I

I

I

10
I

I

12
I

I

1+14

I

I

1616
I

18IS

I

I

I

20
I

22

I

I

I

UT
24 UT

I

I

IOMc/s
MONDAY TO
TO FRIDAY
FRIDAY
lOMc/s:: MONDAY

ATA

111111111

FFH

2·5
Mc/s: TUESDAY
TUESDAY 4& FRIDAY
FRIDAY
2-5Mc/s:

TRANSMISSION IN
IN ALTERNATE
ALTERNATE 55 MINUTE
MINUTE PERIODS
PERIODS
TRANSMISSION

HBN

5Mc /s

lAM

5SMc/s:
Mc/s: NOT
NOT SUNDAY
SUNDAY

IBF

5Mc/s:
NOT SUNDAY
SUNDAY
5Mc/s: NOT

10, 15 Mc/s
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 5,h~~.c~;
2-5 Mc/s

JJY I I

Mc/s

.

LOL

I

I

I

I

2-5,
2· 5, 5,
5, 10,
10, 15,
15, 20,
20, 25Mc/s;
25 Mc/s : NOT
NOT SUNDAY
SUNDAY

II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 2-5.5, loHc/s

2' 5• 5• IOMc/s

MSF

OMA

I

·1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II
-~-!Ill

RWM

~CCLE

-$$-'11> ---~

I

-IR-*

_<1!1_18_<R_S

•

II

2·SMc/s
15Mc/s
IOMc/s
5 Mc/s

2-5Mc/s:: CARRIER
I 2·5Mc/s
CARRIER ONLY
ONLY

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 2-5, 5,10,15, 20, 25Mc/s
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Consisting of 36 bit, 100 pulse/sec binary coded
decimal carried on 1000 c/s modulation, it gives the
second, minute, hour and day of year.
year. A complete
time frame lasts one second and the code is broadcast
for one minute in each 5-minute period, except the
first after .the hour.
hour.. The code contains 100
100 c/s,
cjs,
10. c/s and 11 c/s markers which are locked to the
· 10
frequency and time signals.

.—This was the first station to be
WWVL, Boulder
Bou lder.-This
established using the 20 kc/s standard frequency and
the carrier .is
is stabilized by means of a phase-lock
system to an atomic frequency standard at the
Boulder Laboratories of the National Bureau of
Standards. A · temporary antenna of low efficiency
Wireless World,
WIRELESS
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is in use at present, the radiated power being about
an input of 8 kW.
14 watts for an
kW. Transmission
Transmission is
continuous except for two weeks in each month
during the dark phase of the moon when the antenna
is required for other purposes at night.
The characteristics of 15 stations operating
oper~ting regular
standard frequency and time services on other than
the internationally allocated frequencies are given in
Table 2.
2. With the exception of CHU, Ottawa
transmitting continuous time signals in the h.f. band
and SAZ which provides a controlled v.h.f.
v.h.f. reference
for use in Sweden, all the stations have frequencies
lying in the l.f. and v.l.f.
v.l.f. bands.
bands. Long-distance
propagation at these low frequencies is for the most
part exceedingly stable . when homogeneous con-
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FORM OF SECOND AND MINUTE SIGNALS
MORSE AND VOICE ANNOUNCEMENTS (A)
lengthened
tone, lengthened
cfs tone,
1000 c/s
of 1000
Pulse
cycles of
of 55 cycles
Pulse of
(UT)
time (UT)
and time
sign and
Call sign
minute. Call
at minute.
ms at
100 ms
to 100
to
in Morse.
Morse.
in
identino identitone; no
c/s tone;
1000 c/s
of 1000
cycles of
Pulse
100 cycles
of 100
Pulse of
repeated
Morse repeated
in Morse
sign in
Call sign
minute. Call
of minute.
fication
fication of
during
two
minutes.
minutes.
during two
pulse
Pulse
minute pulse
tone: minute
cfs tone:
1000 c/s
of 1000
cycles of
of 55 cycles
Pulse of
cfs
440 c/s
by 440
lengthened
followed by
ms followed
100 ms
to 100
lengthened to
Morse.
in Morse.
sign in
Call sign
ms. Call
200 ms.
for 200
tone
tone for
every
times every
repeated 55 times
break repeated
II ms
carrier break
ms carrier
time
exact time
minute, exact
second and
at minute,
times at
250 times
and 250
second
Morse.
in Morse.
sign in
Call sign
being
break. Call
first break.
of first
start of
being start
repeated
tone, repeated
cfs tone,
1000 c/s
of 1000
cycles of
Pulse
of 55 cycles
Pulse of
voice
and voice
Morse and
in Morse
sign in
Call sign
minute. Call
at minute.
44 times
times at
identification.
identification.
FORM OF SECOND AND MINUTE SIGNALS
MORSE AND VOICE ANNOUNCEMENTS (A)

repeated 77
tone repeated
c/s tone
1000 c/s
of 1000
cycles of
Pulse
of 55 cycles
Pulse of
in
(UT) in
time (UT)
and time
sign and
Call sign
minute. Call
at minute.
times
times at
half-hour.
at half-hour.
Morse:
identification at
voice identification
Morse: voice
at
ms at
200 ms
to 200
lengthened to
break lengthened
20
carrier break
ms carrier
20 ms
Call
break. Call
of break.
end of
being end
time being
exact time
minute,
minute, exact
voice.
and
Morse
in
(JST) in Morse and voice.
time (JST)
and time
sign and
sign
code:
letter code:
in letter
warnings in
propagation warnings
Radio
Radio propagation
(disturbed).
W (disturbed).
or W
(unstable) or
U (unstable)
NN (Normal),
(Normal), U
pulse
59th pulse
tone, 59th
cfs tone,
1000 c/s
of 1000
cycles of
of 55 cycles
Pulse
Pulse of
identification
Morse: identification
in Morse:
sign in
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Call sign
omitted. Call
voice.
in voice.
(UT-3h) in
and
time (UT—3h)
and time
pulse
ms pulse
100 ms
tone, 100
c/s tone,
1000 c/s
of 1000
Pulse
cycles of
of 55 cycles
Pulse of
voice
and voice
Morse and
in Morse
sign in
Call sign
minute. Call
atat minute.
announcement.
announcement.
pulse
ms pulse
100 ms
tone.t 100
cfs tone
Pulse
1000 c/s
of 1000
cycles of
of 55 cycles
Pulse of
minute and 500 ms pulse every 5th minute
atat minute
100 ms
hour 100
quarter hour
each quarter
in each
pulses in
Last 55 pulses
Last
hour
3rd hour
every 3rd
in every
55-60 in
minute 55-60
From minute
long.
long. From
minutes.
at minutes.
ms at
500 ms
to 500
lengthened to
pulses lengthened
ms pulses
100 ms
100
Morse.
in Morse.
sign in
Call sign
Call
pulse
59th pulse
tone, 59th
cfs tone,
1000 c/s
of 1000
cycles of
of 55 cycles
Pulse of
Pulse
Radio
later. Radio
ms later.
100 ms
repeated 100
60th repeated
and 60th
omitted and
omitted
geophysical
and geophysical
( RPF) and
forecasts (RPF)
propagation
propagation forecasts
Time code (second,
(IWDS). Time
warnings (1WDS).
alert warnings
alert
year) 10 times per hour.
of year)
day of
hour, day
minute, hour,
minute,
time (EST)
Morse; time
in Morse;
(UT) in
time (UT)
and time
sign and
Call sign
Call
inin voice.
voice.
59th pulse
tone, 59th
cfs tone,
1200 c/s
of 1200
cycles of
of 66 cycles
Pulse of
Pulse
announcements.
code announcements.
IWDS code
and IWDS
RPF and
omitted.
omitted. RPF
sign and time (UT) in Morse.
Call sign
Call
lengthened
tone, lengthened
c/s tone,
1000 c/s
of 1000
cycles of
of 55 cycles
Pulse of
Pulse
minute.
at minute.
0.5s at
about 0.5s
to about
to
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ditiohs exist along the transmission path and daily
ditiorts
comparisons of high precision (1 part in
frequency
11)
10
1010
-1 part in 10u
) can be made using some of the
l.f./v.l.f. transmissions received at distances of
between 6000 and 8000 km.
Three of the stations, NBA, OMA and WWVB
maintain continuous transmissions of standard
frequencies and/or time intervals but the majority
of the transmitters while having stable drive or
carrier frequencies, continue to operate general
communication services. Stations
broadcast or Naval commrmication
DCF77 and MSF (60 kc/s) are available for 6 hours
and 11 hour respectively per day for standard frequency use. They resemble each other in that they
modula.ted (A3) time signals for
both transmit modulated

Fig. 2

certain periods as opposed to the general use of
(A1) signals by the other stations listed in
keyed (Al)
the table. More complete information in respect
of most of the transmissions is given below.

DCF77.—Radiates
.-Radiates standard frequencies and time
DCF77
signals under the control of the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB). The programme extends essentially from 0700-1200 and from 19002000 each week-day with breaks of 10 minutes at
0800, 1100, 1900 and 1930 for the transmission of
(telegraphy) time signals of the Deutsche Hydrographische Institut, Hamburg. The carrier is
modulated with PTB seconds pulses at 1911-1929
cfs tone at 0710-0727 and
and 1941-1959 with 440 c/s
APRIL 1962
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broadcasts. The frequencies of a number of stations
in Tables 11 and · 2 are now maintained constant by
reference to a caesium frequency standard either
directly or by aligning their frequencies with those
of other transmissions which are so controlled. The
frequencies of HBN, GBR,'MSF,
GBR/MSF, NBA and WWV
do not deviate from their assigned values by more
10
than a few parts in 1010
and where particularly
close control by the atomic standard is possible,
as with WWVB and WWVL, the tolerance has
11
been reduced to ±5 parts in 1011
.• It should be
roitwich.-Operated by the British Broadcasting noted, however, that these deviations are with
D
Droitwich.—Operated
Corporation the carrier frequency is maintained respect to an offset value and not to the nominal
constant to close limits. During 1961 the overall frequency as defined by the caesium standard.
|:33 parts The offset remains constant for any one year at
deviation from nominal did not exceed r±
in 1088,, the9 day-to-day stability being about 1-2 the value announced by the Bureau International de
parts in 109.• The frequency is measured at 1030 1'Heure
l'Heure but will vary, in general, from year to year.
each day at the National Physical Laboratory and It is applied in order to accommodate the difference
results together with those of MSF (60 kc/s) are between the internationally agreed second (of
published monthly in Electronic Technology.
Technology.
Ephemeris Time), as realized by atomic clocks,
and the second of Universal Time which is based
G
BR and MSF (60 kc/s).—These
kcjs).-These transmissions on the rotation of the earth and used for most civil
GBR
are synchronous both in frequency and time with and navigational purposes. The relative difference,
the MSF signals on 2.5, 5 and 10 Mc/s. The main- at present, between the units of atomic time (A1
tenance period for GBR is approximately 1300- time scale) and Universal Time (UT2 time scale)
1430 each day;
day: time signals are radiated for 5 is 130 parts in 1010
10
.• Thus, if the standard frequency
minutes preceding 03, 09, 15 and 21 hours.
transmissions were to operate on nominal frequency
NAA, NBA, NPG/NLK, NPM, NSS.—These
NSS.-These five the time signals, which are locked to the frequency,
would gradually diverge from UT2, the difference
U.
S. Navy v.l.f. transmitters are now stabilized
U.S.
10) .
in frequency with high precision (parts in 10
1010
). amounting to about 0.5 second at the end of a
NBA acts as the master station and transmits time year. For many purposes such a large difference
signals continuously except for the maintenance would be inconvenient and the frequencies of the
period from 1300-2100 each Wednesday.
Brief - stations participating in the co-ordination scheme
to below are therefore offset by the necestime signal transmissions are made by some of the referred
sary
amount
so that the time signals keep approxiother stations according to the following schedule:
schedule:
UT2 time with, perhaps, the necessity of
NPG/NLK \ For 5 minutes preceding 06, 12,
NPG/NLK}
12, 18
18 mately
only one or two step adjustments in the course of
NPM
J and 24 hours.
year to maintain the signals within the agreed
NSS
For 5 minutes preceding 02, 06, 08, alimits
of ±50 ms.
12, 14, 18, 20 and 24 hours.
200 c/s
cjs tone at 1010-1027. For the remainder of the
time the carrier is unmodulated except for 2-minute
interval signals and two breaks of seven minutes at
0728 and 1028 for transmission of PTB telegraphy
seconds pulses.
The frequency of the controlling oscillator is
increasing slowly at the rate of about 2 parts in
99
10 in 3 months and at present is about 10
10 parts
in 1099 below nominal referred to the caesium resonance frequency.

OMA.-This
OMA.—This transmission on 50 kc/s is synchronous in frequency and time with OMA 2.5 Mc/s.
The carrier is radiated unmodulated, except for
the call sign at the beginning of each quarter-hour,
for the period 1000-1100 each day.
RES.-This
RES.—This station operates continuously on 100
kc/s with breaks for the transmission of telegraphy
time signals at every even hour. The time signal
pattern is the same as that of RWM but there are
additional interruptions at 0007-0100, 1207-1300
1207-1300
and 1607-1700.
RES does not operate for the
period 0607-1345 on the first and third Wednesday
of each month.
RW166.-Like
RW166.—Like Droitwich this station radiates a
broadcast programme; it operates on 200 kc/s for
the period 2225-1900 (0125-2200, Moscow time).
Maintenance is carried out on each Monday.

WWVB.—Transmits unmodulated carrier (60 kc/s)
WWVB.-Transmits
continuously each day except for the period 14301530, when it is interrupted to avoid interference
with the reception of MSF on 60 kc/s.
Accuracy
Ac
curacy of frequencies and time intervals
The widespread use of atomic frequency standards
in recent years has resulted in a notable increase
in the accuracy and stability of standard frequency
in

Wireless World,
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International co-ordination
The following stations are now participating in
an international scheme for the co-ordination of
time and frequency:
CHU, GBR/MSF, HBN, JJY, NBA (and associated stations), WWV, WWVB, WWVH, WWVL
and ZUO.
It is understood that station LOL will also join
join
the co-ordinated system in the near future. All
these stations attempt to maintain their frequencies
as closely as possible at the offset value for each
year and the emission time of their time signals
at the same instant to within 11 millisecond. Very
large areas of the world are now covered, therefore,
by a uniform system of time and frequency and if
due allowance is made for propagation any of the
stations listed may be used interchangeably as a
time or frequency reference.
Acknowledgements
Thanks are due to the administrations and laboratories which have contributed information on the
characteristics and operation of standard frequency
transmissions. This survey has been prepared as a
contribution by the National Physical Laboratory
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20th FEBRUARY, 196
XH IBI TS AT
SOME NOTABLE E
EXHIBITS
AT THE PARIS
PARIS SHOW, 16th16th—20th
1962

kJINCE the French Components Show became
SINCE
international, five years ago, it has grown steadily
in size and importance. This year the exhibition
area has been further increased, the new section at
the far end of the hall being occupied by electronic
tubes and semiconductors. More than 600 firms
(206 foreign) took part, some of them with more
than one stand, for there are specialist sections in
which similar products are grouped, e.g., tubes and
(40 exhibitors), electro-acoustic
semiconductors (40
equipment (90), meters and counters (95), fixed condensers (70), relays (60), miscellaneous (350). To
the buyer looking for specific products and with less
than a week to spend this is a great help, but to
the general visitor entering for the first time it is,
in the words of the organizers, une grande confrontation.
Pieces detachees, the true components, were as
numerous as ever and there is obviously still room
for competition between a number of small manufacturers of transformers, coaxial plugs and sockets,
resistors, capacitors, ceramic insulators, etc., as well
as between the larger producers. We were also
interested to find firms specializing in the production of ""components
components of components," e.g., the
French firm Pacific and the Austrian firm Electrovac
who concentrate on vacuum seal bases for transistors
and valves.
If there is some sub-division there is even more
sub-assembly of components into convenient units
for the larger equipment manufacturer, e.g., the tuner

opt, who this
units made by the German firm of H
Hopt,
year were showing two transistor v.h.f./f.m. tuner
units (osc. and mixer). Type FMT4 uses a printed
circuit panel fitting the base of a standard miniature
two-gang variable capacitor and adding only 15.5 mm
to the depth, while Type FMT 100 has the components mounted inside the capacitor frame which
30 X 31 X 43 mm.
measures only 30X31X43
Among microwave valves and components new

W (peak)
Rear view of Orthophase loudspeaker with built-in 120120-W
·
transistor amplifier.
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m

nj

I.P. T.l.
i.£A
LEA universal Bridge, Type I.P.T.

:

FM-Micro- Tuner,
Hopt transistor FM-Micro-Tuner,
FMT-IOO.
The offset tuning
FMT-100.
I :3
capacitor is driven through aa 1:3
reduction gear and the dimen4·3
3·1 x 4-3
sions of the unit are 3 x 3'l
cm.
em.

prominent.
ts by British firms were prominent.
developments
developmen
Ferranti were showing a miniature X-band isolator
peak
With aa peak
only li
' lb. With
It in long and ^weighing
1weighing -!voltage
rating of 5 kW and isolation >20 dB and voltage
standing-wave
ave ratio of ·<1.2 dB average over aa
standing-w
Mcjs, this component is remarkable
bandwith +450
±450 Mc/s,
of
v.s.w.r. of
minimum v.s.w.r.
for the extent to which the minimurn
sustained
is sustained
1.07 and maximum isolation of 32 dB is
the
Mcjs) near the
(± 100 Mc/s)
over a useful bandwidth (+100
of
There is also a new range of
centre frequency. There
power
Ferranti Y-junction circulators with peak power
frecommunica tion frehandling capacity of 10 kW for communication
quency allocations in the C band. Among klystrons
E.M.I. was noted the type CV2116 which
shown by E.M.I,
dismicrowave disTelluromet er system of microwave
is used in the Tellurometer
TranEtablisseme nts Tranmeasureme nt and the Etablissements
tance measurement
chant, agents of the ·English Electric Valve Company
and
included a number of high-power klystrons and
M.O.
the M.O.
magnetrons in their display. Prominent on the
peak
lO,OOOA peak
Valve Company's stand was a 35 kV, 10,000a
advanced
of advanced
(15A mean) thyratron switching valve of
metal
water-coole d metal
deuterium-f illed water-cooled
design using a deuterium-filled
envelope in which the grid forms part of the envelope.
the
in the
A long life is claimed due to the reduction in
effects of sputtered material from the anode.
developmen ts seemed mostly in the
Transistor developments
amplifiers.
direction of higher power outputs in audio amplifiers.
equipmanufactur ers of p.a. and intercomm. equipLe Las, manufacturers
transistor
ment, showed a wide range of compact transistor

Prototype 50-v/att
SO-watt transistor
forced-air
amplifier with forced-air
Radiotechnique ).
cooling (La Radiotechnique).

Above: Metrix resistancecapacitance bridge, Type
621.

Right: Ferranti X-band
isolator.
miniature isolator,

up
ratings up
in ratings
pre-amplifi ers and power amplifiers in
pre-amplifiers
protoshowed aa protoRadiotechn ique showed
to 15 watts. La Radiotechnique
in
transistors in
28 transistors
OC 28
with OC
type 50-watt amplifier with
dem~:mstrate
to demonstrate
built to
been built
had been
Class B push pull. It had
to
economically to
used economically
be used
that forced-air cooling can be
of
amplifier of
an amplifier
of an
reduce the overall dimensions of
connormal conof normal
use of
the use
this power, compared with the
motor
O.lA motor
6V, 0.1A
Using aa 6V,
vection heat-sink finning. Using
35 X 19 X
are 35X19X
unit are
the unit
of the
the overall dimensions of
em.11 cm
„ ,
Orthophase
the Orthophase
of the
10) of
The latest version (OR 6T 10)
y~ar
Pa~is last year
show~ in Paris
loudspeaker,
loudspeake r, which was first shown
with
~qmpped. with
IS equipped
194)? is
(see W.W. April 1961, p. 194),
transistors
usmg transistors
umts using
built-in driver and amplifier units
elements
driving elements
ohm driving
and designed to feed the 2 ohm
stages
direct. Four ASZ18 transistors in the output stages
is
dissipation is
Heat dissipation
peak. Heat
are rated at 120 watts peak.
aluminium
effected through the large rectangular aluminium
six
the six
of the
Each of
loudspeake r. Each
wing baffles of the loudspeaker.
rectangular
of aa rectangular
consists of
cells in the drive assembly consists
strip
zig-zag strip
foamed plastic diaphragm carrying aa zig-zag
parallel
conductor running between the poles of aa parallel
ceramic bar magnets.
feature
instrument s are an important feature
Measuring instruments
were
models were
new models
of this show and some interesting new
Instrument s showed a completely
shown. Marconi Instruments
transistorized
transistoriz ed version (TF 1417) of their counter/
and
frequency meter for frequencies up to 10 Mc/s, and
demonstrat ed aa
the Dutch firm of van der Heem demonstrated
up
counter giving a direct read-out at frequencies up
.
.
·
Mcjs.
to 20 Mc/s.
Laboratorre
by Laboratoire
(I.P.T.l)
A new universal bridge (I.P.T.
1) by
bridge
RC bridge
Electro-Acoustique
Electro-Aco ustique (LEA) and a portable RC
towards
trend towards
the trend
by Metrix (Type 621) illustrate the
compactness
Both use transistors
compactnes s and portability. ·Both
and internal battery supplies.
component s
An important section of the French components
from
industry is concerned with relays of all types, from
167
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cut-outs designed to clamp on
on to
to power-station
power-st ation busbusbars down to micro-relays
micro-re lays for
for guided
guided missiles.
missiles. A
A
highly sensitive "galvanometer
"galvano meter relay"
relay" incorporated
incorpor ated
in a meter movement
moveme nt was
was shown
shown by
by Metrix.
Metrix. ConContact is made between the
the pointer
pointer and
and an
an adjustable
adjustab le
index on the scale. When
this
circuit
is
closed
When this circuit is closed the
the
relay current passes through
through aa supplementary
supplem entary windwinding on the moving coil
coil former,
former, and
and this
this increases
increases
the contact pressure.
pressure . Several
Several variations
variation s are
are possible,
possible,
e.g., continuous
continuo us indication
indicatio n so
so that
that the
the pointer
pointer can
can

pass or repass the index,
index, or
or double
double contacts
contacts for
for
operatio n on adjustable
operation
adjustab le minimum
minimum and
and maximum
maximu m
settings.
We have been able
able to
to mention
mention only
only aa few
few of
of the
the
highlight s, and if this
highlights,
this year
year it
it has
has been
been difficult
difficult to
to
trace any startling innovations
or
trends,
it
is
neverinnovatio ns or trends, it is nevertheless with satisfaction
satisfact ion that
that we
we can
can report
report growing
growing
volume and variety of
of products
products and
and the
the firm
firm estabestablishment of this exhibition
exhibitio n as
as one
one of
of the
the most
most
importan t international
important
internati onal events
events of
of the
the year.
year.

BOO
KS RECEIVED
BOOKS
RECEIVED
Linear Circuits by Ronald E.
E. Scott.
Scott. An
An introduction
introduct ion
to electrical engineering
engineering by
by way
way of
of network
network theory
theory. In
In
two volumes, the work deals
deals first
first with
with the
the time
time domaindomainstep and transient responses,
responses, differential
differential equations
equations and
and
convolution theory, and proceeds
convolution
proceeds in
in the
the second
second volume
volume
to a discussion of the
the frequency
frequency domain.
domain. Fourier
Fourier
analysis, Laplace transforms
transforms and
and power
power density
density spectra
spectra
are treated, and signal-flow
signal-flow graphs,
graphs, s-plane
s-plane plots
plots and
and
relaxation methods are all
all covered.
covered. Pp.
Pp. 928;
928; Figs.
Figs. 981.
981.
AddisonWesley Publishing
Addison-Wesley
Publishin g Company
Company Inc.,
Inc., 10-15
10-15 Chitty
Chitty
Street, London, N.W.10.
N.W.lO. Price
Price (each
(each volume)
volume) 38s.
38s.
Electronics: A Bibliographical
Electronics:
Bibliographical Guide,
Guide, by
by C.
C. K.
K. Moore
Moore
and K. J. Spencer. A
A guide
guide to
to published
published literature
literature on
on
subjects ·covering
covering the whole
whole field
field of
of electronics.
electronics. ConContributions from all countries,
countries, East
East and
and West,
West, are
are noted,
noted,
and three items of information
informati on are
are given
given on
on each
each entry.
entry.
The title of the article, together
together with
with journal
journal name
name and
and
date, is followed by
by the number
number of
of references
references given
given in
in
the article. A short synopsis
synopsis isis included
included for
for each
each entry.
entry.
411 . Macdonald
Macdona ld and
Pp. 411.
and Co.
Co. (Pubhshers)
(Publishers) Ltd.,
Ltd., 16,
16,
Maddox Street, London, W.l.
W.l. Price
Price 65s.
65s.
World Radio TV Handbook.—The
Handboo k.-The 1962
1962 edition
edition (16th)
(16th)
of this well-known
well-known Danish
Danish publication,
publication, which
which isis availavailable in English or German, has
revised.
has been
been completely
completely revised.
In addition to general articles
to
obtain
the
articles on
on how
how to obtain the best
best
reception, it gives pardculars
reception,
particulars of
of the
the world's
world's broadcasting
broadcasting
stations, including interval
times.
interval signals
signals and
and programme
programm e times.
Pp. 228. Edited and published
published by
by O.
0. Lund-Johansen,
Lund-Joh ansen,
it is available in the U.K.
U.K. from
from Surridge,
Surridge, Dawson
Dawson &
& Co
Co.,,
136-142, New Kent Road,
Road, London,
London, S.E.I.
S.E.l. Price
Price 18s
18s 9d.
9d.
Handboo k of Meteorological
Handbook
Meteorological Instruments,
Instrume nts, Part
Part 11.
II. A
A
review of instruments
instrume nts and
and methods
methods of
of measurement
measurem ent of
of
upper-air phenomena.
phenomena. A
A major
major part
part of
of the
the book
book isis
devoted to the application
application of
of radio
radio and
and radar
radar techniques.
technique s, .

and meteorological
meteorological instruments
instrumen ts for
for use
use in
in aircraft
aircraft are
are
described
described.. Design, operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintena nce informainformation is given on instruments
instrumen ts used
used at
at Meteorological
Meteorological
Office stations
stations. Pp. 209;
209; Ihgs.
Fcgs. 98.
98. H.M.
H.M. Stationery
Stationer y
Office, Cornwall House, Stamford
Stamford Street,
Street, S.E.I.
S.E.l. Price
Price
25s.
B.B.C. Engineermg
Engineering Division
Division Monographs
Monogra phs
No. 26. Transistor
Transistor Amplifiers
Amplifiers for
for Sound
Sound BroadcastBroadcasting, by S. D. Berry.
Berry. A
A description
description of
of the
the design
design and
and
construct ion of high-performance
construction
high-performance amplifiers
amplifiers for
for use
use in
in
sound broadcasting.
broadcasting. Design
Design principles
principles are
are discussed,
discussed,
and examples,
examples, with performance
performance figures,
figures, of
of several
several types
types
are given. The design
superdesign of
of feedback
feedback pairs
pairs and
and of
of ""superalpha" pairs is described.
alpha
described. Pp.
Pp. 19;
19; Figs.
Figs. 9.
9.
No. 28. Programme
Programme Switching,
Switching, Control
Control and
and MonitorMonitoring in Sound Broadcasting,
Broadcasting, by
by R.
R. D.
D. Petrie
Petrie and
and J.J. C.
C.
Taylor. A discussion
discussion of
of technical
technical and
and economic
economic factors
factors
involved in the use of
of programme
programm e switching
switching elements
elements.
Uniselect
Uniselector
or switches are described
described and
and the
the design
design of
of
B.B.C. switching systems
systems is
is presented.
presented. Pp.
Pp. 32;
32; Figs.
Figs. 25.
25.
27
No 27. The Equipment
No.
Equipme nt of
of the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. Television
Television
Film Studios at Baling, by
by N.
N. F.
F. Chapman.
Chapman . A
A descripdescription of the work and
of
the
studios
and equipment
equipmen t of the studios. Pp
Pp. 3131;
Figs. 28.
No. 32. A New Survey
Survey of
of the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. Experimental
Experimental
Colour Transmissions,
Transmissions, by
by I.
I. R.
R. Atkins,
Atkins, A.
A. R.
R. Stanley,
Stanley,
and S. N. Wal:son
dn
Watson. A description of the experience
j
4
description
of
the
experience
gamed
gained by the B.B.C.
B.B.C. in
in its
its colour
colour transmissions
transmissions since
since
October 1957. Programme
Programm e production
productio n problems
problems are
are
discussed, and experimental
discussed,
experimental work
work which
which was
was underundertaken to prove the existing
existing distribution
distributi on system
system isis desdescribed. Pp. 31; Figs. 6.6.
All from B.B.C. Publications,
Publications, 35,
35, Marylebone
Marylebone High
High
Street, London.
London, W.l. Price
Price 5s
5s each.
each.

Large Travelling Wave
Wave Tube
Tube shown
shown
in the photograph
photograph isis being
being developed
developed
by the C.E.C.
G.E. C. Hirst
Hirst Research
Research Centre
Centre
for the lower part
part of
of the
the u.h.f.
u.h.f. band
band
(1"::3400Mcfs). It is intended to
(rvAOOMcfs).
to produce
produce
peak pulsed outputs
outputs of
of aa few
few hundred
hundred
kW with aa gain of
of 20dB.
20dB. ItIt uses
uses aa ring
ring
and bar slow-wave structure
structure and
and aa
hollow cylindrical high-perveance
high-perveance elecelectron beam.
beam.
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120/200 WATT AMPLIFIER

(puauta suyuipm&ftt

Will deliver
deliver 120
120 watts
watts continuous
continuous signal
signal and
and over
over 200
200 watts
watts peak
peak
Will
Audio. ItIt isis completely
completely stable
stable with
with any
any type
type ofof load
load and
and may
may bebe
used to
to drive
drive motors
motors or
or other
other devices
devices to
to over
over 120
120 watts
watts atat frefrequencies from
from 20,000
20,000 down
down to
to 30
30 cps
cps inin standard
standard form
form or
or other
other
frequencies to
to order.
order. The
The distortion
distortion isis less
less than
than 0.2%
0.2% and
and the
the noise
noise
frequencies
level -95
—95 dB.
dB. A
A floating
floating series
series parallel
parallel output
output isis provided
provided for
for
100-120 V. or
or 200-250
200-250 V.
V. and
and this
this cool
cool running
running amplifier
amplifier occupies
occupies
100-120
i2y inches of standard rack
rack space
space by
by II11 inches
inches deep.
deep. Weight
Weight 601b
601b
12;t

30/50 WATT
30/50
WATT AMPLIFIER
AMPLIFIER

MIXER/AMPLIFIER
ELECTRONIC MIXER/AMPLIFIER

Gives 30
30 watts
watts continuous
continuous signal
signal and
and 50
50 watts
watts peak
peak Audio.
Audio. With
Gives
voice coil feedback
feedback disdistortion is under
under 0.1%
0.1%
—
and when arranged for
for
tertiary feedback and
100 volt line it is under
under if,
100
0.15%. The hum and
and ;
0.15%.
noise is better than
than j"
-85 dB referred to
30 watt.
It is avail(!ble in our
standard steel case with
Baxandall tone controls
controls
and up to 4 mixed inputs,
inputs, which
which may
may be
be balanced
balanced line
line 30 ohm
and
microphones or equalised
equalised P.U.s
P.U.s to
to choice.
choice.

This high fidelity
fidelity 10/15 watt
watt Ultra
Ultra Linear
Linear Amplifier
Amplifier
has a built-in mixer and
and Baxandall
Baxandall tone
tone controls.
controls.
The standard model
model has
has 44 inputs,
inputs, two
two for
for balanced
balanced
. 30 ohm microphones,
microphones, one
one for
for pick-up
pick-up C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R.
compensated and one for
for tape
tape or
or radio
radio input.
input.
Alternative or additional
additional inputs
inputs are
are available
available to
to
special order~
order. A feed
feed direct
direct out
out from
from the
the mixer
mixer isis
standard and output impedance
impedance of
of 4-8-16
4-8-16 ohms
ohms or
or
100 volt line are to choice.
choice. All
All inputs
inputs and
and outputs
outputs
are at the rear and itit has
has been
been designed
designed for
for cool
cool
continuous operation either
either on
on 19
19 xx 7in.
7in. rack
rack panel
panel
form or in standard ventilated
ventilated steel
steel case.
case.
Size 18
18 xx 7!
7^- x 9tin.
9^in. deep.
deep.
Price of standard model
model £49.
£49.

12-WAY
12-WAY ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONIC MIXER
MIXER
The 12-way electronic mixer
mixer has
has facilities
facilitiesfor
for mixing
mixing
12 balanced line microphones.
microphones. Each
Each of
of the
the 1212 lines
lines
has its own potted mumetal
mumetai shielded
shielded microphone
microphone
transformer and Input
input valve,
valve, each
each control
control isis
hermetically sealed. Muting
Muting switches
switches are
are normally
normally
on each channel and
and the
the unit
unit Isis fed
fed from
from its
its
fitted on
own mumetal
mumetai shielded mains
mains transformer
transformer and
and
own
metal rectifier.
Also 3-way mixers and
and Peak
Peak Programme
Programme Meters.
Meters.
4-way mixers and
and 22 xx S-way
5-way stereo
stereo mixers
mixers with
with
,4-way
outputs for echo chambers,
chambers, etc.
etc. Details
Details on
on rerequest.

_n4ElN^RNATJONAL
CO BilllllUBaSfflBlW

Full details and prices
prices of
of the
the above
above on
on request
request

Lctndon,S~W.19
V0RTEX10N LIMITED,
LIMITED, 257-263
257-263 The
The Broadway,
Broadway,Wimbledon,
Wimbledon,London,S.W.19
VORTEXION
Telegrams:
Wimble; London"
London"
"Vortexion. Wimble,
Telegrams: "Vortexion,

Telephones
LIBerty 2814
2814 and
and 6242-3
6242-3
Telephones:: LIBerty
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from
from 57
57 min
mins.
per rev.
rev.
s. per
to
to 2,70
2,700
revs,
per min .
0 revs
. per

m
Type

No other motors offer the wide
wide range
range of
of .speeds,
speeds,
t orques and programme
torques
programme switching
switching of
of the
the versatile
versatile Drayton
Drayton RQ.
RQ.

RQR

5K

i

Conformin
Conforming
is suitable
suitable for
for continuous
continuous
g to BSS 170/1939, itit is
or intermittent
running; reversing;
reversing; and
and can
can also
also be
be supplied
supplied with
with or
or
intermittent running;
without internal limit and
and programme
programme switches.
switches. Motors
Motors
rotation of
of more
more than
than one
one revolution
revolution before
before
giving a shaft rotation
switching operates, or with multi-posit
multi-position
switching,
are also·
also
ion switching, are

Type

RQ 53

available. Write
Wn'te now for
for your
your copy
copy of
of Data
Data Sheet
Sheet No.
No. 302.
302.

Type~
- ~~-~~
6QH~
Type

RQU

.V<
■U / ■

•(S

Di
■jny
DRAYTON CONTROLS LIMITED
LIMITED

Bridge Works, West Drayton,
Drayton, Middx.
Middx. Phone:
Phone: West
West Drayton
Drayton 4012
4012

i
(I
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!LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions
opinions expressed
expressed by
by his
his correspondents
correspondents

Transistor Circuit Conventions
IN his article " Collectors Upwards or Positive
Upwards"
Upwards " Qanuary
(January issue), Mr. Baxandall has stated his
his
views admirably. In so doing, however, he has dealt
dealt
with the general problem of transistor circuit diagrams
the more fundafundain a superficial way, failing to appreciate the
mental issues in dispute. His article misrepresents
misrepresents the
the
views of school (a), emphasizes ·what
what are to school
school (a)
(a)
secondary features of the circuit diagram and does
does not
not
indicate the full effects of the views of school (b) ifif
carried to logical extremes.
To understand the real issues in dispute, we
we must
must
more general
general
re-define the two schools of thought in more
terms as follows
follows;:
School (a) Those who conceive the circuit diagram
diagram
as presenting what is fundamentally a problem in
in
visual communication, to the solution of which the
principles of language and sematography are
are more
more
applicable than the principles of electrical engineerengineering. People in this school aver that a large circuit
diagram is easier to read and understand as a whole
if the individual " stages
stages"" or function
function generators,
generators,
of which it is composed, are drawn to recognizable
patterns suggestive of function.
School (b) Those who conceive the circuit diagram
diagram
as being fundamentally a mathematical concept
based upon the Cartesian frame of reference.
reference.
e r that a circuit diagram
People in this school av,
aver
can be understood in detail more easily if the page
page
is regarded as a Cartesian frame, the vertical axis
axis
representing potential difference and the horizontal
axis representing "events."
" events."
Viewed in these terms, the question "Collectors
" Collectors
upwards-positive upwards? "" is recognized as only one
upwards—positive
aspect of the dispute and unrepresentative of the views
views
of school (a). For example, no one belonging to
to that
school.
school would consider destroying the
the pattern of
of symsymmetry which has become established for
for push-pull
amplifier circuits merely to establish the rule "anodes
" anodes
upwards." It may be argued that neither would anyone
anyone
in school (b), and this reveals a major inconsistency
inconsistency in
in
their case. Nor would a true protagonist of school (a)
(a)
accept as correct Mr. Baxandall's interpretation of
of how
how
they would draw the circuit diagrams which illustrate
illustrate
his article.
Argued on the basis of two- or three-valve or trantransistor stages, there is not much to choose between either
either
school, and on the whole school (b) tends
tends to score over
over
school (a). It is only when we come to consider the
the
problem on a larger scale that we begin to
to understand
understand
the underlying reasons which motivate school
school (a).
(a).
Baxandall is correct in his view that the main opposition
from "users,"
" users," since itit is the
the
to his views will come from
user who has the large-scale problem and not the
the circuit
circuit
designer.
" users
As Baxandall suggests, school (a) are mostly "users";
vast body
body
that is to say they comprise in the main that vast
of technicians who are responsible for maintaining and
manuservicing equipment long after the designer and manufacturer have ceased to be concerned with it.
it. Their
Their
the job
views on circuit diagrams are conditioned by the
they have to do, and it is necessary to understand
understand what
this job is before one can appreciate their views
views and
and
their reasons for holding them.
A technician may be responsible for maintaining over
time (onen
(often several
several years)
years) aa large
large number
number
of time
period of
aa period
of
small but
but different
different equipments
equipments or
or aa single
single
relatively small
of relatively
very large
large and
complex equipment.
equipment. In
In both
both cases
cases the
the
and complex
very
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diagram, but
but sheer
sheer
main tool of his trade is the circuit diagram,
volume of paper prevents him from
from ever having more
than a nodding acquaintance with any given one; theretherefore every time he looks at a circuit diagram he is
is seeing
seeing
it for virtually the first time.
To understand why this is so one has to appreciate
appreciate
that over the past ten years or so the complexity of
of
fold, and
and aa
electronic equipment has increased several fold,
single large electronic equipment might nowadays
require upwards of ISO
150 circuit diagrams, each of which
tranmight represent anything from 20 to 50 valve or transistor stages.
A technician is usually required to
to use a circuit
diagram under conditions of stress; that is to say when
the equipment has developed some fault and there
there isis
the fault
fault
pressure and urgency in the need to rectify the
sible.
and get essential services restored as quickly
quickly as
as pos·
possible.
Under such conditions, his first task is to decide
decide which
which
circuit diagram is relevant to the problem,
problem, and
and his
his
second to decide what the selected circuit diagram is
is all
all
about. Th:s
This he must be able to do quickly, and
and itit isis
essential, therefore, that he be able to grasp the
the essenessential significance and structure of a large and relatively
relatively
unfamiliar circuit diagram m a matter of seconds.
This he cannot do using Baxandall's method, for
for he
hasn't the time to study the diagram in detail in
in terms
terms
of current flow, component by component, from
from left to
right and from top to bottom. Moreover,
Moreover, under
under the
the
conditions of stress prevailing, the mental climate is
is not
usually conducive to such a
a study. For these reasons
reasons
the average experienced technician soon develops a kind
kind
of shorthand reading method which enables him quickly
quickly
to get a grasp of the circuit and to estimate the probprobabilities of the source of trouble being in one area of
of the
the
certain
is
he
diagram more than another. Only when
is
that the fault is in a particular area does he get down
down to
to
detaikd study of the selected area, and even here
a detailed
here he
great
a
saves
which
will tend to use a short-cut method
great
deal of his time provided that the diagram
diagram has been
been
it.
apply
to
him
help
to
drawn so as
applv
It is significant that although no formal training
training isis
given in this short-cut reading technique,
technique, investigation
investigation
reveals that most successful technicians acquire
acquire itit and
and
use it almost exclusively in their work. If we ask
ask ourourthat
selves why this should be so, we come to realize
realize that the
the
reading of a large circuit diagram is primarily a problem
in visual communication which at first instance has
has only
only
an implied connection with electrical engineering
engineering as
as
such.
The basis of this short-cut is physiological rather than
than
technological, and its · roots spring from the
the principles
principles
elecof sematography rather than from the principles of elecare
trical engineering. Fundamentally, two concepts are
function generator;
generator; (b) the
the
involved, these being (a) the function
visual recognition pattern.
These concepts are not peculiar to the technician,
technician,
for we all use them to a greater or lesser extent-even
extent—even
genBaxandall writes of emitter followers and sawtooth generators. But the technician has developed
developed their use
use to
to aa
fine art for they offer him the only reasonable
reasonable basis
basis for
for
speed and efficiency in his work.
Strictly speaking,
speaking, it is not possible . to
to consider
consider the
the
Strictly
operation of
of any given part of an electronic
electronic circuit
circuit in
in
operation
influences
isolation from the rest, for each component influences
the behaviour of its neighbours and, in theory at
at kast,
least,
an event occurring in one part of the circuit is but
but one
one
facet of a single overall event occurring simultaneously
throughout the whole.
However, such a concept presents a very difficult
difficult
169
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mental exercise when applied on a large scale, and it
has become the practice to introduce an intermediate
concept whereby the circuit as a whole is divided into
parts, the behaviour of each being considered separately
interval-usually
from the rest over an arbitrary time interval—usually
one cycle of the input waveform.
parts are determined arbitrarily,
The boundaries of the pans
usually at points where there is a clear and easily recognizable functional discontinuity; for example, at points
where a measured waveform or function indicates some
· kind of logical and evolutionary change from a previously
measured waveform. The parts of the circuit which
have given rise to the new function are thought of as
constituting collectively a function generator. Thus, in
these terms, an electronic circuit becomes basically a
series of function generators in cascade, and the operation of the circuit is conceived as a series of events
occurring in sequence rather than simultaneously.
In any given case, just which components as a group
form a particular function generator is determined
largely by convenience as regards either the mental
effort required to envisage a number of events occurring
simultaneously, or the need to develop a logical step-bystep sequence to explain the action of the circuit as a
whole. Thus a simple series C-R circuit might be considered to be a separate function generator in one application; but in another, where it performs exactly the
same operation it might be considered to be only part
of a larger group of components collectively forming a
different kind of function generator.
In spite of this arbitrariness, certain kinds of component groupings have, over the years, become recognized by common consent as constituting basic or
generic types of function generator. Thus, when we
rr-attenuator, an anode-tuned amplifier, a
speak of a 7r-attenuator,
Kipp relay, or a Foster-Seeley discriminator, we know
broadly what is meant and for each we are usually able
to draw from memory a circuit diagram showing the
essential function components.
Only a limited number of generic types of function
generators have been evolved over the years, and
although there are many variants of each, none of these
differs fundamentally from its generic type. Thus, in
these terms, Baxandall's ingenious sawtooth generator
(Fig. 10 in his paper) is nothing more than a blocking
oscillator (generic type) in which the C-R time constant
occupies an unusual position requiring special biasing
arrangements for the active device (see accompanying
Fig. 1). Again, in Baxandall's Figs. 6 and 8, the considerations which he explains at some length are only
trivial refinements to existing generic types of function
generators, and would interest most technicians only in
passing.
It is implicit in the function generator concept that

+ 0R - I

ACTIVE
ELEMENT
C
R

+
(a)

(b)
Baxanda/l's
Fig. I. Sawtooth generator (a) to circuit of Mr. Baxandall's
Fig. 10, and (b) generic form of the same circuit.

there should be as few generic types as possible and
that no new type should be accepted unless it embodies
some fundamentally new principle of operation or generates some fundamentally new type of function. The
mere substitution of one type of component for another
which has similar characteristics and performs basically
the same function does not warrant the acceptance of
the modified circuit as a new generic type. This applies
equally to active devices since these are in themselves
but one type of component among many.
Thus the valve circuit of Fig. 2(a) is recognized as
being of the same generic type as the transistor circuit
in Fig. 2(b) and the hypothetical relay circuit in Fig.
2(c). The important thing is to recognize the basic identity of all three, and to relate them to each other as
regards function and principles of operation. The fact
that power supply polarities and waveforms might be
inverted in one case relative to the others does not cause
any embarrassment because, knowing the basic principles of operation of one, it is a simple matter to determine in what way the others differ from it.
Further training and experience encourage the technician to seek the generic in any unusual circuit he
might meet, and thus relate the circuit to his existing
experience in terms of similarities and differences. This
is what most of us have been doing in one way or another for a long time, since few of us have the inclination, and even fewer of us have the time to get down to
first principles on every occasion when an alleged new
circuit makes its appearance.
Of course, one cannot expect the circuit designer to
go along with this line of reasoning, because it strikes
at his professional pride. Every designer has the ambition to produce something new and original but rarely
succeeds in doing more than refining or modifying the
old. Therefore, we must not take seriously any claims
for the circuit designer to be regarded as an oracle. He
has, in fact, a vested interest in confusing the rest of us
to highlight his own originality and ingenuity, however
trivial these might be in any given case.
It is part of the normal training of every technician to
study the principles of most generic types of function
lines
generator. This study usually proceeds along the fines
recommended by Baxandall but in largely nonmathematical form. For this purpose, circuits have
usually been assumed to contain thermionic valves since
these introduce fewer teaching complications than transistors, and represent more nearly the ideal form of
active device. Further instruction is given on circuits
.
containing transistors, where appropriate.
For any given type, the process usually begins with a
circuit diagram drawn on a blackboard and copied by
the student into his notebook. This circuit diagram is
repeated subsequently in laboratory experimental equipment and in textbooks; the student, therefore, ultimately
comes to recognize it on sight provided it is always
drawn in the same way so as to make the same pattern
on the page.
Thus, the technician in his early training comes to
associate each generic type of function generator with
a certain pattern of lines and symbols and he carries
these patterns in his mind long after he ends his formal
life.
training and starts his working fife.
Investigation reveals that when the average trained
and experienced technician looks at a large and relatively
unfamiliar circuit diagram, his first action is to seek out
these significant patterns so as to identify the various
types of function generator of which the circuit as a
whole is composed. Thus, provided the individual function generators are drawn to patterns which he can
recognize he usually has little difficulty in getting quickly
to grips with the circuit as a whole. Even where a function generator is an extreme variant of a generic ·type,
type,
he rarely has difficulty in understanding its principles of
him relate ·the unoperation because the pattern helps htm
familiar to his existing knowledge and experience.
Slight distortions of the patterns do not affect his
ability to understand the diagram, but where they are
Wireless
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a
(a)
(a.)

(c)
(C)

(b)
(b)
diodes.
and diodes.
Relays and
(c) Relays
transistors. (c)
p-n-p transistors,
(b) p-n-p
Fig. 2. (a) Thermionic valves, (b)

resemble aa
very seriously distorted, or
to resemble
drawn to
are drawn
or are
of
kind of
pattern he has come to
another kind
with another
associate with
to associate
delay
and delay
confusion and
doubt, confusion
then doubt,
function generator, then
has
he has
where he
situation where
in aa situation
occur. This will often result
result in
and
circuit and
the circuit
to work out in detail the
of the
operation of
the operation
part
offending part
the offending
re-drawing the
will usually end with his re-drawing
more
feels more
he feels
pattern he
with aa pattern
of the diagram to conform
conform with
occurred
frequently occurred
has frequently
past, has
the past,
at home with. This, in the
without
produced without
been produced
have been
because circuit diagrams
diagrams have
the ""user."
user."
sufficient thought for the
diagram,
large diagram,
on aa large
nothing on
Where he can recognize nothing
on
detail on
in detail
of itit in
whole of
the whole
then he is forced to
study the
to study
very
takes aa very
This takes
Baxandall. This
by Baxandall.
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of the
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because we
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Baxandall has
Mr. Baxandall
If Mr.
way. If
this way.
animals are designed in this
new
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be the
will be
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comsame comthe same
just the
cause just
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patterns
new patterns
the new
Moreover, the
plications in the future. Moreover,
generation,
under aa generation,
much under
in much
will not become established in
will
confusion will
of confusion
deal of
great deal
and in the meantime aa great
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and develop
accept and
to accept
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therefore better
result. It is therefore
in
growl in
to growl
and to
accepted and
generally accepted
those which are now generally
correctly
guess correctly
to guess
failure to
ancestors' failure
our beards about our ancestors'
conductor.
in aa conductor.
charge in
of charge
movement of
the true direction of movement
Mr.
with Mr.
disagree with
would disagree
(a) would
school (a)
Most members of school
in
arise in
must arise
confusion must
that confusion
contention that
Baxandall in his contention
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non-linear circuits unless the positive-upwards convention is used. Practical working experience, admittedly
at this stage limited, of complex transistorized equipments in the services leads us to believe that technicians
hold
hold the opposite view.
Here again, this seems to be
oe because technicians do
not think of waveforms as graphs in the normal course
of events, but treat them as ideographs. For this reason,
a rising waveform on a valve grid or transistor base is
viewed as a movement away from the reverse bias condition and is associated with a falling waveform at the
anode or collector. This concept is true both for valves
and transistors and is a universal rule which is simple
to understand and apply. Where there is a doubt as to
the actual polarity of the waveform, this is easy enough
to indicate and Fig. 4 is a suggested method of doing it.
This is the way in which most technicians seem to
prefer to think of waveforms when interpreting circuit
operation, and there is no reason why they shouldn't,
for the axes convention is by no means inviolable either
in principle or in practice—one
practice-one has only to look at any
manufacturer's transistor characteristics to see that this
is so.
In fact,
tact, to put it bluntly, most technicians would
regard the preoccupation of school (b) with power supply
polarities and h.t. rails as old-fashioned, and evocative
of amber rods, fur rubbers, pith balls, and the general
scientific atmosphere of the eighteenth century. After
all, we are all aware that our conventions relating to
polarity and current flow have been known to be wrong
for nearly a century but we continue to use them from
force of habit. They have no magical significance, and
most of us have got into the habit of thinking of current
flow and electron flow simultaneously without getting
unduly confused.
As has been stated above, the recognition pattern is
not a new concept but it is doubtful if it has been pro-

pounded previously in terms of communication, sematics, and language evolution. Nevertheless, in principle
this is what it is, and its formal statement given above
clarifies the real issues between school (a) and school (b).
By analogy, these issues can be likened to those which
might arise between those who study words and those
who use them. Most of us can recognize the misspelling of a word by visually relating the letter pattern
we see with that which we expect to see, and we often
use this same visual perception to relate adjectival or
adverbial forms of a word. In neither case do we need
to know or study the etymological roots of a word unless, like horticulturalists, we are trying to design a
new one.
Thus there is much to be said for the school (b) concept, of viewing the circuit diagram as a voltage-event
graph, where design work is concerned. The designer
tends to do his job in these terms, and needs to be able
to fix various points as voltage data for the purpose of
calculation. However, for most applications, it does
not provide a sufficiently quick and efficient method of
communication, and the school (a) method is probably
.
most suitable for this purpose.
Now, in considering which school has the prior claim,
let us look at the factors involved.
(a) A circuit designer cannot be said to use circuit
diagrams frequently on a large scale and over a
wide field. His interest over a period of a week
or a month is usually confined to a small field of
circuitry and is transient in the sense that when
he has completed the design he will probably not
require subsequently to use it or even to refer to
it.
(b) The technician uses continually a multitude of
circuit diagrams, often under conditions of stress,
unlike the designer, he regards them as principal
tools of his trade.

JIll
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Fig. 3. An exercise in pattern recognition.
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inof inFig. 4. Suggested method of
dicating polarity of waveforms.
waveforms.
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cuitt;, long-tailed-pairs, etc.) can be rapidly picked out
cuits,
of doing it." On applying any normal modern oscilloby anyone having the necessary background of circuit scope to their circuit, however, the waveforms actually
experience. Indeed, I have devoted a good deal of time,
seen would be upside down versions of
of those
those shown
shown on
on
over the years, to trying to persuade people to pay more the diagram.
attention to this important aspect of circuit diagram
Now, surely it is desirable for the waveforms indicated
drawing.
in circles on a circuit diagram to represent what
what the
t.1.e
In my view, if one adopts the ""positive
positive upwards"
upwards ,,
technician ought actually to see when he connects an
convention, there is no need to
to forgo the undoubted
oscilloscope-indeed, in conversation with Lt. Col.
oscilloscope—indeed,
advantages of being able to assimilate rapidly the broad
Knowles and Mr. Braithwaite,
Braithv,raite, it was evident that they
scheme of a complex circuit by a process of pattern
too regard this as desirable in a circuit diagram of a
recognition. Admittedly, in circuits employing p-n-p practical equipment, if not in a diagram on a blackboard
transistors, some familiar configurations will appear in in an elementary lecture.
an orientation which will, at first, be regarded as ""upside
upside
I would ask all those who are at present tending todown" by those thinking in terms of valve circuits. wards the views of the ""collectors
collectors upwards " school to
Here, however, I would make the following observa- ask themselves the following question:—
question:- "Are
" Are you
tions:tions : —
really happy about recommending a system in which
waveforms drawn in circles against points on a circuit
(a) A familiar pattern is really quite easy to recogdiagram cannot, at one and the same time, represent
nize ""upside-down.''
upside-down."
(a) what a technician will see on an oscilloscope and
(b) It is surprising how rapidly one ceases to regard
(b) the waveform he will visualize to himself if he thinks
the new presentation as being "upside down."
down.''
in terms of voltage movements in relation to the supply
(c) The number of standard configurations common
terminations? ".
to valve and transistor circuits is actually quite lines or supply terminations?".
Dr. Sturley and Mr. Amos, and Mr. Cain, have argued
small-it is difficult to think of more than about
small—it
that there is no difficulty in tracing the passage of a signal
a dozen really significant ones.
(d) There are plenty of transistor circuits which can- through the various stages of an equipment, provided one
not be regarded as mere modifications of well- remembers certain simple rules, e.g. that there is a phase
inversion in a common emitter stage but not in an emitter
known valve circuits. They exploit such things
as the bi-directional switching properties of tran- follower. Whilst it is often quite satisfactory to regard
sistors, avalanche operations, the hole-storage delay amplifiers this way (and, indeed, we all frequently do so),
time, and complementary circuitry. Thus the and whilst some non-linear circuits can be regarded
largely as overloaded amplifiers, nevertheless it is quite
valve man will find new patterns and circuit conunrealistic to imagine that the non-linear circuit field as
cepts to assimilate no matter what circuit diagram
a whole can be satisfactorily expounded on this basis. I
convention is used.
doubt whether anyone working closely in this field would
(e) In answer to Mr. Cain's comment that "we must
not cloud this issue by looking at a small minority regard it as reasonable to attempt to do so.
The suggestion that the preoccupation of the " positive
of the awkward cases," I would point out that
upwards " school with polarities is out of place and old
some of the circuits which he now regards as
awkward may well, in due course, become com- fashioned seems quite unreasonable to my colleagues and
myself; the behaviour of a circuit such as a multivibrator,
monplace.
(f) We have found no difficulty at all in getting new for example, is closely bound up with the d.c. supply
magnitudes-this is a fact and is quite
Scientific Assistants to
polarities and magnimdes—this
to look at things our way,
even though they may come to us having some
unavoidable.
familiarity with valve circuits.
Admittedly, one may argue in terms of movements
" towards rail" and "towards
" towards ground," without actually
"towards
Of course, I do admit that if easy pattern recognition
mentioning polarities as such, but this is satisfactory only
were the only consideration, then there is everything to
be said for the ""collectors
collectors upwards" convention, since when one is thinking in " theoretical isolation" so to
it avoids the necessity for recognizing some patterns speak. As soon as one puts an oscilloscope on a practical
piece of equipment, one becomes concerned with actual
either way up.
polarities.
But I am sure that even Lt. Col. Knowles and Mr.
Moreover, I would think that the moment when a
Braithwaite would agree that it is also very important
to draw circuits so that they will facilitate, when the practical waveform is being observed is a particularly inopportune moment for confusion over signs to ariseoccasion arises, sound reasoning about their functioning.
I maintain that the ""positive
positive upwards" convention much better to get all this cleared up in the elementary
is the only one which is free from serious snags in this training stage by adopting the " positive upwards " convention right from the beginning.
respect, and that in adopting it one is paying merely a
I agree that there are a few circumstances, such as
reasonable price for, in the long run, a very large gain
some push-pull circuits and stabilized power pack cirin ease and clarity of thought.
I am glad to see that " Cathode Ray " and Mr. Bate- . cuits, where other considerations make it desirable to
son, who are both closely concerned with the ele- depart from the conventions of either school (a) or
school (b).
mentary educational aspects of the subject, have also
Malvern.
P. J. BAXANDALL.
come to support unreservedly the ""positive
positive upwards"
convention.
It seems to me, from several letters written by sup- Line
Standards for
for British
British Television
Line Standards
porters of the ""collectors
collectors upwards" school, that their
I
HAVE
followed
the
arguments
of those (apparently
writers have not yet become fully conscious of the conthe majority) who feel that it is imperative to change our
fusion which is inherent in the use of their convention,
standards
to
the
625
line system, because of the advanpai"ticularly in circuits using p-n-p and n-p-n transistors
particularly
tages of increased exports, more international proin combination. None of the suggested remedies, such
grammes,
better
pictures
with larger tubes, etc., but I
as that proposed by Mr. Bedford, is completely satisam often left with some doubts about the validity of
factory.
these
so-called advantages, because of the unwillingness
It is evident from Fig 4 of the letter from Lt. Col.
broad generaliKnowles and Mr. Braithwaite that they do like the of such advocates to go any further than broad
zations.
One hears very little of the facts to support
waveforms to tie up with the voltage movements visualized in relation to the circuit diagram, for their wave- the arguments (if indeed any substantial ones exist).
forms are intentionally drawn this way. Nevertheless,
Standardization (with Europe) is no doubt a very
because they have put the negative supply line at the
desirable objective, but it must be questioned whether
where there
is
top, they have had to add the comment
comment ""where
there is
the state of the television art is sufficiently stable (for
a doubt as to the actual polarity of the waveform, this
the next 25 years) to warrant our making such a drastic
this
is easy enough to indicate and Fig. 4 is a suggested way
change for such marginal advantages.
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been
has been
defence; itit has
no defence;
needs no
Our present 405 system needs
to
shown to
been shown
has been
and has
now, and
25 years now,
n use for nearly 25
distritelevision distriexcellent television
an excellent
of an
requirement s of
;atisfy
latisfy the requirements
good
provides aa good
It provides
indeed. It
well indeed.
)Ution
Dution system very well
complexity
and complexity
cost and
quality, cost
:ompromise between picture quality,
of
simplicity of
and simplicity
transmission , and
of transmission,
)f
rf receivers, range of
jperation.
)peration.
that
system isis that
625 system
the 625
for the
be said for
The best that can be
improvemen ts.
marginal improvements.
possesses marginal
but possesses
.tt is similar, but
line
the line
while the
same, while
the same,
about the
Horizontal definition isis about
Horizontal
visibility.
in visibility.
reduced in
course, reduced
itructure is, of course,
;tructure
which
opinion which
lay opinion
of lay
body of
There is, however, no large body
line
of line
result of
as aa result
unsatisfactor y as
iinds 23in/405 pictures unsatisfactory
inds
visibility.
the
that the
certainty, that
fair certainty,
with fair
think, with
It can be said, I think,
subany subof any
aware of
be aware
not be
will not
viewers will
vast majority of viewers
changeover
the changeover
quality ifif the
picture quality
in picture
improvemen t in
stantial improvement
the
with the
ourselves with
ask ourselves
must ask
we must
is made. Therefore, we
worth
really worth
change isis really
such aa change
whether such
utmost
lltmost seriousness whether
mainly
be mainly
to be
seem to
change seem
for aa change
while. The arguments for
Continental
with Continental
line with
into line
ourselves into
that we would bring ourselves
significance
the significance
larger the
grow larger
tubes grow
practice and that as tubes
improvemen t
some improvement
and some
increases, and
of the line structure increases,
this
Against this
necessary. Against
is necessary.
system is
over our present 405 system
so
standardizat ion, so
of standardization,
value of
the value
that the
it has been argued that
negligible,
concerned, isis negligible,
is concerned,
exchange is
far as programme exchange
could
programmes could
television programmes
of television
majority of
since the vast majority
of
because of
standards, because
common standards,
with common
even with
not be shared, even
not
would not
obviously would
problem obviously
This problem
difficulties. This
language difficulties.
are.
lines are.
of lines
number of
be altered, whatever the number
programmes
recording programmes
of recording
technique of
In any event, the technique
an
having an
programmes having
for programmes
suitable for
on film is quite suitable
com(requiring comrecording (requiring
tape recording
Video tape
export potential. Video
programme
the programme
from the
advantages from
mon standards) carries advantages
be
course, be
of course,
must, of
These must,
view. These
of view.
contractor's point of
overriding
an overriding
means an
no means
by no
are by
taken into account, but are
consideration.
consideratio n.
imports.
and imports.
exports and
of exports
question of
the question
is the
Secondly, there is
industry
the industry
that the
believe that
to believe
reason to
Have we any real reason
done
has done
than itit has
television than
of television
exports of
on exports
better on
will do better
parameters
system parameters
the system
where the
radio, where
on radio,
in the past years on
exports
of exports
volume of
the volume
but the
compatible but
been compatible
have always been
simply
insignificant, simply
relatively insignificant,
industry-wise
industry-wis e has been relatively
meet
to meet
manufacture rs to
British manufacturers
of British
unwillingnes s of
due to the unwillingness
and
cost and
performance , cost
of performance,
terms of
in terms
requirement s in
export requirements
our
should our
that should
probable that
very probable
is very
it is
Indeed, it
styling? Indeed,
the
find the
would find
we would
Europe, we
with Europe,
line with
into line
standards fall into
counterwould counterreceivers would
television receivers
imported television
increase in imported
with
us with
leave us
thus leave
and thus
exports, and
in exports,
increases in
balance any increases
to
evidence to
factual evidence
no factual
have no
certainly have
We certainly
no advantage. We
would
exports would
in exports
upsurge in
large upsurge
that aa large
support a belief that
receivers
Continental receivers
of Continental
pattern of
the pattern
main the
the main
result. In the
receivers)
radio receivers)
their radio
with their
(as with
facilities (as
is one of complex facilities
requiredbe required—
to be
proved to
not proved
have not
Britain have
which in Great Britain
the
increase the
undoubtedly increase
would undoubtedly
provision would
and since their provision
similar
that similar
unlikely that
significantly, itit isis unlikely
cost of receivers significantly,
market.
British market.
the British
for the
adopted for
be adopted
specifications
specifications would be
to
identical to
main identical
the main
in the
were in
Unless export receivers were
line
common line
of common
advantages of
the advantages
■·the home market models, the
not
would not
concerned, would
production isis concerned,
standards, so far as production
believe.
us believe.
have us
would have
people would
be as great as some people
and
manufacture , and
to manufacture,
easy to
relatively easy
Television sets are relatively
Television
perfacilities, perthe facilities,
that the
might, that
well itit might,
as well
if it transpired, as
receivers
television receivers
export television
of export
appearance of
formance, and appearance
home
the home
by the
required by
those required
to those
different to
are noticeably different
be
to be
have to
would have
lines would
production lines
market, separate production
event.
any event.
laid on for them in any
public
viewing public
the viewing
made, the
were made,
lines were
If a change to 625 lines
If
in
improvemen t in
great improvement
no great
obtain no
of this country
country would obtain
of
industry
the industry
of the
economics of
the economics
would the
picture quality, nor would
teleof televariety of
the variety
would the
nor would
affected; nor
be substantially affected,
increased.
greatly increased.
be greatly
us be
to us
available to
vision programmes available
retechnical rethe technical
consider the
to consider
T .A.C. were asked to
The T.A.C.
in
country in
this country
in this
broadcasting in
television broadcasting
quirements for television
405
that 405
report that
their report
in their
stated in
was stated
It was
the next 25 years. It
made
recommenda tion made
the recommendation
and the
adequate, and
would not be adequate,
would
did
recommenda tion did
this recommendation
lines .. .. .. this
for a change to 625 lines
sense
the sense
(in the
adequate (in
was adequate
625 was
that 625
not specifically state that

and I1
years, and
25 years,
next 25
the next
for the
change) for
the change)
of being worth the
have
to have
not to
report not
that report
of that
shortcoming of
feel that it was a shortcoming
light
the light
in the
change in
such change
any such
of any
life of
possible life
discussed the possible
advances.
technologica l advances.
of the rate of technological
made
who made
engineer who
rash engineer
be aa rash
would be
In my view, it would
even,
years even,
ten years
next ten
the next
within the
that within
the firm statement that
make itit
will make
that will
emerge that
not emerge
will not
significant advances will
example,
for example,
produces, for
that produces,
change that
possible to make a change
Indeed,
colour. Indeed,
plus colour.
definition, plus
improvemen t in definition,
aa 2:1 improvement
work
intensive work
the intensive
that the
are that
industry are
indications in the industry
this
with this
years with
15 years
last 15
the last
in the
on in
that has been carried on
in
break-throug h, in
produce aa break-through,
well produce
objective in view may well
convey
to convey
intended to
were intended
report were
that report
If that
the near future. If
such aa
make such
to make
worthwhile to
was worthwhile
the meaning that itit was
next
the next
say, the
of, say,
life of,
undisputed life
an undisputed
change to 625, with an
change
that itit isis
imply that
to imply
but to
thing; but
one thing;
is one
10 to 15 years, that is
with itit
living with
of living
purpose of
the purpose
for the
worthwhile to do this for
another.
quite another.
for the next 25 years isis quite
circumfollowing circumthe following
of the
danger of
great danger
I think there is aa great
break-throu gh
major break-through
be aa major
will be
there will
that there
stances arising: that
having
Continent, having
the Continent,
that the
and that
10 years, and
within the next 10
nearly
then nearly
by then
be by
will be
what will
for what
lived with their system for
change
making aa change
to making
disposed to
20 years, will be favourably disposed
we
however, we
Britain, however,
In Britain,
system. In
improved system.
to the new improved
presume)
(we presume)
down (we
settled down
have settled
just have
will by then only just
next
the next
in the
arise in
will arise
that will
semi-chaos that
to overcome
overcome the semi-chaos
having
then having
and then
period, and
changeover period,
the changeover
few years during the
possistrong possithe strong
with the
faced with
be faced
will be
just
JUSt got that over, we will
this
think this
again. II think
over again.
all over
do itit all
to do
bility of having to
danger
great aa danger
too great
far too
and far
situation and
to be an untenable situation
to
of
mind, of
in mind,
bearing in
time, bearing
present time,
the present
for us to risk at the
from
advantages from
accrued advantages
the accrued
that the
above, that
course, as stated
stated above,
course,
small.
very small.
be very
would be
time would
present time
the change at the present
arguwhere argucountry where
this country
in this
situation in
We have the situation
programme.
third programme.
of aa third
favour of
in favour
ments are being made in
on
remain on
used remain
standards used
the standards
if the
that if
It has been shown that
in
transmitted in
be transmitted
could be
programme could
405 lines, this third programme
this
for this
allocated for
were allocated
channels were
Band 33 if the remaining channels
such
implementin g such
of implementing
efficiency of
the efficiency
purpose. Obviously
Obviously the
prothird prothe third
but ifif the
great indeed,
a proposal is very great
indeed, but
may
(and itit may
system (and
line system
625 line
with aa 625
gramme is required with
programme
third programme
forward aa third
put forward
to put
well be necessary to
incentive
an incentive
public an
the public
giving the
of giving
merely for the purpose of
we
that we
certain that
almost certain
is almost
lines) itit is
to buy sets with 625 lines)
Here
Band 5.5. Here
not Band
4, ifif not
Band 4,
least Band
at least
will have to utilize at
will
industry will
the industry
that the
problems that
of problems
indeed is a vast field of
view),
my view),
in my
(unnecessari ly in
with (unnecessarily
be
be. saddling itself with
damage
more damage
doing more
of doing
effect of
the effect
which
~ay well have the
which may
simply
it simply
for it,
claimed for
advantages claimed
to 625 lines
hnes than the advantages
to
'reduced
the reduced
to the
due to
reception, due
because unsatisfactory
unsatisfacto ry reception,
propagation
increased propagation
and increased
performance
receivers and
performance of receivers
noticeable
more noticeable
much more
very much
be very
will be
problems on u.h.f. will
strucline strucfiner line
the finer
than the
degradation than
to the viewers as a degradation
to
improvemen t.
an improvement.
as an
observable as
be observable
ture
ture. of 625 lines will be
following
the following
suggesting the
by suggesting
Finally, I would conclude
conclude by
Fmally,
years:
ten years:
next ten
the next
for the
us for
cover us
propositions to cover
propositions
lines.
1. Remain on 405 lines.
1.
being
not being
(this not
immediately (this
colour immediately
2.
2. Transmit on colour
problems).
n~n-compatibility problems).
bedevilled by non-compatibility
required)
this isis required)
(if this
programme (if
thud programme
3. Introduce a third
on Band 3.
an
on an
preferably on
developmen t, preferably
4. Pursue intensive development,
greatly
industry basis,
introducing aa greatly
~o introducing
vi~w to
.~ith a view
basis, with
~ndustry
time,
years' time,
15 years'
to 15
10 to
m 10
improved television
telev1Slon service in
Improved
posithe posiin the
ours.elves in
put ourselves
to put
when
able to
when we may be able
were
we were
as we
world as
the world
tion
leading the
tion of once again leading
1936.
able to do in 1936.
SCADENG .
P. SCADENG.
Loughton,
P.
Laughton, Essex.

Colour Television
Television
The
to The
Letter to
Open Letter
(" Open
description("
P.
ECKERSLE Y'S description
P. P. ECKERSLEY'S
1961)
December 1961)
World, December
Wireless World,
Pilkington
Committee," Wireless
Pilkington Committee,"
might
horror " might
oleographic horror"
of colour television
an oleographic
television as · ""an
of
cerbut itit cersystems, but
British systems,
present British
very
very well .apply to present
in
used in
as used
system as
N.T.S.C. system
the N.T.S.C.
to the
tainly does not apply to
tainly
today.
the United States today.
procolour .propoor colour
some poor
While
While there are, admittedly, some
the
and the
minority, and
the minority,
in the
much in
grammes,
very much
grammes, they are very
17z
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average programme
programm e viewed on modern
modern receivers
receivers (par(particularly those using the improved-phosphor
improved -phospho r c.r.t.)
c.r.t.) is
is
breathtakingly
breathtakin~ly beautiful.
beautiful.
. , "
, "
glones of "Wagon Train,"
The glories
"Bonanza,"
"Perry
Tram,
Bonanza,
Perry
Como"
Como," Walt Disney, the N.B.C. Opera
Opera Company,
Company , etc.,
etc.,
etc. have to be seen to be
etc.,
believed.
No
noticeable
be believed. No noticeable
det~rioration can be seen in programmes
deterioration
transmitted
programm es transmitt ed
3,000 miles from Hollywood,
Hollywood, over
over aa combination
combinat ion of
of
microwav
microwavee links and coaxial cable.
cable.
The question "Would you pay
times
as
much
pay three
three times as much
to see a film in colour as
as you
you would
would in
in black
black and
and white?"
white?"
irrelevant, because the premium
is irrelevant,
premium paid
paid for
for the
the colour
colour
film is irretrievably
premium
irretrieva bly lost
lost whereas
whereas the
the premium paid
paid in
in
purchasin g a colour television set
purchasing
is
repaid
a
thousandset is repaid a thousand fold in the weeks, months and
highly
enjoyable
and years
years of
of highly enjoyable
colour television viewing.
In the U.S.A. colour
by
colour sales
sales are
are up
up by over
over 200%
200% from
from
last year and 300,000 sets
sets will
will be
be sold.
sold. Colour
Colour programprogramming is up also, with an
4x
hours
per
an average
average of
of 4-!- hours per day;
day;
this will be doubled in the
the autumn
autumn with
with virtually
virtually every
every
major N.B.C. evening programme
in
colour.
programm e being
being in colour.
I hope negative thinking, such
P. P.
such as
asP.
P. Eckersley's,
Eckersley's, will
will
not delay colour inception
inception in
in the
the United
United Kingdom.
Kingdom .
New York.
B.
B. W.
W. SHEFFIELD.
SHEFFI ELD.
The author replies-'
replies:
There is no disputing about
about taste
taste so
so II can
can do
do little
little more
more
than say how pleasant itit isis to
to learn
learn of
of Mr.
Mr. Sheffield's
Sheffield's
rapture in face of American colour
television.
I
must
colour television. I must
add, having seen demonstrations
demonstr ations of
of American
American colour
colour
television, which are in no way
television,
way inferior
inferior to
to British,
British, the
the
effect produced upon
differed
in
considerable
degree
upon me
me differed in considerable degree
from that expressed in
such
glowing
terms
by
Mr.
in such glowing terms by Mr.
Sheffield. Mr. Sheffield isis obviously
obviously the
the better,
better, or
or is
is itit
the more easily pleased?
pleased?
ECKERS LEY.
P. P. ECKERSLEY.

Safety of Life at Sea
IN our letter appearing in your
your February
February issue
issue (p.
(p. 69)
69)
under the above heading, we
we stated
stated that
that the
the range
range of
of
m.f. survival equipment
operated
from
a
dinghy
equipmen t when
when operated from a dinghy
would be ""reduced
reduced to
only
a
few
miles."
to perhaps
perhaps only a few miles."
We have since been authoritatively
authoritatively advised
advised that
that aa range
range
of more than one hundred miles
miles can
can be
be obtained.
obtained. This
This
figure, we have been assured, has
been
established
has been established as
as aa
result of extensive practical tests
conducted
by
design
tests conducte d by design
personne l working from aa naval
personnel
naval type
type life
life raft
raft under
under
simulated survival conditions.
conditions.
Our figure for range was
based
on
information
was based on informati on
-obtained
obtained from an external advisory
advisory body.
body. In
In view
view of
of
this
this refutative evidence which
which we
we accept
accept without
without quesquestion, we should be obliged
you
would
publish
this
obliged if
if you would publish this
letter in the correspondence
correspon dence page
page of
of the
the next
next issue
issue of
of
your journal with our apologies
apologies for
for the
the error
error in
in this
this
regard.
Erith, Kent.
W.
W. R,
R. TIBBENHAM,
TIBBEN HAM,
Burndept Limited.
Bumdept

''"High-quality
High-qu_
ality Tape Pre-Amplifler"
Pre-Amplifier''
IN Mr. P. F. Ridler's
Ridler's article
article in
in the
the February
February issue
issue
(p. 52) an economy ·in
in power
power consumption
consump tion and
and comcom_ponents is possible
possible by replacing the
network
Rj,
R
the network RH R22,, R,
R3
by the equivalent
equivalen t delta
delta network
network of
of three
three resistors,
resistors, and
and
then omitting the redundant
across
the
power
redundan t resistor
resistor across the power
supply.
·
The remaining two
two resistors
resistors have
have aa theoretical
theoretica l value
value
12
of 208kn
208kQ each, but
but the
the nearest
nearest preferred
preferre~ value
valu~ of
of 220k
220k!l
would suffice.
London, N.14.
D.
London~
N.1,4.
D. SHARP.
SHARP.
. THE base bias circuit
circuit of
of Q1
Q1 in
in Mr.
Mr. P.
P. F.
F. Ridler's
R1<:Uer's tape
tape
pre-amplifier (Fig. 1) is equivalent
pre-amphfier
that of
accomequivalen t to
to that
of the
the.accoi
n. panying
parrying Fig. 2 (e.g. by star-delta
transformation)
whence
star-delta transform ation) whence
Itit is seen that only
two
resistors
are
needed,
R,
being
only two resistors are needed, Rc being
redundan
redundant.t.
The aim of this method
method of
of biasing
biasing is
is to
to maintain
maintain the
the

-12V

-12V

Q1

Rc
|Rc
17k
< 17k
Rz

Ra ^
208k
208k«
.
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base potential, and hence the
the emitter
emitter current,
current, constant.
constant.
The junction of Ri
R 1 and
and R2
R 2 will
will indeed
indeed be
be held
held to
to —6
-6 volts,
volts,
but small changes in
(due
in the
the current
current through
through Rg
R 3 (due to
to the
the
considerably
effect of temperature
temperatu re changes
changes on
c(1) will
on Ileo)
will considerably
affect the base voltage, and
conand hence
hence the
the operating
operating conditions.
In practice the circuit isis likely
likely to
to be
be mounted
mounted close
close to
to aa
tape deck in an enclosed space,
space, and
and many
many tape
tape decks
decks
become very warm after being
being run
run for
for aa few
few hours.
hours. There
There
is thus a risk of Q1
Q1 becoming
becoming bottomed,
bottomed , and
and II feel
feel that
that
the temperature
temperatu re stability of
be
as
of the
the circuit
circuit may
may not
not be as good
good
as Mr. Ridler intended.
The input impedance
impedanc e at
at the
the base
base of
of the
the transistor
transistor
itself can be increased as
as much
much as
as desired
desired by
by suitable
suitable
feedback, but this is always
R,
always shunted
shunted by
by RA and
and R„.
RB.
RB may be taken to
Rg
to R4,
R4 , R
Rs5 junction
junction (thus
(thus reducing
reducing its
its
sh.unting
^hunting effect so long as
C22 <<
R^
remains.
as 1/
1/(UwC
<< R
R44)) but
but R A remains.
The problem of obtaining aa high
high input
input impedance
impedanc e then
then
reduces to the problem of
of increasing
increasing R.
R A as
as much
much as
as
possible.
This may be achieved by
by increasing
increasing the
the negative
negative supply
supply
voltage to which R^
R A is
is returned,
returned, or
or by
by reducing
reducing the
the
collector current (and hence
hence the
the base
base current).
current). The
The
high Icoco of germanium
to
the
germaniu m transistors
transistor s sets
sets aa limit
limit to the
latter solution, and itit isis preferable
preferabl e for
for this
this application
application
to use a silicon transistor,
transistor , with
with its
its much
much lower
lower I,,,.
leo·
If a very high input impedance
impedanc e is
is required,
required, two
two silicon
silicon
transistor s in a " super-alpha
transistors
offer
super-alp ha pair
pair "" seems
seems to
to offer the
the
best solution.
Coventry
Coventry..
A.
A. C.
C. DAVIES
DAVIES
The author replies:
Both Mr. Sharp and Mr.
Mr. Davies
Davies are
are correct
correct in
in their
their
delta-star transformation
transform ation calculations,
calculations, and
and II consider
consider
this rather ironic, as II have
tins
been
stressing
to
my
students
have been stressing to my students
for a number of years that
that this
this transformation
transform ation may
may lead
lead
simplification in many
to simplification
many circuits.
circuits, However,
However, although
although
both Mr. Davies and
Mr.
Sharp
and
I
may
have
access
and Mr. Sharp and I may have access
to considerable
considerable resources
resources in
in the
the way
way of
of high-stability
high-stab ility
'resistors,
resistors, the average experimenter
experime nter has
has not,
not, so
so that
that the
the
delta, although simpler,
is
not
necessarily
simpler, is not necessarily more
more
economical. In Mr.
economical.
Davies'
Fig.
2,
R
.
is
eliminated,
Mr. Davies' Fig. 2, Rt0 is eliminate d,
but both Rj
RA and R
RB
must be
ff must
be low-noise
low-noise (high-stability)
(high-stability)
types at about 2s. each,
each, whereas
whereas in
in his
his Fig.
Fig. 11 only
only R,,
R3
must be a low-noise type,
and
R,
and
R
type, and R 1 and R22 can
can be
be comcomposition types at 4d.
4d: each. As
As 4s.
4s. is
is more
more than
than 2s.
2s. 8d.
8d. and
and
.~there
there are no electrical advantages
advantages the
the choice
choice is
is clear.
clear.
With regard to Mr.
Davies'
scepticism
about
thermal
Mr. Davies' scepticism about thermal
stability no attempt was
to select
:sta.pility
was made
made ·to
select aa transistor
transistor or
or to
to
try a range of transistors,
transistor s, but
hut aa random
random sample
sample GET
GET 106
106
did not
iyc.,
which
should
be
adequate.
rtot bottom .until
until 45°C., which should be adequate.
an OC
.The substitution
substituti on of
of ·an
OC 44
44 would
would probably
probably give
give
a higher thermal stability
stability with
with possibly
possibly slight
slight degradation
degradati on
of the signal-tornoise
signal-to;-noise ratio.
ratio.
..
Mr. Davies' suggestion
suggestion with
with regard
regard to
to the
the increase
increase in
in
input resistance is
basically
the
same
as
the
scheme
is basically the same as t)J.e scheme used
used
by Baxandall
Journal
of
the
British
Sound
Baxandall in aa recent
recent Journal of the British So-und
Recording Association
Kecordmg
Association (Vol.
(Vol. 6,
6, No.
No. 11,
11, Nov.
Nov. 1961).
1961).
PHILIP F. RIDLER.
RIDLER .
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the
the truest
truest sound
sound
For sound reproduction
reproduction as
as itit should
should be-as
be—as close
close as
as possible
possible toto the
the
original-make Shure microphones your
original—make
your unvarying
unvarying choice.
choice. They
Theyare
arethe
the
fin.
est for every purpose,
finest
purpose, years
years ahead
ahead of
of others
others inin the
the technical
technical excelexcellence of their design and
and performance,
performance, the
the most
most comprehensive
comprehensive range
range
obtainable anywhere.
Model545
'Unidyne Ill'
for public
Model 545'Unidyne
III'for
public address,
address,
tape
tape recording,
recording, communications
communications and
and similar
similar
applications
applications requiring
requiring compactness
compactness with
with
maximum
maximum operating
operating efficiency,
efficiency.
Model
Model 420 'Commando'
'Commando' can
can be
be used
used inindoors
doors or outdoors, for
for all
all general-purpose
general-purpose
applications.
applications. Quality
Quality performance
performanceatat modermoderate
ate cost.

Model
Model 5405
540S 'Sonodyne
'Sonodyne II'
11' This
This versatile
versatile
new
new microphone features
features variable
variable frequency
frequency
response, allowing
allowing the
the user
user to
to tailor
tailor the
the
microphone
to the
microphone to
the application.
application.
Model
Model 55SW
55SW 'Unidyne'
'Unidyne' The
The most
most widely
widely
used
used microphone
microphone inin the
the world,
world, specified
specified by
by
leading
leading sound engineers
engineers and
and requested
requested by
by
celebrities.
celebrities.

tm

I

Model
Model 420
420 'Commando'
'Commando'
The
The new
new Shure
Shure microphone
microphone catalogue
catalogue isis available
available
on
on application
application to
to the
the address
address below
below

SHURE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
LIMITED
84 Blackfriars Road • London SE1
SE1
Telephone:
Telephone; WATerloo 6361

SHURE-

#-■

worlil's standard in
in sound
sound
Setting the world's
»
*■
r

Model 55SW
IVIodei55SW
Unidyne'

Model 545
Unidyne III'

SEE
US ON
SEE US
ON STAND
STAND No.
No. 43
43 AT
AT THE
THE INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO
AUDIO FAIR
FAIR FROM
FROM APRIL
APRIL 26th-29th.
2«th-29th.
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Model 540S
'Sonodyne 11'

FUNCTION S
TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS
TRANSFER
By "CATHODE RAY"

that
Editor that
When I first mentioned
the Editor
to the
mentioned to
WHEN
transfer
about transfer
something about
saying something
I was thinking of saying
offering
been offering
had been
if II had
as if
was as
functions, his reaction was
into
get into
to get
to write a do-it-yourself manual
how to
on how
manual on
that
to that
up to
because up
rather, because
orbit. This worried me rather,
explaining
than explaining
simpler than
looked simpler
had looked
moment nothing had
by
start by
could start
One could
was. One
what a transfer function was.
any
of any
input of
to input
output to
of output
ratio of
defining it as the ratio
would
One would
input. One
and input.
output and
system that has an output
the
to the
clear to
this clear
make this
to make
padding to
then add a bit of padding
ready
be, ready
would be,
one would
there one
and there
dimmest intellects, and
impressively
the impressively
Even the
week. Even
to knock off for the
the week.
Function
Transfer Function
expensive Transfer
named and highly expensive
there
was there
now, was
But now,
Analysers are basically simple.
simple. But
a snag?
mainly
books mainly
difficult books
very difficult
of very
Well, there are a lot of
perhaps
and perhaps
each, and
£5 each,
about £5
at about
on transfer functions, at
them
paraphrase them
to paraphrase
going to
was going
the Editor thought I was
in
put itit in
To put
reading. To
pleasant reading.
into half an hour's pleasant
contemporary
sincere contemporary
or sincere
sensitive or
terse if not very sensitive
speech, he'll be lucky.
reside
do reside
usually do
functions usually
The fact that transfer functions
concomplicated conand complicated
mathematical and
in such highly mathematical
make
well make
suggested, well
he suggested,
as he
texts may however, as
to
then, isis to
object, then,
My object,
them. My
of them.
readers fight shy of
know
probably know
you probably
something you
show that they are something
such
under such
recognize under
didn't recognize
but didn't
quite well already but
a pompous name.
possible
away aa possible
clearing away
by clearing
better start by
I had better
the
not the
are not
functions are
Transfer functions
cause of confusion. Transfer
are
both are
though both
characteristics, though
same as transfer characteristics,
transfer
A ·transfer
output. A
and output.
input and
relationships between input
output
instantaneous output
of instantaneous
characteristic is a graph
graph of
the
against the
plotted against
whatever, plotted
voltage, current or whatever,
of
way of
quick way
A quick
input ditto. Fig. 11 is an
example. A
an example.
input
suitable
obtaining this kind of graph
connect aa suitable
to connect
is to
graph is

/
/
/
/
/
TT
/
/
/
/
[

Vi
-vi

of aa
example of
an example
This isis an
Fig. I.I. This
which
characteristic, which
transfer characteristic,
instantaneous
of instantaneous
is aa graph
graph of
against
etc.) against
(voltage, etc.)
output (voltage,
(voltage,
input (voltage,
instantaneous input
instantaneous
showing
for showing
useful for
etc.).
etc.). ItIt isis useful
transfer
non-linearity. AA transfer
up
up non-linearity.
complex ""
the ".. complex
function isis the
function
ratio
output
peak output
or peak
r.m.s. or
of r.m.s.
ratio of
toto input
frequency.
any frequency.
at any
input at

plates
X plates
the X
with the
parallel with
in parallel
input, in
oscillator to the input,
of
plates of
Y plates
the Y
connect the
and connect
tube, and
of a cathode-ray tube,
amplifier
perfect amplifier
A perfect
output. A
the same tube to the output.
straight
gives aa straight
examined) gives
being examined)
(or whatever it is being
and
non-linearity, and
shows non-linearity,
diagonal line. Curvature shows
shift.
looping shows phase shift.
There isis
etc. There
voltage, etc.
Note I said instantaneous
instantaneous voltage,
r.m.s.,
which r.m.s.,
in which
graph in
output/input graph
another type of output/input
does
sort does
This sort
peak or average values are plotted.
plotted. · This
analysing
for analysing
useful for
less useful
is less
but is
show up distortion, but
it.
aren't,
functions aren't.
Now that we know what transfer
transfer functions

already
have already
are. II have
they are.
what they
we can go on to see what
amplifiers,
of amplifiers,
world of
the ·world
In the
given one definition. In
gain.
the gain.
simply the
called simply
often called
is often
the transfer function is
called
be called
to be
have to
would have
To be more precise itit would
the
for the
add for
to add
hasten to
complex gain, and I would
would hasten
doesn't
here doesn't
complex "" here
that "" complex
benefit of beginners that
dealt
language. II dealt
ordinary language.
in ordinary
mean what it does in
(and
issue (and
1953 issue
February 1953
the February
in the
with that at length in
It
Theory "). It
Radio Theory").
on Radio
in " Second Thoughts on
magnias magniwell as
as well
phase as
of phase
just means taking account of
ratio
output/input ratio
an output/input
is an
there is
course there
tude. But of course
the
in the
gain in
yield aa gain
don't yield
in many systems which don't
attenuators
filters, attenuators
as filters,
things as
Such things
literal sense. Such
becan be—
idea can
same idea
the same
And the
and transformers. And
proliferation
the proliferation
hence the
is, hence
commonly is,
and nowadays commonly
systems,
mechanical systems,
to mechanical
books-applied to
of difficult books—applied
servomechanas servomechansuch as
especially those with feedback, such
enginchemical enginto chemical
applied to
being applied
isms. It is even being
eering.

Forms of Expression
understanding
in understanding
then, in
all, then,
at all,
There is no difficulty at
you
course ifif you
of course
But of
is. But
what a transfer function is.
function isis
transfer function
system, ·its
complicated system,
have a complicated
its transfer
very
of very
sorts of
all sorts
And all
too. And
likely to be complicated too.
been
have been
techniques have
mathematical techniques
sophisticated mathematical
recentlycomparatively recently—
devised—-some of them comparatively
devised-some
leads
that leads
thing that
Another thing
such. Another
for dealing with such.
And
system. And
the system.
of the
non-linearity of
difficulty· is non-linearity
to difficulty
signal
the signal
of the
waveform of
non-sinusoidal waveform
still another is non-sinusoidal
to
going to
are going
we are
now we
Just now
system. Just
applied to the system.
systems.
linear systems.
and linear
signals and
sine-wave signals
stick to simple sine-wave
perfectly
not perfectly
is not
amplifier is
ultra-linear amplifier
so-called ultra-linear
Even a so-called
approximation
good approximation
least aa good
at least
be at
linear, but it should be
system.
linear system.
to the ideal linear
which
in which
forms in
various forms
the various
First let us review the
know
may know
You may
expressed. You
be expressed.
transfer functions can be
often.
too often.
over itit too
go over
hardly go
can hardly
them already, but one can
r.m.s .
0.1V r.m.s.
say, 0.1V
of, say,
signal of,
Suppose you put aa signal
ratio
the ratio
Then the
out. Then
23V out.
get 23V
into an amplifier and get
would
what would
is what
That is
230. That
= 230.
23/0.1 =
Vi is 23/0.1
V 0 to V,;
of V„
the
also the
It isis also
gain. It
voltage gain.
the voltage
usually be called the
The
function. The
transfer function.
amplifier's transfer
magnitude of the amplifier's
difference
phase difference
the phase
other part of the same function isis the
call
to call
tend to
(Mathematicians tend
between V*
V 0 • (Mathematicians
Vi and Vq.
If
argument.) If
and argument.)
modulU;s and
these two parts the modulus
difference
phase difference
the phase
then the
vi, then
vV00 lags 32° behind V,-,
strictly
more strictly
In more
-32°. In
c/>-is —32°.
—often denoted by <f>—is
--often
whole
(A whole
radians. (A
-0.56 radians.
mathematical terms it is —0.56
writing
of writing
way of
One way
radians.) One
21r radians.)
cycle is 360° or 27r
therefore
function isis therefore
transfer function
particular transfer
this particular
230/-0.56.
230j-0.56.
as
be as
would be
representation would
A direct graphical representation
230
output) 230
the output)
two sine waves, one ·(representing
(representing the
the
(representing the
other (representing
the other
of the
times the amplitude of
waves
sine waves
But sine
phase. But
in phase.
input) and 32° behind it in
important
the important
show the
don't show
draw, and don't
are difficult to draw,
straight
form isis aa straight
preferred form
so aa preferred
quantities clearly, so
clock32° clockof 32°
angle of
an angle
at an
drawn at
line 230 units long, drawn
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Fig. 1.
2. Here is the vector
(more correctly phasor)
form of a transfer function for one particular
frequency.

Fig. 3. If the phasors of a
system are plotted for a
representative selection
of frequencies, their tips
trace out a Nyquist type
of diagram, as in this
this
example.
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Fig. 4.
Relationship
ReJationship
between Cartesian or
rectangular
transferfunction co-ordinates, AA
and 6,
B, and the corresponding polar co-ordinates, M and (p.
cp.

cC
Fig. 5.
5. Simple example
of a system for which a
transfer function exists.

I

wise with reference to the conventional zero ("3
o'clock")-Fi g. 2. This sort of line is commonly
o'clock")—Fig.
called a vector, but since that name is not entirely
appropriate the tendency nowadays is to call it a
phasor. Sometimes an arrow head is stuck on the
end farthest from the point around which the line
is slanted to indicate <p,
the natural
cf>, but because the
natural
interpretation of an arrow head is motion in the
direction in which it points, which would be quite
wrong here, I prefer a little circle at the other end
to mark the centre.
Mathematical ly, a transfer function is what is
Mathematically,
is
called an operator. The thing it operates on is the
input signal. The effect of the operation, in the
the
example in Fig. 2, is to multiply the magnitude
(voltage, in this case) by 230 and delay its phase
by 32°. If this amplifier were followed by another,
without any interaction except that the output of the
the
first provided the input of the second, it is pretty
obvious (I hope) that the transfer function of the
combined amplifiers would be obtained from their
separate functions by multiplying their magnitudes
and adding their phase angles. So if the second
second
function was, say, 170/59°, the combined function
would be 230 Xx 170/-=32°
170/—32° +
+ 59° == 39,100
39,100 /+27°
/+27°
Alternatively the magnitude can be expressed in
in
decibels, which, being the logarithms of the
the gains,
gains,
are combined by adding, like the phase angles.
This is one of the reasons for preferring dB.
dB.
The most important thing about a transfer function
function
is that it varies with frequency. Often one
one wishes
wishes
it didn't, because for many purposes the
the ideal
ideal
amplifier is one that treats all frequencies
frequencies alike.
alike.
But while it is possible to approach this ideal
ideal very
very
closely
closely over quite a useful band of frequencies, there
there are
are
always limits due to the inevitable stray capacitances

and inductances, to say nothing of the more involved
effects in transistors. There are instruments—
instruments the so-called transfer function analysers-fo
analysers—forr measurmeasur•
ing the complex gain at different frequencies. The
The
question then arises, how to show the results, since
since
both magnitude and phase vary with frequency.
frequency.
The length and angle of a phasor, as in Fig.
2, show
Fig. 2,
show
these two quantities at a single frequency, so
so one
one
method is to draw other phasors for other frequencies.
Fig. 3 is an example. The figures denote the
the frefrequencies, and the dotted line tracing out the end of
of
the phasor as it varies with frequency is
is particularly
particularly
valuable in negative feedback problems, where
where as
as aa
Nyquist diagram it shows at a glance whether
whether
there is any possibility of the system oscillating.
But when one is interested in how successful or
or
otherwise the system is in working uniformly over
over aa
certain range of frequency, it is usually more helpful
helpful
to plot magnitude and phase separately against
against
frequency. Often the phase graph is omitted. We
We
then have that even better known type of diagram—
diagramamplitude/fre quency characteristic.
the amplitude/frequency
characteristic.

Conversion
The Nyquist diagram is a particular kind of
of polar
polar
diagram (Fig. 3), the two parts of the transfer
transter
function being specified in polar co-ordinates;
angle and radial length. Most graphs are plotted in
in
Cartesian or rectangular co-ordinates, and the
the two
two
parts of transfer functions can be alternatively
alternatively
specified in them. They are known as the in-phase
and quadrature components. The corresponding
written form of the transfer function is A + jB,
jB,
in which jj is an instruction to reckon the quantity
quantity
to which it is attached as a vertical distance (positive
(positive
upwards) instead of horizontally to the right.
right. The
The
two types of co-ordinates are related as
as shown
shown in
in
Fig. 4, thus:
2
22
M
=A+
M=
A + jB = VA
yA2 +
+ B
B
tan <tcfo =
-r
=A
A
also A
= M cos
4'
A=
coscfo
B—
= M sin cfo
A reason why it is necessary to be able to convert
from one form to the other is that some methods of
measuring transfer functions give the results in one
form and some in the other, and the particular
method available—or
available-or most convenient—may
convenient-m ay not
be the one that fits best into one's calculations.
Obviously (looking at Fig. 4) the A and B values

SLOPE
— 6dB PER OCTAVE /]
/
\ SLOPE
1
<
3dB PER OCTAVE
1
[
0•25

o·s

l

4

I
8 X 21TT

ZTTT
FREQUENCY (c/s)
t
"TURNING FREOUENCY"

FREQUENCY ( cfs)
"TURNING FREQUENCY" -

Fig. 6. Method of quickly drawing
drawing aa frequency
frequency characteristic
characteristic
curve for the Fig. 5 system. This graph has
" normalized ""
has been
been "normalized
in terms
of
//2ir7",
so
that
the "" turning
turning
by writing the
the scale in
terms of IJ2rr T, so that the
frequency "'' · isis at I.
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can be used for plotting phasors and therefore a
Nyquist diagram. Alternatively the polar quantities
can be plotted separately against frequency as
Cartesian co-ordinates, giving gain/frequency and
curves .
phase/frequency characteristic curves.
In case the frequent reference to amplifiers has
given anyone the impression that transfer functions
of
refer mainly to them, let us take as an example of
a " system " the simple one shown in Fig. 5. This,
of course, often occurs as part of an amplifier. One
of its roles is as a device for coupling one valve
stage to the next without imposing the d.c. component of the anode voltage on the grid. In this role
the variation of transfer function with frequency,
though necessary for separating signal frequency
workthe workfrom zero frequency, is undesirable within the
ing frequency range, and the aim is to avoid it as
much as practicable. But the same device with
different values of C and R is used deliberately in
tone-control arrangements as a bass-cut device.
Vi
If the input signal is reckoned as the voltage V;
across the input terminals, and the output is the
v 00 across the output terminals, which
voltage V
are not called upon to supply any appreciable current
to a load (i.e., they are practically an open-circuit),
then the system can be regarded as a potential
divider, in which the transfer function is the ratio
series:
of R to the whole impedance of C and R in series:
R
V0
Vo
R
V,;
R+l/jcoC
R + 1/jwC
Vi
Because the transfer function is a function of
(j w). So
j2-rrj) it is often written as F (joi).
jco
( = ]2TTf)
jw (=
R
CR
jwCR
R
)'"
R + 1/j
l/jcow C
11 +
jcoCR
j w CR
+
The thing to notice here is that the values of C and
R don't matter individually; it is their product
CR that counts. This CR is well known as the " time
constant " of the system, reckoned in microseconds
microfarads. (CR in the
in microfarads.
if R is in ohms and C iii
10-66 to bring
formula must then be multiplied by 10"
it to seconds.) The value of the transfer function
So. the
at any given frequency depends on it alone. So
time constants,
tendency nowadays is to work in time
T for CR.
and accordingly we will substitute T
In looking at the above transfer function again
to see how it varies with frequency, we note first
(j w) is
= 0), F (joi)
(w =
that when the frequency is zero (w
zero. That, of course, is as it should be for blocking
w approaches
c. At the other end of the scale, when <u
d.
d.c.
infinity, F (j(jw)
m) approaches 1; so at very high frequencies the system passes practically the full signal
voltage. But the most significant frequency is the
one that can be regarded as a sort of change-over
point between these two extremes. It is conveniently
defined by
11
,
11
w =-or
0r f=-=
"* "T
2wT
211T
T
y2,
+ jlj1 == v'2,
= 1, and 11 +
T =
that makes a)w T
because 2
1/y2 is 0.707, which in terms of voltages or
and l/V
currents is almost exactly 3 dB down on 1. In terms
of power, it is exactly a half. The effective frequency .
bandwidth of an amplifier is usually reckoned
points.
between the upper and lower half-power points.
At frequencies above zero but so much below
+ jjwT
1 /2 ttT that there is little difference between 11 +
wT
1/27TT
o,) is very nearly proand 1, the magnitude of F (j(jw)
portional to the frequency. If the frequency is
halved the voltage amplitude is halved. The way

this is usually put is that the amplitude/frequency
octave. To be a unicharacteristic slopes 6 dB per octave.
form slope, both amplitude and frequency scales
must be logarithmic, which is usually achieved by
plotting
using special graph paper obtainable for plotting
dB against logarithmic frequency.

Simple Rules
Putting all the foregoing information together
provides us with simple rules for making a quick
sketch of the amplitude/frequency characteristic
one
of any circuit comprising one resistance and one
reactance. Fig. 6 shows them applied to the Fig. 55
circuit. Locate the point on the frequency scale
circuit.
1/27TCR); the "turning fre1/2-T (= 1/2^CR);
= 1/27TT
f =
where /
frequency ''. If C and R are in
quency"" or "'' corner frequency".
quency
microfarads and megohms, T is in seconds and /f
in 6c/s,
cjs, but usually it is more convenient to divide
10 6 by 2 777T times the number of microseconds. Draw a
horizontal line at the 0 dB level from this point
rightwards, and a line sloping to the left downwards
at 6 dB per octave, as shown dotted. Mark the
—
- 3 dB point at the turning frequency and draw a
smooth curve through it to approach the two straight
point
- 33 dB point
lines. Incidentally, the slope at this —
should be 3 dB per octave. As a further guide to
drawing the curve, it is helpful to note (as can

90°

0
II-3V--t

11'3°

Fig. 7. Phase/frequency
curve corresponding to
Fig. 6.

7 5°

F (jw)^
FT

60°

<P

45°
30°
15°

0·2
0-2

0·5
0-5

II

t

2

1
25x - 21fT

FREQUENCY (c/s)

FREQUENCY ( cf ~)

"TURNING
FREQUENCY"
"TURNING FREQUENCY"
easily be shown by calculation) that at half and double
nearly
the turning frequency the curve is very nearly
11 dB below the straight lines, as shown .
This type of diagram owes its convenient straightline-approximation feature, with the facility for
filling in the curve accurately enough for practical
purposes without any actual plotting, to the fact
logarithmic. As we shall see,
that both scales are logarithmic.
it has other advantages.
What now about phase angle? As we have seen,
the formula is
,
B
tan
-T=A
tan <£cf> =
A
where B is the quadrature component and A the
in-phase component. The catch is that B can be
and. this
Fig, 4) or positive, and
either negative (as in Fig.
cf>. It can be found mathematicdecides the sign of <j>.
ally by multiplying the transfer function (in this
case ~^
1- jw T
~~T) above and below the line by 1—joiT
case
1l+JwT)
to eliminate j from the denominator, and then
noting the sign of the jj term in the numerator.
In · this case it is positive. But the easier way is to
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Fig. 8. Table of aTI the combinations of one resistance
and one reactance, and of one reactan ce only, and their
charac
teristics (magtlitudTa^ph^
frequency
(magnitude and phase) and transfer functions. reactance,
characteristics
and of one reactance only,
frequency

remem ber that the current
remember
curren t through
throu gh aa capacitive
capacitive
circui
circuitt (such as Fig. 5)
5) leads
leads the
the applied
applied voltage,
voltage,
and as the output
outpu t voltage—being
voltag e--bei ng taken
taken across
across aa
resista nce--iiss in phase with the
resistance
the current^
curren t, the
the outout•
voltage must lead the input voltage;
put voltage
so its
voltage; so
its phase
phase
angle is, according
positive.
according to convention,
convention, positive.
It
It is convenient
convenient to
to plot
plot the
the phase
phase angle
angle against
against
the same logarithmic
frequency
as for
logarithmic freque
ncy scale
scale as
for the
the
" gain," not only for making
the same
for
making the
same scale
scale do
do for
both, but also because
the curve
turns out
symmetric
because the
curve turns
out symm
etrical that way; one half
same as
as
half of
of it
it is
is exactly
exactly the
the same
the other turned upside
and left
right upsid e down
down and
left to
to right
Fig. 7. Note that
that the
scale is
is linear;
this is
the angle
angle scale
linear; this
is
not only to preserve
said symm
symmetry
but
preserve the
the said
etry but also
also
because (as we have seen)
because
seen) the
the overal
overalll phase
angle
phase angle
of a combination
of transfer
the simple
comb inatio n of
transf er functions
functions is
is the
simple
algebr
aical
algebraical sum of the separate
separate angles.
angles .
As Fig. 7 shows,
rough approximation
shows, aa rough
appro ximat ion to
to the
the
curve is obtainable
obtainable by drawing
drawing aa straight
straig ht line
line from
from
one-fi
one-hfth
(wheree
fth to five times the
the turning
turnin g frequency
freque ncy (wher

the angle is always
The true
always 45°).
45°). The
true curve
curve almost
almos t
exactl
exactlyy coinci
coincides
with this
des with
this line
line from
from half
half to
to double
double
the turning
turnin g frequency.
frequency. It
It can
can be
be sketched
sketched in
in bv
by
plotti ng points
five times
mts at
at five
cs (1 1.3°) and one-fifth
Fqn"-n
?o,
t™
(11.3°)
and
one-fifth
(90° -11 .3
u
°) as
as shown.
shown . Farther
Farth er away
still, the depardepar )ture of11.3
away
the) curve
from
90° tails
from 0°
0° and
and 90°
tails off
off in
in the
the
same ratio as the frequency
frequency varies.
varies.
If C in Fig. 5 is replaced
by
R,
and
R
by
L,
and
replaced by R, and R by L, and
(jco)
same result
will
F (j
w) is calculated,
calculated, precisely
precisely the
the same
result will
be tound,
found , if it is
is remembered
remem bered that
that the
the time
time constant
consta nt
of an LR circuit
of
circuit is
is L/R.
L/R. So
So Figs.
Figs. 66 and
and 77 hold
hold good
good
for this system too.
in either of these two
If m
systems
the
resistor
two systems the resistor
and reactor
reactor are interchanged,
interc hange d, the
the appropriate
appro priate
graph is the mirror
mirro r image
image of
of Fig.
Fig. 6,
6, falling
falling from
OdB at zero frequency
t/T from
and
frequency to
to -3dB
-3dB at
at 1/2
1/27TT
and
therea
therealter
a
downward
slope
fter tending
tendin g towards
towards a down ward slope of
of
--6dB
6dB per octave.
octave. The
The actual
actual formula
formula is
is
11
F(joj) =
F(jw)
= 1 + jwT
1 + jo/T
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In all these four systems
systems we
we assumed
assumed that
that the
the
input voltage was constant
constant and
and the
the load
load impedance
impedance
If we
was infinite. If
we pass
pass aa constant
constant current
current through
through
R and C or L in parallel,
parallel, the
the voltage
voltage across
across these
these
varies in a similar manner;
and L,
manner; Fig.
Fig. 66 for
for R
Rand
L, and
and
its image for R and C.
C. By
By passing
passing constant
constant current
current
through R and C or
or L
L in
in series,
series, we
we get
get the
the same
same
output voltage curves
curves upside
upside down.
down. Because
Because we
we
are converting a current
current signal
signal into
into aa voltage
voltage signal
signal
dimensions " of
of the
the transfer
the " dimensions"
transfer functions
functions we
we
have been using for voltage-to-voltage
voltage-to-voltage (a
(a pure
pure
number) would be wrong; on
on working
working itit out
out we
we
find they must be multiplied
multiplied by
by the
the constant
constant factor
factor
corresponds to
R. So 0 dB corresponds
to the
the output
output voltage
voltage
obtained by passing the constant
constant input
input signal
signal current
current
through R.
If you remember my enthusiasm
enthusiasm for
for the
the principle
principle
of duality (" two formulae
formulre for
for the
the price
price of
of one
one ")
")
you will expect me to
to .include
include the
the duals
duals of
of the
the forefore•
going arrangements, obtained
obtained by
by exchanging
exchanging current
current
and voltage, inductance
inductance and
and capacitance,
capacitance, resistance
resistance
and conductance, and
and series
series and
and parallel.
parallel. The
The
duals of constant current
current input
input and
and open-circuit
open-circuit
voltage output are therefore
therefore constant
constant voltage
voltage input
input
and short-circuit current
current output,
output, and
and the
the transfer
transfer
functions of the systems
systems (as
(as modified
modified by
by the
the dual
dual

exchanges)
exchanges) are
are the
the same
same asas before,
before, except
except that
that ofof
course
course the
the factor
factor RR for
for resistance
resistance becomes
becomes 1/R
1/R for
for
conductance.
conductance. The
The original
original series
series fits
fits the
the conconditions
ditions of
of feeding
feeding into
into aa negatively
negatively biased
biased valve—
valvepractically
practicallyan
anopen
opencircuit—and
circuit-andthe
thenew
newone
oneapproxiapproximates
mates the
the situation
situation when
when driving
driving aa transistor,
transistor, ifif
the
the resistances
resistances and
and reactances
reactances of
of the
the ""system
system""
are
are relatively
relativelyhigh.
high.
By
By now
now we
we have
have accumulated
accumulated quite
quite aa variety
varietyofof
systems
systems covered
covered by
by only
only four
four stock
stock shapes
shapes ofoffrefrequency
quency characteristics—or,
characteristics-or, rather,
rather, one
one stock
stock shape,
shape,
which
which can
can be
be made
made up
up asas aa template,
template, turned
turned this
this
way
way or
or that.
that. AA single
single curve
curve likewise
likewise serves
serves for
for all
all
the
the phase
phase graphs.
graphs. Fig.
Fig. 88 displays
displays all
all the
the possible
possible
combinations
combinations of
of one
one resistance
resistance and
and one
one reactance,
reactance,
with
with the
the addition
addition (for
(for the
the sake
sakeofofcompleteness)
completeness)ofof
the
the still
still simpler
simpler systems
systems made
made up
up of
ofone
one reactance
reactance
only.
These
only.
These give
give continuous
continuous 66dB-per-octave
dB-per-octave
slopes
slopes and
and constant
constant 90°
90°phase
phaseshifts,
shifts.
The
The systems
systems shown,
shown, although
although so
so simple,
simple, are
are ofof
real
real practical
practical value,
value, asas any
any tone-control
tone-control designer
designer
knows.
knows. They
They are
are also
also real
real practical
practical nuisances,
nuisances, asas
any
anyfeedback-amplifier
feedback-amplifierdesigner
designerknows,
knows.
Next
Next time
time we
we shall
shall see
seehow
howmore
more elaborate
elaboratetranstransfer
fer functions
functions can
can be
be analysed
analysed into
into combinations
combinationsofof
these
these simple
simple ones.
ones.

MANUFACTU ERS' PRODUCTS
NEW ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT AND
AND ACCESSORIES
ACCESSORIES

Suction Handling Aid
Aid
of small
AN AID to the handling of
small pieces
pieces of,
of, say,
say, semisemiconductor material has
has been
been produced
produced by
by the
the SoloSoloSeeda Limited.
Limited. In
In both
both of
of the
the models
models air
air isis drawn
drawn
in through a nozzle which
which is
is designed
designed to
to receive
receive and
and
hold the object to be
be lifted;
lifted; thus
thus special
special types
types are
are availavailable for individual purposes.
purposes. The
The makers
makers claim
claim that
that
lifting, moving and dropping
dropping again
again at
at the
the rate
rate of
of 100
100
objects per minute is
is relatively
relatively simple.
simple. Releasing
Releasing the
the
the model
held object with the
model fitted
fitted with
with aa pump
pump isis accomaccomplished by uncovering aa small
small suction-release
suction-release hole
hole in
in
Retail prices
the nozzle holder. Retail
prices are:
are: hand
hand model
model with
with
Ss; model
model with
squeeze bottle 5s;
with water-operated
water-operated pump
pump 15s;
ISs;
standard nozzle.
both including aa standard
nozzle.
Solo-Seeda Limited, Spencer
Spencer Road,
Road, Berkswell,
Berkswell,
Coventry, Warwickshire.
Warwickshire.

Type FS4/T. This
This instrument,
instrument, which
which uses
uses transistors
transistors
employs aa 13-position
13-position turret
throughout, employs
turret tuner
tuner covering
covering
all f.m. and television
television channels,
channels, and
and indicates
indicates field
field
strength directly on aa moving-coil
moving-coil meter
meter calibrated
calibrated from
from
lO,uV to 30mV. The Indicator
1CW
Indicator can
can be
be supplied
supplied to
to
cover other channels in
in the
the range
range 30
30 to
to 220Mc/s.
220Mc/s. The
The
FS4 /T are
are R.E.E.
R.E.E. Telecommunications
makers of the FS4/T
Telecommunications
Ltd., 15a Market Square,
Square, Crewkeme,
Crewkerne, Somerset.
Somerset.

V.H.F. Frequency Meter
Meter
ONE result of the Wayne
Wayne Kerr-Gertsch
Kerr-Gertsch agreement
agreement isis
the appearance on the British
British market
market of
of the
the v.h.f.
v.h.f. frefrequency meter FM-7, which
which will
will measure
measure and
and generate
generate
accuracy of
of 0.0002%.
0.0002%. Both
frequencies to an accuracy
Both amplitude
amplitude
modulation are
and frequency modulation
are available—30%
available-30 % a.m.
a.m. and
and

Indicator
Field Strength Indicator
CARRIER level measurement
measurement in
in Bands
Bands I,I, II
II and
and III
III
can be undertaken with
with the
the "Telecomm"
"Telecomm" Indicator
Indicator

t-Z
i #

R.E.E.
R.E.£. "Telecomm" field
field strength
strength indicator.
indicator.

Wayne Kerr-Gertsch FM-7
FM-7 frequency
frequency meter,
meter, with
with aa frefrequency converter in the lower
lower half.
half. ·
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from Ikc/s
1kc/s to 15kc/s f.m.,
f.m., depending
depending on
on the
the carrier
carrier
frequency. Used in conjunction with
with multipliers
multipliers or
or
dividers, space for which isis provided
the
lower
provided in
in the lower part
part
of the case, the measurement
the
range
measuremen t of
of frequencies
frequencies in
in the range
50kc/s to 30Gc/s is possible.
possible. Fuller
Fuller details
details are
are availavailable from Wayne Kerr at
at 44
44 Coombe
Coombe Road,
Road, New
New MaiMalden, Surrey.

Digital Frequency
Frequency Meter
INTEGRAT
ED counter/digital
INTEGRATED
counter I digital frequency
frequency meter
meter TFTF1417 is announced by
by Marconi
Marconi Instruments
Instruments Ltd.,
Ltd., LongLongacres, St. Albans. With
With aa top
top counting
counting speed
speed of
of lOMc/s,
10Mc/s,
the resolution in time-interval
time-interva l measurement
measuremen t configuraconfiguration is 0,l/;sec
0.1,usec down
down to
to aa minimum
minimum time
time of
of 0.2/isec.
0.2,usec.
The use of semiconductors
semiconduct ors throughout
throughout renders
renders the
the
instrument extremely robust, and
and r.f.
r.f. signal
signal switching
switching

m

of gate open and shut
shut times
times is
is provided,
provided, and
and an
an output
output
is provided for the
the operation
operation of
of aa pen
pen recorder.
recorder. A
A
leaflet is available from Farnell Instruments
Instruments Ltd.,
Ltd., Light
Light
Industrial Estate, Wetherby, Yorks.
Yorks.

Cable-joi
nting Machine
Cable-jointing
M achine
PERMANE
NTLY insulated, watertight joints
PERMANENTLY
JOints can
can be
be
made in p.v.c.
p .v.c. and polyethylene cables
cables by
by means
means of
of the
the
Egerton ""New
New Way
" machine.
joint
is
made
by
Way"
machine. The
The joint is made by

IT. %

1

Egerton "New Way" cable-jointing machine.
machine.

0
4
Marconi Instruments TFI4I7
TF 1417
one of two converters, which
220Mcfs.
220Mc/s.

Counter.
Counter. Lower
Lower unit
unit contains
contains
extend
extend frequency
frequency coverage
coverage to
to

is accomplished
accomplishe d by diode
diode gates,
gates, which
which means
means that
that the
the
wafer switches need only
only operate
operate . at
at zero
zero frequency.
frequency.
Aperiodic time-base dividers are
are employed.
employed.
Digital Tachometer
Tachometer
DESIGNED principally for
for use
use by
by mechanical
mechanical engiengineers, the Farnell D.X.I
D .T.1 Tachometer
Tachometer is
is not
not intended
intended
to be a general purpose
therefore,
purpose counter
counter and
and has,
has, therefore, only
only
the facilities which are
are relevant
relevant to
to its
its intended
intended · sphere
sphere
of operations. This
dispense
This being
being so,
so, it
it is
is possible
possible to
to dispense
with the gate times based
based on
on multiples
multiples of
of 11 millisecond
millisecond
and to use a system based
based on
on 6,
6, thereby
thereby providing
providing direct
direct
reading of rotational speeds
speeds in
in r.p.m.
r.p.m. External
External control
control

-r.-

Farnell digital tachometer
tachometer.

laying the electrically made
made joint
joint between
between two
two heated
heated
platens and injecting the appropriate
appropriate plastic
plastic material.
material.
Special moulds are available
available for
for the
the forming
forming of
of YY- and
and
T
-joints, and the machine can
T-joints,
can be
be adapted
adapted to
to reinforce
reinforce
plug" and.
socket
outlets.
Two
sizes
of
machine
are
and .
outlets. Two
of iiiauiiiiic
machine aic
—y*
\J sizes wi.
are
cope with
of
and
ffin,
or
made,^ to
with joint
joint'- diameters
diameters vi.
7 -,'y,
rein emu.
of -ppn
{6-in
and Teiiij
fiin, ui
or
fin
and
i-in
sin
gin bulbous joints. A complete
complete description
description can
can
be obtained from
Vinatex
Ltd.,
Devonshire
Road,
Carfrom Vinatex Ltd., Devonshire Road, Car·
shalton, Surrey.

T
ransistor Tape
Transistor
T ape Recorder
WITH the new Philips EL3585
EL3585 recorder
recorder at
at 1|
1i in/sec,
in/sec,
the single speed
speed provided,
provided, the
the frequency
frequency response
response is
is
within ±3dB
± 3dB from
from 120
120 to
to 5j500c/s,
5,500c/ s, the
the wow
wow and
and flutter
flutter
less than 0,5%
0.5% r.m.s.
r.m.s. and
and the
the signal-to-noise
signal-to-noise ratio
ratio better
better
than 40dB. Some
Some of
of the
the components
components in
in this
this recorder
recorder have
have
different functions on record and
and replay:
replay: two
two of
of the
the
transistors and an edge-reading meter
meter respectively
respectively propro-

EL3585 transistor tape recorder.
Philips £13585
vide push-pull erase/bias
erase/bias and
and level
level indication
indication on
on record,
record,
and 250mW push-pull output
output and
and battery
battery voltage
voltage indiindication on replay. The
The battery
battery life
life is
is of
of the
the order
order of
of 20
20
hours and six U2s are
are used.
used. Up
Up to
to 4-in
4-in diameter
diameter reels
reels
can be used. This
This recorder
recorder weighs
weighs 81b,
8lb, measures
measures HJ
11 i
by 7|in
7tin by 3fin
3-kin and costs
costs 24
24 guineas.
guineas. It
It is
is available
available
from Philips Electrical Ltd.,
Ltd., of
of Century
Century House,
House, ShaftesShaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
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FUNDAME
NTALS OF
OF FEEDBACK
FEEDBACK DESIGN
DESIGN
FUNDAMENTALS
4.-COMBINA
TIONS OF FIRST ORDER NETWORKS
4.—COMBINATIONS

IT

IT may appear that we are a long time getting down
'asses and turning to the discussion of some
to the 'osses
sort of amplifier. Any useful amplifier, however,
must include some sort of decoupling circuits and
any useful amplifier will probably need some sort of
response-shaping circuits. We might just as well get
this elementary network material cleared up and out
of the way before we run into
mto the need for it. After
all there is really very little to the design of a feedback
amplifier except the design of the coupling and
decoupling circuits.
To begin with let us consider the circuit shown in
Fig. 14. This is typically the anode load of a pentode
in which the valve impedance is considered to be so
high that it can be neglected, Ri
R 1 is what we usually
consider to be .the load while R22 and C are the
decoupling components. We can write down at once

v

- -- =
= R:
R1 +
+ 1/(1
/R22 +
+ j-Q
jwC)
y
1/(1/R
Io
=
= Ri
R1 +
+ Ro/'(l
R 2 /(1 + jtuCRj)
jwCR2)

v

Fig. 14 Typical pentode anode
load (neglecting the valve
impedance).

For reasons which will become apparent we manipulate this to get
~ = (R
R ) [1 + I^CRlRs/^RI
j wCR 1 R 2 /(Rt +
+ R2)
R 2)]
1
T!(,
•j wCRz
/-D
I 0 ~ fKl +
+ Ro)2 L
1+
+ jmCRa
1f~|
It might appear that the original form was more
convenient but we will now split this result up a
little and show how it can be used very easily. When
oj—A) the ratio is just R!
w--+0
R1 +
+ R22.• When w—^ca
w--+ oo the
ratio is just R^
R 1 • Conveniently we use <u—0
w--+0 as our
reference and turn our attention to the term inside
the square brackets. Let us write a)w11CR11Ro/(R
R 2 /(R11 +
+
R
= 11 and a)
w22CR.
CR 22 =
= 11 as definitions of to,
R2)
w1 and to,
w2
2) =
and 0 1 =
= to/toj,
w/wu fl„
02 =
= to/to,
w/w 2 as definitions of 12^
Ou n
0 22.•
The
T he frequency-dependent term in the square brackets
·
is then

18 r------'o'r
·s_

__,.._--.:;:-._,·

12

dB

EDWIN

-~

15

9

//
(a.)

100

so

200
200

100
I

400
400

800
800

1,600
1,600

3,200
3,200

w

Wz

approximatio:;, to the amplitude response
Fig. 15 Straight-line appreximctica
Fil{ - 14, with inset (a) its derivation as the sum
of the circuit of Fig.
of two simpler amplitude responses.

R 1 and R22 in parallel. This means
is the resultant of R,
that co,
w1 must be bigger than <ow22.• The gain of this
pentode will depend at high frequencies on R^
Ru but
at the first characteristic frequency a)
wl1 the gain will
increase with decreasing frequency towards a value
depending on R,
R1 +
+ R22.• This increase of gain
gai_n will
flatten out in the region of <u
w 22.• As an example let
R1 =
= 1,430
1,4300,
R2 =
= 10,000
10,0000 and C =
us take Rj
n, R,
= l/xF.
1,uF.
Then R^/CR!
R 1R 2 /(R 1 +
+ R22) =
= 1,250.0
1,2500 and w1 =
= 800 and
aj22 =
w
= 100. The ratio of the gain at high frequencies
to the gain
gai1;1 at low . frequencies is Ri/CRj
R 1 /(R 1 +
+ R22)) or
1,430/11,430, so that the difference in decibels is just
about 18dB.
In the region where the capacitance is either a
short-circuit or an open-circuit the phase shift will
be zero: between these regions the phase shift will be
dominated by phase shift due to (1 +
+ jo,)
j 0 1) or
(1 +
+ jo,)
j 0 2 ) or by
by'- both.
both. Using the straight-line
approximation the amplitude response is very easily
seen to take the form shown in Fig. 15 which is the
sum (the tf,
0 2 term minus sign is looked after in the
plotting) of two simple responses of the form we have
already considered. In Fig. 16 the phase response is

(b)
70

T -■ jn, '

[_1!_±l~J
1+
+ jj02
-22 -

By G.

60

so

The amplitude characteristics of this is thus
20 log(l
20 log(l
log(1 +
+ tV)!
0 1 2 )~ log(1 + tV)l
0 2 2)t
with the phase characteristic simply

0()10,
()2
1
where 801 =
arc tan n,
arc tan nD22.•
=arc
0 1 and 0022 =
=arc
IItt really is just not worthwhile considering whether
whether
there should be a minus sign
si~n in front of the whole lot
because the behaviour of the circuit can be easily
assessed in physical terms. Commonsense tells us
that R
RtR
/(R11 +
+ RR22)) must
must be
be less
less than
than Ra
1R22/(R
R 2 because
because it
it

Ill

~ 40

- ~· 30
20
10

so

100

w2

200 .

400

800

w1

1,600

Fig. 16 Straight-line approximation to the phase response of the
circuit of Fig.
Fif!. 14 with insets (a) and (b) its derivation as the
sum and difference of two simpler phase responses.
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derived as the sum or difference, depending on how
they are plotted, of two straight-line approximations.
The final answer is the same whichever end you start
from and the angle is plotted upwards purely as a
matter of convenience. The object of this is to make
what each term does to the overall phase
you think What
characteristic.
Before we discuss this sort of response in any more
detail let us consider the coupling circuit shown in
Fig. 17. To keep the analysis simple we shall assume
a zero impedance generator so that we can write down
R1
+ jwC) -11 + Rj
(1/Rjj
/R 2 +2^C)(1
V0
R1
vl
V
R:
+ j^CRj^Ro/CRi
+ Ra)
l I Ro
R z)J
jwCR1 R 2 /(Rt +
R 2 [11 +
~~--±_
=R
jwCR 2
11 + j.vClT
" ~ R,
R 1 i_
This will be seen to be the same kind of frequency
dependence as we had for Fig. 14. Rather than
examine the minus signs we can use purely physical
reasoning to say that an amplifier containing this
circuit as a coupling element will show a fall of gain
R 1 and R2
RP
wCRP
when <oCR
p, where R
p is the resultant of Rj
in parallel, is reduced to unity. The gain will in
fact be 3dB down at this point and will fall 6dB/
wCR 2 approaches unity, when the effect
octave until toCRj
of C will no longer be appreciable. That 3dB is, of
course, neglected in the straight-line approximation.
The shapes of the amplitude and phase characteristics
for the circuit of Fig. 17 will be exactly the same as
those for the circuit of Fig. 14, apart from the signs.
Fig. 14 is a bass boost circuit while Fig. 17 is a bass
cut circuit. For both circuits, however, the critical

Fig.
Fig.

17.
circuit.

Coupling

arc determined by an expression of the
frequencies are
= 1
weCR
for ~n OJ
form
1 where R is for one critical frequency
c CR =
the resistance immediately associated with the
capacitor and for the other the parallel combination
of the resistors.
The corresponding forms for two resistances and
one inductance can easily be derived directly or they
w/ we appears
can be obtained by noting that whenever w/m,
for one type of reactance we can convert to the other
we/ w. It is therefore not worth the
by writing u>Jco.
trouble of pursuing this in detail.
The example in Figs. 15 and 16 was carefully
chosen so that the straight-line approximation could
be used. To justify this the same conditions have been
used for an exact plot in Fig. 18 which was prepared
with the aid of a template. The maximum error in
the amplitude characteristic is at the characteristic
frequencies, where it is 3dB. This is very easily
corrected by a freeh1nd
freehand addition if there is any reason
to expect that stability problems will arise near a
characteristic frequency. The maximum error in
the phase for this particular example amounts to
about twelve degrees. As this is at some of the rather
special corner frequencies associated with the linear
approximation, it will usually be desirable to work
out the phase fully in the interesting regions after
these have been identified by a linear approximation
plot.
For smaller steps it is usually sufficient to sketch
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/8. Exact amplitude (a) and phase response (b)
(fa) curves of
Fig. 18.
circuit of Fig 14 (full lines) with approximations of Figs. 15 and
16 shown dotted.
/6

out the amplitude characteristics on the basis of the
3dB points and the inherent symmetry of the characteristic. The linear approximation is poor because
although the line segments fit together their joins
relate to the regions in which the approximation is
particularly bad.
Looking at the phase characteristic in Fig. 18 we
see that the phase has a maximum value mid-way, on
I t is quite
w 2.• It
w 1 and a)
a logarithmic scale, between wj
useful to know what this maximum value will be for
any spacing of the characteristic frequencies. It is
also useful to know what step size corresponds to this
spacing. Examination of the substitution shows
20log
without further discussion that the step is just 201og
w1 / w 2). The phase angle can be found by noting in
((uijw.f).
Fig.
Fig. 16 that the peak phase differs from 90° by just
twice the amount that the simple characteristic phase
90°. This means that as the simple
falls below 90".
( w1 / w 2)~, the peak
characteristic phase is 0() = arc tan (u),/the
2 e-90°. This result, together with the step
phase is 25-90°.
height, is plotted in Fig. 19. This information is of
special value when networks are needed to modify
the amplifier response characteristics in order to get
stability.
A practical coupling network takes the form shown
in Fig. 20. As before we write down
+i wC2R22))
Rp0 + R,
1/ja.Q
/(l+ia.C
wC 1 + R2z/(1
R 1 + 1/j
R
V0
V,
R.
R1
vl
and proceed to manipulate until we reach a rather
tedious form. It appears to be more satisfactory to
adopt some rather simple physical reasoning. We
can assume to begin with that C22 is a good deal
C 1 • At high frequencies the results of
smaller than Q.
the manipulation with the circuit of Fig. 17, can then
R 1 we must now
be applied except that instead of Ri
R 0 and we must remember the effect of
R1 +
+ Ro
write Ri
cu^co.
At
R 00 in calculating the limiting gain as w
1---+ oo .
cl comes into action the
lower frequencies when Ci
network will approach asymptotically the simple
R 1 and R22 all in series.
R 0 , Ri
C 1 with Ro,
combination of Cj
The straight-line approximation to the amplitude
response must then be of the form shown in Fig. 21
= 1, which
w1 C 2R 2 =
and we can say immediately that ojjCaRi
+ R00)) = 11 which fixes 4uw33.•
+ R2 +
w3 C 1(R1 +
fixes owJl1 and waC^Ri
The step height in the first approximation will be
R 0 ) and we can
R 2)/(R 1 + Ro)
R 0 + RaVCRi
(R 1 + Rq
20 log (Ri
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reader
the reader
If the
of using more complicated networks. If
is capable of attacking this sort of problem now he is
presumably experienced in the design of feedback
so
him.
for him.
systems and this survey was never meant for
40
the
The application of the step network analysis to the
to
30
cathode decoupling capacitor, and for that matter to
there
here there
the emitter decoupling capacitor, though here
20
straightquite straightis quite
are other problems which appear, is
10
forward. If we consider a pentode with an imthe signal
Zkk connected in the cathode lead the
4 5 6
pedance Z
("l/ajj
current ti will be produced by the grid-cathode
where
gme~
= g
iZkk and ti =
= ee00 —
eg. But e8 =
tZ
me.,, where
14 voltage e^.
Fig. 14
of Fig.
circuit of
Fig. 19 Step height and peak phase angle for circuit
the
eo is the
g
of
course,
the
mutual
conductance
and
e,,
is,
gm
m
w1 /w 2 •
and graphs of Fig. 18 plotted against cojui^.
= eeo0 and the gain is
iZkk =
+ iZ
i/grn
input signal. Thus t/g
m +
Now if we make
+ ZZk.
1/gm
just the reciprocal 1of llg
. Now
m +
resistance
wCR), aa resistance
+ kjj tuCR),
R/(1 +
= R/(l
j wC)- 1 =
+ jmC)"
= (1/R +
Zkk =
Z
w 22 from this, without bothering to
immediately get w.
1/gm,
= l/g
m, we
write it down explicitly. The phase characteristic is and capacitance in parallel, and write rrmm =
n have for the " square bracket " term in the response
tan Cl
arc tan
made up of three operations with the simple arc
.fwCR)]. The two critical
+ jwCR)].
+ rrm)(1
we [1 +
jwCRrm/CR
when we
+ ja)CRr,
in detail when
characteristic and will be shown in
n/(R +
m)(l +
1,
CR = 1,
w1 CRP = 11 and euw22CR
frequencies are given by auCRp
come to discuss specific examples.
1/gm.
Rand
RPp is the parallel combination of R
and l/g
m.
The other important shaping network is the one where R
the
shown in Fig. 22, which is used to steer the charac- The response is just a step response, the result of the
the
cl for local negative feedback at frequencies too low for the
If we neglect C,
frequencies . If
teristics at high frequencies.
More
capacitance to provide proper decoupling.
More
wC 2 is
the moment it is very easy to see that when mC.,
should
user should
complex networks can be used but any user
=
/V .=
large enough to be neglected we have I00/V
for
1/R 2• already be capable of assessing their performance for
+ l/Ra1/R 1 +
= l/Rj
I 0 /V =
w-+oo we have Ii,/V
l/Rj1 and when w^-oo
1/R
high himself.
at high
This circuit produces a step-reduced gain at
the
that the
It will not have escaped the reader's notice that
frequencies and it is merely a matter of algebra to
all this
j n] which is the backbone of all
+ jO]
show that the characteristics frequencies are given form [1 —
in
use discussion is exactly that which we encounter in
1. The use
= 1.
R 2) =
+ R2)
w2C 2(R 1 +
= 1
w1 C 2R 2 =
by cujCaRa
1 and moQCR!
follows discussions of the alpha cut-off of a transistor.
of the simple response characteristics then follows
exactly the procedure already outlined in connection Although this is an approximation to a more complex
most
the most
expression it is quite good enough for all but the
with Fig. 17.
C 1 is added it is easiest to adopt the slightly sophisticated designs. In combinations this form
When C,
20. occurs in a very wide range of phenomena and once
Fig. 20.
fudging technique we have already used for Fig.
have identified the straight-line approximation or the more
To get any real good from this circuit we must have
such
forget accurate element template can be used in all such
we forget
Thus we
C 1 • Thus
than Q.
C 2 a good deal bigger than
C2
characteristic cases.
about C,
cl until we approach a third characteristic
c22 is virtually a short-circuit and
frequency at which C
based
away based
we can then plot our final 6dB/octave fall away
w3 C 1R 1R 2/(R 1
on a characteristic frequency given by waQRiRa/CRi
Circuits
Electronic Circuits
of Electronic
Elements
Elements of
1.
= 1R2)
+
+R
2) =
Undoubtedly there are more precise ways of
possibility READERS who found the series of articles published
treating these networks: equally there is the possibility
be pleased
70

60

Fig. 20 Practical
network.
v1 coupling network.

Fig. 21 Straight-line
roximation to
approximation
litude response of
amplitude
lit of Fig. 20.
circuit

Fig. 22 Shaping network
|v for steering characteristic
l at high frequencies.
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between 1959 and 1961 of interest or use will be pleased
with
to know that the series has now been published, with
additional material, in book form. For those who did
of
aim of
the aim
not see the original articles by J. M. Peters, the
non-mathematical
the book is to explain, in as simple and non-mathematical
individual
a way as possible, the functioning of the individual
circuits that are combined to make, for instance, aa
diagrams
computer or radar set. Using clear circuit diagrams
they
which they
and waveforms juxtaposed with the text to which
startare related, the book is divided into nine chapters starting with an exposition of the general principles of pulse
twotechniques. Following chapters then deal with twologarithmic
state circuits, timebases, electronic markers, logarithmic
amplifiers, gates and coincidence circuits, delay lines and
their functioning and use, pulse modulation and mathematical operations on waveforms. Included are aa full
index and a three-page bibliography intended not as a
but for
with but
list of references for the subjects dealt with
book
further
further. reading once the exposition given in Peters's book
after
has been absorbed. No longer is it necessary for one, after
to
understanding the functioning of the overall system, to
be driven to searching in a dozen books for the details
of Elec" Elements of
of the individual parts: reference to "Elements
tronic Circuits"
Circuits " will answer at least the first-ditch
queries.
98
its 98
The book has 131 diagrams distributed among its
Circuits ""
pages, its full title is " Elements of Electronic Circuits
by J. M,
M. Peters, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
lliffe
and it has been published for Wireless World by Iliffe
Books Ltd., costing 21s., or 22s. by post.
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FREQUENCY
LOW FREQUENCY
VERY LOW
ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVES
AGNETIC WAVES
ELECTROM

VERY

THEIR USES AS TIME STANDARDS AND FOR COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION

s.sc.
R. CARTER,* b.so.
Ph.D. and W. R.
M .Sc., pm.d.
By R. N. GOULD,* m.Sc,,

IMPORTANT characteristic of very low freAN
N IMPORTANT
quencies (v.l.f.) of a few tens of kc/s is their ability
to support stable long-range propagation without
frequent changes in operating frequency. The fundamental reason is that the small ionospheric perturbations which occur and effect the higher frequencies
theli: short wavelengths are scarcely able to
with their
modify the v.l.f. field pattern with its large wavelength of the order of kilometres. Transmission to
very long ranges can be achieved by the sky-wave
mode alone, which may be thought of as due to
multiple reflections between the earth's surface and
the lower regions of the ionosphere at heights
between 60 km and 90 km. At these frequencies,
however, the ground-wave component provides workable signal strengths to relatively large distances;
interaction of the ground-wave and sky-wave components produces an interference pattern which is
dependent on ionospheric height. Changes in ionospheric height shift the associated interference
patterns, producing some local instability which is
km. The
most evident up to ranges of about 2,500 km.
depth of the interference minima is greatest at short
range, where the components of the two modes are
of comparable magnitude, but decreases with increasing range as the ground wave suffers progressive
attenuation. · This effect is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Most of the early investigations consisted of the
measurement of field strength and its variation with
time.. Major contributions were made by
range and time..
1
2
Austin 1;; Round, Eckersley, Tremellen and Lunnon 2;;
33
Espenchied, Anderson and Bailey .• Austin's
measurements were made at frequencies in the range
13-60 kc/s over a transatlantic path between the
40
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Fig. I. Interference pattern produced by interaction between
(The dotted
/Bkc fs {The
nd-wave and sky-wave components at ISkcjs
ground-wave
curves represents the average field strength variation.)

years 1911 and 1930. From the results obtained the
formula was
well-known Austin-Cohen empirical
1
derived. With later modification 4 this formula has
been generally accepted for the calculation of dayl.JP to about
light field strengths over distances up
T he modified formula which has proved
8,000 km. The
to be particularly applicable at frequencies around
25 kc/s is

·v

B/sine e_-s·s33.I0--5r;,,o.6
377hi fl/sinff
= 377Mv
E
g_
.^
·· ·· ·· :···
.e s R 31n
Ar
Ar

(1)

where
E=field strength in volts/metre,
/z=effective height of the transmitting aerial in
h=effective
metres,
A=wavelength
A = wavelength in metres,
range in metres,
=range
r=
=angle subtended at the centre of the earth by
e0=angle
transmission path in radians,
and
amperes.
!=aerial
I=aerial current in amperes.
Es!,)enchied
Similar measurements were made by Espenchied
and his co-workers55 during the period 19231925 over a transatlantic path using frequencies in
the range 17-57 kc/s. From the values of average
daylight field strength the following transmission
equation was derived;
derived :—

^
^ 377W ^ 02gl2r/A] 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^2)
(2)
E = ~?hi . e - 00·02812r/Al.25.
Ar
Typical field strength variations are given for
frequenci es in Fig. 2.
various frequencies
In the next section brief descriptions of the more
given.
important theories of v.l.f. propagation are given.
Wave.- In addition to satisfying an
The Ground Wave.—In
equation of wave motion throughout the space of
interest,
er est, the solution to any problem of electroint
magnetic propagation must satisfy particular conditions at the boundaries between different media. In
pseudo-pl&ne-wave propagation above the
the case of pseudo-plane-wave
air I
earth's surface the boundary conditions at the air/
air I sea interface cannot be fulfilled on the
ground or air/sea
assumption of a transverse electric and magnetic
wave. However, a solution can be found which
possesses in addition a component of the electric
field in the direction of propagation, the amplitude
of the wave being greatest at the plane boundary
and . falling off with increasing height. The wave
thus follows the boundary and the mode exists quite
independently of the existence of the ionosphere.
Service.
Scientific Service.
Naval Scientific
' Royal Naval
*Royal
APRIL
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This approach was first explored by Uller and given
Zenneck 6 • In the case of interest,
later in detail by Zenneck".
where a transmitting aerial is radiating close to the
ground, this type of wave will be excited, the field
being confined to a region near the ground. The
full solution for a spherical
spherical earth was given by
by Sompartlyinvalidatcd,
merfeld, the work being partly
invalidated, however,
77
by a famous mistake in sign8 .• Another notable contribution was due to Weyl. 8
The mathematical treatment shows that (i) the
the
amplitude of the waves decrease with distance from
the interface, (ii) the waves also suffer a spatial
spatial
damping in the direction of propagation and (iii) the
wave is forward tilted in the direction of propagation by an amount depending on the electrical pro·
perties of the media.
The ground wave is not important for the extremely long range operation to which v.l.f. is best
suited and consideration will now be given to the
sky-wave mode which is responsible for the low
attenuation characteristics at long range.

The Sky Wave.—Much
Wave.-Much detailed early work was
based on the consideration of the interaction of
various possible propagation paths determined by
the geometry of the earth-ionosphere space.
space; To a
large extent this work has been superseded by a
more sophisticated approach, known as the waveguide mode theory of v.l.f. propagation. This theory
takes into account the detailed field configurations
permitted by the boundary conditions imposed on
the radiation by the earth's surface and the ionosphere.
At v.l.f. the wavelength is of the same order as
the conducting layer height and this type of propagation is analogous to that occurring in a lossy waveguide. To a first order a parallel may be made
between v.l.f. propagation and propagation in a
parallel plate waveguide. Budden"
Budden 9 has developed
such a concept in which he regards the earth as a
perfect conductor and hence considers only one plate
of the equivalent waveguide to be lossy. Several
other approaches have
also been made from slightly
110
different viewpoints
".
J. R. Wait in a series of
•
publications1111 has given an exhaustive and gifted
exposition of this approach.
The complicated solutions are amenable to
treatment by computers and the predictions of the .
theory provide a complete description of the propagation mechanism, including the interference effects
of ground- and sky-wave components.
It is not immediately clear how the familiar physical picture of rays suffering successive reflections
reflections
from the earth and ionosphere can
can be
be reconciled
reconciled
with the conventional field patterns associated with
with
waveguides. A most
illuminating demonstration was
12
12
given by Brillouin in a slightly different context.
context.
It was
It
was shown
shown that
that aa guided
guided wave,
wave, propagated
propagated bebetween two parallel conducting sheets,
sheets, is
is equivalent
equivalent
to
to the
the interference
interference pattern
pattern of
of two
two plane
plane polarized
polarized
waves, ^ each travelling with
with the
the free
free space
space velocity
velocity
and being
and
being reflected
reflected back
back and
and forth
forth in
in zig-zag
zig-zag fashion.
fashion.
The
Th~ physical
physical correspondence
correspondence between
between mode
mode propapropagation
gatiOn and
and ray-tracing
ray-tracing is
is thus
thus illustrated.
illustrated. For
For the
the
case
of
an
actual
aerial
radiating
close
to
the
earth's
case of an actual aerial radiating close to the .e arth's
surface aa more
surface
more complicated
complicated picture
picture is
is required,
required, since
since
the _iJ?-itial
initial conditions
the
conditions must
must be
be built
built up
up from
from aa supersuperposition of many mode fields.
positiOn
The
The waveguide
waveguide mode
mode theory
theory lends
lends itself
itself to
to the
the
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Fig. 2. Average daylight field strength variation with range at
frequencies in the band 12—32/cc/s
12-32kcjs for aa radiated power
power of IkW.
I kW.
explanation of an absorption band at ultra low
frequencies. Thus at the critical or cut-off -frefrequency the two plane polarized waves referred to
above are reflected back and forth at an angle .of
90° to the axis of the guide and hence do not propa90"
gate. It might be expected that the absorption band
at ultra low frequencies would be explicable in
terms of evanescent waveguide modes with frequencies below the cut-off values. Approximating the
waveguide formed by earth and ionosphere in terms
of a parallel plate waveguide, an estimate of the
position of the absorption band can be made. Thus
Thus
the zero-order mode possesses no critical frequency
frequepcy
and is responsible for carrying energy to great
distances below the cut-off frequencies of the initial
modes. The cut-off frequency at the first order
mode is given by the velocity of light divided by
twice the ionospheric height, and the second order
mode critical frequency by the velocity of light
divided by the ionospheric height. If the ionospheric
height is taken to be 70 km, these frequencies are
2.1 kc/s and 4.2 kc/s respectively. Assuming these
low order modes to be important ones, · an absorption band might be expected in the vicinity of
2 kc/s to13 4 kc/s. This is in fact observed experimentally. J 3
The Whistler Mode.—An
Mode.-An anomalous means
means. of
of
propagation at these frequencies has become known
as the whistler mode. For a given transmitting
point, whether the source be man-made or natural,
the observed effect is localized within an area
around the magnetic conjugate point of the position
of origin.
The term whistler arose because the phenomenon
was first observed as a low audio tone (about 88 kc/s)
which
which dropped sharply to lower frequencies in
periods of the order of seconds.
secor.ds. A proposed mechanism for whistler propagation is as follows. Radiation
is generated in the first place by lightning discharges.
Although most of this energy is transmitted in the
usual way, some of it becomes trapped in a tenuous
extension of the ionosphere reaching out for several
several
earth radii. The trapped energy is propagated out
otit
from the earth along .a line of magnetic force and
returns to the earth again at the conjugate point.
This process may be repeated, giving multi-path
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the
of
ty
stabili of the received signal is of a very
the phase stability
high order.
, .
great
at great
thus at
is thus
v.Lf.r is
of v.l.f.
use of
economical use
The most economical
to
due to
advantages due
the advantages
from the
range; this is quite apart from
of
choice
rs
rende
which
gation
propa
stability
ty of propagation which renders choice of
stabili
unquite unband, quite
h.f. band,
the hi.
requir ed in the
frequency,
ncy, as required
freque
comm unicat ion to
Hand- speed morse communication
necessary.
to
ary. Hand-speed
necess
uses
major uses
the major
of the
one of
thus one
shipping
ng at long range is thus
shippi
single
Addit ionall y aa single
able. Additionally
is applic
v.Lf. is
to which v.l.f.
applicable.
provithe provifor the
used for
be used
transm itter can be
high-power
ower transmitter
high-p
area.
wide area.
over aa wide
standa rd over
sion of a time standard
sugpropa gation sugthe propagation
of the
stabili ty of
The high phase stability
as aa
transm itter as
v.l.f. transmitter
stabili zed v.l.f.
gests the use of a stabilized
space
widely
for
source
ncy
freque
standard
for widely spacedd
ard frequency
stand
supply
to supply
need to
the need
laboratories.
tories . To some extent the
labora
their own
with their
labora tories with
such laboratories
numb er of such
own
a large number
A
avoided. A
be avoided.
thus be
standa rds would thus
frequency
ncy standards
freque
to
aid
tional
naviga
a
as
be
would
use
le
further
be as a navigational aid to
possib
furthe r possible

thunin thundischa rges in
Noise .-Ligh tning discharges
Atmospheric
spheri c Noise.—Lightning
Atmo
transl
natura
huge
as
ered
consid
be
derstorms
considered as huge natural transdersto rms can
freque ncy
wide frequency
over aa wide
energ y over
radiat ing energy
mitters
mitter s radiating
is
there is
purpo ses there
our purposes
Unfor tunate ly for our
spectrum.
spectr um. Unfortunately
result compo nents resultlow-fr equen cy components
predo minan ce of low-frequency
a predominance
Moreo ver
band. Moreover
v.l.f. band.
the v.l.f.
in the
levels in
ing in high noise levels
v.l.f.
of v.l.f.
charac teristi cs of
attenu ation characteristics
in view of the low attenuation
wide
over aa wide
sources over
natura l sources
waves noise power from natural
Each
contri bution s. Each
significant contributions.
area will make significant
receiv
ular
partic
a
at
bution
contri
a
make
source will
contribution at a particular receivthe
of
um
spectr
the
on
ding
depen
termin al depending on the spectrum of the
ing terminal
propa gation
the propagation
by the
modif ied by
original
~is~harge as modified
origin al discharge
quesin quesrange in
the range
characteristics
chara ctensu cs over the band for the
spectr a
receiv ed spectra
such received
a!l such
tion. . The sum total of all
posithe posiat the
spectr um at
nOise spectrum
observ ed noise
constitutes
consti tutes the observed
the
of the
typica l of
spectr um typical
of spectrum
intere st. The type of
tion of interest.
modif ying
the modifying
where the
5, where
Fig. 5,
v.l.f. band is shown in Fig.
be seen
can be
kc/s can
2-4 kc/s
at 2-4
absorp tion band at
seen
effect of the absorption
these
near
levels
noise
pheric
atmos
of
ing
lower
in the lowering atmospheric noise levels near these
frequencies.
ncies.
freque
can
which can
inform ation which
quant ity of information
Bandwidth.—The
Band width .-The quantity
bandthe bandto the
relate d to
carrie r ·is
impre ssed upon aa carrier
be impressed
is related
relativ ely
is aa relatively
it is
examp le it
available. For example
width available.
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on on
simple matter to impress voice
voice modulati
modulation
on an
an
th required
hi.
bandwidth
required isis aa small
small
h.f. carrier since the bandwid
the
,
however
v.l.f.,
y. At
fraction of its frequenc
frequency.
At v.l.f., however, the
g aa bandon, occupyin
imposition
modulation,
occupying
bandon of voice modulati
impositi
ion
width of a few kc/s, would entail severe
severe degradat
degradation
ting circuits
of the quality factors
factors of
of the
the transmit
transmitting
circuits in
in
ion; for
information;
for example
example,, transtransorder to pass the informat
order
the
of
ths are normally
mitting aerial bandwid
bandwidths
normally of the order
ies. Moreove
of only 100 cjs
c/s at these frequenc
frequencies.
Moreoverr even
even
successful radiation could be
if successful
be achieved
achieved,, the
the desired
desired
advantagee of long range reception
reception would
would be
be lost
lost
advantag
ristics
ion characte
propagation
characteristics
owing to the different propagat
n
result in
in distortio
distortion of
of
within the band which would result
ristics
ion characte
the signal. At h.f. the propagat
propagation
characteristics
ths involved
essential ly similar over the
are essentially
the bandwid
bandwidths
involved..
es, attempts
from these difficulti
difficulties,
attempts to
to
Quite apart from
any given
given area
area require
require
provide multiple services to any
n within
y allocatio
very careful frequenc
frequency
allocation
within aa severely
severely
nce is
limited available band if mutual
mutual interfere
interference
is to
to
sions serving
be avoided. The number of
of transmis
transmissions
serving
a given area is thus strictly limited
limited at
at v.l.f.
v.l.f.
ity.-ln spite of
Phase Instabil
Instability.—In
of the
the great
great stability
stability of
of
ies, minor
v.l.f.
v.li. compare
comparedd with higher frequenc
frequencies,
minor phase
phase
are
ities
ion irregular
tions due to propagat
perturbations
propagation
irregularities are
perturba
sufficientt degree to
to cause
cause errors
errors in
in v.l.f.
v.l.f.
present in sufficien
y standard
nal aids and frequenc
navigational
frequency
standard applicaapplicanavigatio
tions. These ·can
can be caused by
by changes
changes in
in ionoionoric disconspheric height and large scale ionosphe
ionospheric
discontinuities.
. , ,
Further, with a mobile receiving
receiving terminal
terminal,, changes
changes
in phase of the received signal
signal can
can occur
occur due
due to
to
over the
the moving
moving transtranschanging types of terrain over
mission path.
d above
ion discusse
propagation
discussed
above
The whistler mode of propagat
y in
al phase instabilit
additional
instability
in the
the rerecan cause addition
sion path
ve transmis
alternative
transmission
path
ceived signal due to an alternati
point
rhood of
neighbourhood
of the
the point
over limited areas in the neighbou
ter. However
conjugate
transmitter.
However,, the
the comcomconjugat e to the transmit
ponent due to the whistler mode
mode isis unstable
unstable and
and its
its
in cases
cases where
where aa low
low
effects can be averaged out in
le.
acceptable.
data rate is acceptab
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ic noise
frequency spectrum
Fig. 5. Typical frequency
spectrum of
of atmospher
atmospheric
noise
envelope.

g the
Artificial means of increasin
increasing
the electrica
electricall length
length
approach
possible
one
of the aerial is
is one possible approach to
to the
the easing
easing
d for
n. This
of this restrictio
restriction.
This could
could be
be attempte
attempted
for
ces
inductan
suitable
tion of
example by the introduc
introduction
of suitable inductances
ing the
into the aerial proper or
or by
by surround
surrounding
the radiator
radiator
ial amount of
with a substant
substantial
of ferrite
ferrite material.
material.
vely means can be sought
Alternatively
sought to
to increase
increase the
the
Alternati
ng current,
path followed by the
the generati
generating
current, so
so that
that the
the
th.
ble with
current path becomes compara
comparable
with aa waveleng
wavelength.
ties exist.
At least two major possibili
possibilities
exist. The
The first
first isis to
to
ing aa quarter
raise a wire aerial to
to heights
heights approach
approaching
quarter
soluThis
gth by
of a wavelen
wavelength
by means
means of
of aa balloon.
balloon. This soluation, has
tion, which is at present under
under consider
consideration,
has
ing diffidisadvan tages and
many disadvantages
and possible
possible engineer
engineering
difficulties. On the other hand
hand the
the efficiency
efficiency of
of such
such aa
of
choice
by
and
high
be
edly
undoubt
system
would
undoubtedly
be
high
and
by
choice
of
Techniques
ques
Techni
aa
of
end
the
or
island
aa ,small
example
(for
site
small
island
or
the
end
of
major
the
above
d
As discusse
Transmitting
Aerial.—As
discussed above the major narrow peninsula)
ade
Transmi tting Aerial.ready-m
efficient
a) a highly
peninsul
highly
efficient
ready-made
aerials
le aerials
the fact
fact that
that practicab
practicable
difficulty arises from the
earth mat would be provided by
by the
the sea.
sea.
^
th.
ently
comparedd with aa waveleng
wavelength.
are short compare
A further suggestio
suggestionn put
put forward
forward independ
independently
States
United
the
in
Morgan
by Prof. M. A.
A. Morgan in the United States and
and
Admiralty
country was
was that
that current
current
Admiral ty scientists in this country
be
might
gth
paths of the order of
of aa wavelen
wavelength might be obobg
tained by making use of
of certain
certain naturally
naturally occurrin
occurring
ns. For example
ical formatio
geographical
formations.
example,, Prof.
Prof. Morgan
Morgan
geograph
arctica
suggestedd that Deceptio
Deceptionn Island
Island in
in Sub-Ant
Sub-Antarctica
suggeste
might be excited as a slot aerial.
aerial. The
The island,
island, comcomng volcanic
conducting
volcanic material,
material, isis
posed of badly conducti
e. It
formed in the shape of aa horsesho
horseshoe.
It was
was proprothe lagoon
lagoon and
and the
the
posed to feed current between the
across
open sea by means of aa cable
cable running
running across the
the
similar proposal
proposal in
in which
which aa
island at its centre. A similar
cable was run between two Scottish
Scottish lochs
lochs over
over aa
Ik
1
^
ng peninsul
badly conducti
conducting
peninsulaa is
is at
at present
present under
under ininvestigation
Kingdom..
vestigati on in the United Kingdom
n
At the time of writing, reports
reports of
of the
the America
American
al
experiments
to hand. Recent
Recent theoretic
theoretical
nts are not to
experime
work has cast some doubt on
on t}:le
tjhe value
value of
of the
the method
method
vities available
with the ground conducti
conductivities
available and
and alalthough the question is by no
no means
means finally
finally decided,
decided,
ments in Scotland
recent measure
measurements
Scotland have
have not
not been
been
tion of
Fig. 4.
4, Isometric representa
representation
of long
long wave
wave aerial
aerial system
system atat encourag
ing.
encouraging.
Rugby.
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Reduction.-The presence of
of high noise
noise ininNoise Reduction.—The
terference in the v.l.f. band can be overcorne
overcome to
to some
some
extent by the use of directional receiving
receiving aerials.
aerials.
would involve
involve
A highly directional receiving aerial would
the use of spaced receiving elements
elements separated
separated by
by
wavelength; except
except for
distances comparable with a wavelength;
for
could hardly
hardly be
special applications this ,could
be justified.
justified.
Gains of about 33 dB can be achieved
achieved by
by the
the use
use of
of
a receiving loop having a figure-of-eight polar
polar diadiagram.
.
·
particularly appropriate
A further measure particularly
appropriate to
to
applications involving low data
rates, isis the
data ·rates,
the use
use of
of
limiting, following wide-band amplification
amplification before
before
applied. At
the final filtering is applied.
At times
times when
when aa large
large
noise . burst is received the limiter
limiter is
is brought
brought into
into
operation and the noise is not
not integrated
integrated in
in the
the rereceiver; periods of particularly
particularly bad signal/noise
signal/noise ratio
ratio
are therefore excluded. This technique
technique is
is superior
superior
the latter
latter some
to simple filtering since with the
some of
of the
the
noise energy, eliminated in the
the former,
former~ would
would be
be
integrated as a consequence of the
the ringing
ringing of
of the
the
filter circuit to the impulsive energy.
energy. The
The technique
technique
information rate
is especially valuable where the information
rate isis
low and little is lost by
by omitting
omitting short
short periods
periods of
of
noise from
received signal and associated noise
from the
the inintegration process. The gain to
to be
be achieved
achieved is
is dedependent on the character of the noise;
noise; the
the more
more
impulsive this is the greater, in general,
general, the
the advanadvantage achieved. At the lower frequencies of
of the
the v.l.f.
v.l.f.
band, system gains of 20 dB are feasible.
feasible.
Multi-channelling.-lt will be recalled
Multi-channelling.—It
recalled that
that since
~ince the
the
v.l.f. spectrum is narrow there
there is
is aa severe
severe limitation
limitation
on the number of independent services
services which
which can
can
be accommodated without mutual interference.
interference. For
For
any given system in which the modulation
modulation and
and detecdetection technique has been specified,
specified, the
the maximum
maximum data
data
rate for given noise conditions is
is directly
directly related
related to
to
the available power. However,
However, itit is
is possible
possible to
to
superimpose two or more such .systems
systems on
on to
to the
the
same carrier such that the data rate
rate in
in each
each is
is mainmaintained provided the same power
power is
is used
used per
per chanchannel. Thus, with a given system the
the information
information rate
rate
can be maintained with unchanged power
power requirerequirements ·by multi-channelling techniques
techniques which
which result
result
in compression of the bandwidth
bandwidth used.
used. This
This techtechnique of multi-channelling has the
the advantage
advantage of
of
economy in bandwidth, thus freeing parts
parts of
of the
the
spectrum for use by other services.
services. The
The disadvandisadvantage of the technique at v.l.f.
v.l.f. is
is that
that on
on account
account of
of
the insulation problems
prnblems mentioned earlier
earlier transmittransmitting aerials are often voltage limited.
limited. Although
Although comcompression of bandwidth can be effected and the
the data
data
rate maintained for the same radiated
radiated power,
power, the
the
maximum
maJj:imum voltage occurring on
on the
the ·aerial
aerial rises
rises with
with
the -number
number of . channels which
which ·have
have · been
been supersuperimposed. Further
Further multi-channelling,
multi-channelling, ·after
after _the
the state
state
of aerial
of
aerial voltage breakdown has
has been
been reached,
reached, can
~can
only be · effected .at the expense of reducing
only
reducing· power
power
channel with consequent losses in
per .channel
in·.either
either_ data
data
rate, range, or
or both.
-

stability investigations and an extension
extension of
of research
research
to even lower frequencies.
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CLUB NEWS
CLUB
Birmingham.-T. J. Hayward (G3HHD)
Birmingham.—T.
(G3HHD) will
will be
be giving
glVlng
a lecture on aerials to members
members of
of the
the Slade
Slade Radio
Radio Society
Society
or, ~ril
- -:il 6th. The club
on
club meets
meets at
at the
the Church
Church House,
House, High
High
Stt ..: et, Erdington, at 7.45.
Sticct,
Dorking.-A demonstration
Dorking.—A
demonstration of
of instruments
instruments will
will be
be given
given
to members of the Dorking and
anq District
District Radio
Radio Society
Society by
by
.B.
B. Bonehill (G3LHC) at
at their meeting
meeting on
on April
April 24th
24th at
at
the ""Star
Star and
-the
and Garter."
Garter." Meetings
Meetings are
are normally
normally held
held on
on the
the
second and fourth
of
each
month
at
8.0.
fourth Tuesdays
Tuesdays of each month at 8.0.
· Southampton.—Single
Southam~ton.-Single sideband
sideband operation
operation will
will be
be discussed
discussed
by D. A.
A. Pilley
Pilley (G3HLW)
(G3HLW) at
at the
the meeting
meeting of
of the
the Southampton
Southampton
Group of
the
R.S.G.B.
on
April
14th.
The
meeting
of the R.S.G.B. on April 14th. The meetin1:1; will
will
be
be held
held in
in the
the Lanchester
Lanchester building
building of
of Southampton
Southampton UniverUniversity
sity at
at 7.0.
7.0.
Stoke-on-Trent.-The North Midlands
Stoke-on-Trent.—The
Midlands Mobile
Mobile Rally,
Rally,
which
which will
will be
be held
held at
at Trentham
Trentham Gardens
Gardens on
on April
April 29th,
29th, isis
being organized
organized jointly
jointly by
by the
the Midland
Midland Amateur
Amateur Radio
Radio
·c<uidrision~~.:-The
:above -review
outlined_ briefly
bddiy again being
Conclusion.—The'above
review .has outlined
Society and the Stoke-on-Trent
Stoke-on-Trent Amateur
Amateur Radio
Radio Society.
SoCiety.
the .uses of ·..v.l.f..
electromagnetic ~ . waves
vJ.L -electrorriaglietic
waves _and
and ..disdis- Details
of the
the rally,
rally, which
which will
will include
include amateur
amateur television
television
cl.ls·s~ed 'sortie 'of
cussed'some
of the severe limitations associated
associated' with
with demonstrations, are
are available
available from
from R.
R. Palmer
Palmer (G5PP),
(GSPP), 22
22
harid, togethe r ,with,
with_- techniques _ and
this -_ band,
together
proposals Sherlock Road,
Road, Coventry,
Coventry, Warks.
arid-proposals
Warks.
for improvement.
im:ptovement.
- · -- - - -- - -for
Welwyn.-Jack Hum
Welwyn.—Jack
Hum (G5UM),
(GSUM), Murphy's
Murphy's well-known
weil-known press
press
officer, will
will discuss
discuss two-metre
two-metre operation
operation at
at the
the April
April 12th
12th
' Further · investigations
are likely to
-:.
itivestigations are
to be
be concerned
concerned officer,
meeting
of
the
Welwyn
Garden
City
Group
of
the
R.S.G.B.
meeting
of
the
Welwyn
Garden
City
Group
of
the
R.S.G.B.
the. Whistler mode
with the
mode of .propagation,
propagation, new
new modumodu- which will
will be
be held
held , at
at 8.0
8.0 in
in Murphy's
Murphy's Conference
Conference room,
room,
lation
rioise ..discrimination techniques,
Xatibn and noise
techniques, phase
phase Bessemer
Bessemer Road.
Road.
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NOVEL MICROWAVE RESONATOR

NOVEL

MICROWAVE

RESONATOR

PLATES.
PARALLEL PLATES
PERFORATED PARALLEL
tWO PERFORATED
USE OF TWO
By MICHAEL LORANT

DR.

National
U.S. National
the U.S.
of the
CULSHA W of
Dr. WILLIAM CULSHAW
new
developed aa new
recently developed
has recently
Standards has
Bureau of Standards
largely
waves-a largely
millimetre waves—a
probing millimetre
technique for probing
treatspectrum- by treatradio spectrum—by
the radio
inaccessible region of the
developme ntbasic development—
The basic
waves. The
ing them as light waves.
used
be used
these -waves-ca
resonate these
to resonate
a reflector to
waves—cann be
wavetheir wavedetermine their
to determine
equipment to
G\SSociated equipment
with associated
when
materials when
various materials
investigate various
length or to investigate
exposed to these waves.
metal
in aa metal
resonated in
Radio waves are normally resonated
box
the box
resonance the
maximum resonance
box. To achieve maximum
upon
depending upon
dimensions , depending
precise dimensions,
must be built to precise
device,
new device,
Bureau's new
The Bureau's
the wavelength involved. The
that
in that
resonators in
previous resonators
from previous
however, differs from
ends
The ends
sides. The
no sides.
and no
ends and
perforated ends
it has two perforated
that
except that
pegboard except
of pegboard
squares of
look like two small squares
silver.
or silver.
brass or
polished brass
they are made of polished
millimetre
spectrum millimetre
wave spectrum
electromagn etic wave
In the electromagnetic
microbetween microfrequencies between
of frequencies
band of
waves form a band
are aa
waves are
Millimetre waves
infra-red. Millimetre
waves and the infra-red.
for
suited for
best suited
are best
they are
that they
in that
rich field for research in
at
resonate at
which resonate
atoms which
and atoms
studying molecules and
million
thousand million
hundred thousand
(a hundred
similar frequencies (a
for
used for
be used
can be
They can
vibrations per second). They
materials
supercondu cting materials
of superconducting
properties of
studying the properties
heavily
of heavily
density of
electron density
the electron
and for studying the
these
of these
understand ing of
better understanding
ionized gases. Also, aa better
just
devices just
new devices
to new
lead to
probably lead
frequencies will probably
handle
to handle
ability to
the ability
from the
as radar developed from
microwaves.
microwaves .
makes
also makes
waves also
millimetre waves
of millimetre
The short length of
been
had been
there had
far there
So far
handle. So
to handle.
them very hard to
radio
resonate radio
or resonate
generate or
to generate
either to
no efficient way either
short.
this short.
waves which are this
about
resonator isis about
cavity resonator
normal cavity
The length of aa normal
T_!·j'":
studied. TWy
being studied.
wavelength being
one-half of the wavelength
wfi.;:{
cavity wffji
build aa cavity
to build
difficult to
means that it is very difficult
wavelength s
millimetre wavelengths
for millimetre
precision for
the necessary precision
only aa
be only
must be
irregularitie s must
because its surface irregularities

they
therefore they
and therefore
wavelength and
small fraction of aa wavelength
inch.
an inch.
of an
millionths of
few millionths
than aa few
must be no larger than
study
to study
used to
is used
cavity is
resonant cavity
_However, when aa resonant
be
must be
cavity must
the cavity
molecules, the
electrons, atoms, or molecules,
between
interaction between
sufficient interaction
allow sufficient
to allow
big enough to
Until
cavity. Until
the cavity.
inside the
field inside
electric field
them and the electric
milliat milliimpossible at
been impossible
have been
now such studies have
too
are too
cavities are
normal cavities
the normal
for the
wavelength s, for
metre wavelengths,
small.
Bureau
the Bureau
at the
developed at
resonator developed
The cavity resonator
(normally
metal (normally
of metal
sheets of
perforated sheets
of two perforated
consists of
perof permade of
Plates made
square). Plates
six to twelve inches square).
deposited
silver deposited
of silver
films of
or films
brass or
of brass
forated sheets of
optical
quartz optical
on quartz
silver on
and silver
used, and
on glass have been used,
plates isis
the plates
of the
One of
tried. One
be tried.
flats will also be
spacing
that -the
so that
movable so
is movable
other is
fixed but the other
the spacing
adjusted.
precisely adjusted.
be precisely
can be
plates can
between the plates
plates
these plates
in these
holes in
the holes
speaking the
Electronically
Electronica lly speaking
waves
millimetre waves
the millimetre
couple the
to couple
transformer s to
act as transformers
high
maintaining aa high
while maintaining
cavity while
the cavity
into and out of the
of
effectiveness of
The effectiveness
cavity. The
the cavity.
Q
Q value inside the
spacing,
and spacing,
diameter and
their diameter
upon their
the holes depends upon
fre~
the frewith the
vary with
dimensions vary
and their optimum dimensions
wavelength s
6mm wavelengths
for 6mm
interferome ter for
In·an interferometer
quency. In
are
they are
and they
diameter and
in diameter
0.0236in in
are 0.0236in
these holes are
centres.
between centres.
spaced 0.057in between

Build-Up
Resonance
Resonanc e Build-Up
other
each other
to each
parallel to
placed parallel
are placed
The two plates are
fixed
the fixed
against the
beamed against
are beamed
and millimetre waves are
small,
so small,
are so
holes are
the holes
Because the
end of this " box ". Because
passes
energy passes
initial energy
the initial
of the
only a tiny fraction of
energy
This energy
plate. This
fixed plate.
the fixed
in the
through the holes in
with
plate, with
second plate,
the second
by the
reflected by
strikes and is reflected
one
(In one
it. (In
through it.
passing through
only a tiny fraction passing
about
was about
plates was
these plates
of these
case the reflectivity of
inside
"captured " inside
are "captured"
that are
99.9%.)
99.9 %.). The waves that
when
and, when
forth and,
and forth
back and
reflected back
the cavity are reflected

illustrating
Spherical cavity illustrating
the
of the
the design flexibility
flexibility of
the
perforated cavities developed
of
by the U.S. National Bureau of
waves
Standards. Millimetre waves
Standards.
are beamed by the horn (right)
lenses
plastic lenses
through two plastic
the
on the
which focus the waves on
which
actual
(In actual
cavity (left).
(In
are
lenses are
operation the two lenses
operation
recessed into the horn.)
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resonates.
cavity resonates.
the cavity
spaced, the
the plates are properly spaced,
the
correct the
plates isis correct
the plates
between the
When the spacing between
Inmaximwn. Inis aa maximum.
cavity is
the cavity
transmission through the
series
entire series
an entire
creates an
side the cavity this condition creates
holes
of holes
pair of
each pair
between each
waves-one between
of standing waves—one
at either end of the unit.
waves
millimetre waves
control millimetre
plates control
The perforated plates
waves.
light waves.
control light
mirrors control
much as semi-opaque mirrors
thouof thoutenths of
to tenths
parallel to
fiat and parallel
Present plates are flat
be
to be
tend to
waves tend
the waves
thus the
and thus
sandths of an inch and
with
used) with
spacings used)
the spacings
(at the
reflected back and forth (at
of
sides of
open sides
the open
through the
energy through
almost no loss of energy
the
sides, the
no sides,
are no
there are
because there
the cavity. Also, because
range
wide range
over aa wide
adjustable over
size of the cavity is adjustable
comparison
in comparison
large in
is large
cavity is
of frequencies; as the cavity
and
precise and
more precise
much more
with the wavelength, itit isis much
cavity.
conventional cavity.
easier to use than aa conventional
plate
adjustable plate
the adjustable
resonate, the
To make the cavity resonate,
Maxi- plate. Maxifixed plate.
the fixed
is slipped slowly away from the
the
time the
each time
occurs each
output) occurs
mwn resonance (and output)
mum
exactly
by exactly
increased by
is increased
plates is
distance between the plates
pormally
are normally
plates are
The plates
one half a wavelength. The
effective
are effective
but are
apart but
inches apart
operated about six inches
at
frequency) at
the frequency)
and the
size and
(depending upon their size
feet.
three feet.
spacings up to two or three

Cavity Uses
using itit
by using
tested by
been tested
has been
This type of cavity has
Fabrywave Fabrymillimetre wave
for millimetre
as the resonant cavity for
basic
whose basic
instrwnent whose
interferometer-an instrument
Perot interferometer—an
waves.
light waves.
for light
developed for
design · was originally developed
transmitting
with aa transmitting
provided with
The interferometer is provided
waves
millimetre waves
send millimetre
to send
lenses to
" with plastic lenses
horn"
" horn
waves
up waves
pick up
to pick
horn to
receiving horn
into the cavity, a receiving
to
instrumentation to
and instrumentation
cavity, and
coming out of the cavity,
signal.
output signal.
the output
record variations in the
to
used to
been used
already been
has already
The interferometer has
with
waves with
millimetre waves
of millimetre
measure the wavelength of
one
of one
four-hundredths of
than four-hundredths
accuracies of better than
measurewavelength measureof wavelength
method of
per cent. This method
sharpest
the sharpest
gives the
lengths, gives
wave lengths,
ment, for these short wave
with
obtained with
ever obtained
maxima ever
interference fringe maxima
thus
and isis thus
optics) and
or optics)
radio or
such an instrument (in radio

wavemeters.
available wavemeters.
other available
more accurate than other
even
give even
to give
promises to
With further development itit promises
higher accuracies.
many
up many
build up
to build
ability to
Because of the cavity's ability
no
almost no
with almost
plates with
two plates
reflections between the two
Until
high. Until
extremely high.
Q factor isis extremely
energy loss its Q
milliat milliobtain at
to obtain
difficult to
very difficult
now this has been very
were
which were
waves which
of waves
tests of
metre wavelengths. In tests
Q
attained Q
cavity attained
the cavity
long the
millimetres long
about six millimetres
better
times better
fifty times
to fifty
100,000-ten to
values of around 100,000—ten
be
could be
which could
values which
than the theoretical Q values
cavity.
obtained by a normal cavity.
at
efficient at
more efficient
even more
Such cavities become even
and
practical and
thus aa practical
are thus
shorter wavelengths and are
suband submillimetre and
the millimetre
exploring the
efficient tool for exploring
millimetre wave regions.
to
easy to
and easy
simple and
The cavities are relatively simple
example,
For example,
shape. For
in shape.
limited in
make and are not limited
goldof goldmade of
cavity, made
spherical cavity,
a four-inch diameter spherical
the
of the
portions of
opposite portions
with opposite
plated silver, and with
operated
been operated
has been
holes, has
with holes,
sphere perforated with
centre
the centre
to the
energy to
focusing energy
at eight millimetres by focusing
of the sphere.
at
resonate at
to resonate
designed to
Although the cavities are designed
bandwide bandhave aa wide
they have
a particular frequency, they
study
the study
to the
applicable to
them applicable
width. This makes them
masers.
in masers.
use in
for use
and for
of different materials and
to
used to
being used
interferometer isis being
A six-millimetre interferometer
placing
by placing
plastics) by
as plastics)
(such as
study various materials (such
cavity
the cavity
of the
centre of
the centre
in the
materials in
sheets of these materials
radio
the radio
Since the
themselves. Since
plates themselves.
-parallel
—parallel to the plates
through
forth through
and forth
back and
reflected back
waves must now be reflected
in
change in
there isis aa change
studied, there
the substance being studied,
The
resonance. The
for resonance.
required for
the length of cavity required
the
of the
measure of
gives aa measure
change gives
amount of this change
constant.
material's dielectric constant.
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Acos continue to advance and
and be
be recognised.
recognised. Recognised
Recognised as
as the
the finest
finest range
range of
ofreplacereplacement styli now available.
av~ilable. Diamond
Diamond and
and sapphire,
sapphire, mono
mono and
and stereo,
stereo, there
there are
are now
now over
over
150 types of Acos x500 styli,
to
fit
all
makes
of
pick-ups
and
cartridges.
There
is
one
styli, to fit all makes of pick-ups and cartridges. There is one to
to
fit your equipment. All Acos x500
x500 styli
styli are
are individually
individually tested
tested at
at 500-times
500-times magnification,
magnification,
yet they cost no more than other
other makes.
makes. Look
Look for
for Acos
Acos styli
styli in
in the
the characteristic
characteristic pack.
pack.
Accessories
Accesspries after the /act
fact .-Don't
:Don't overlook
overlook the
the Acos
Acos Changer
Changer Dust
Dust Bug
Bug that
that sweeps
sweeps all
all
before it,
it~ and the Acos
Acos Stylus
Stylus Pressure
Pressure Gauge
Gauge which
which stops
stops pick-ups
pick-ups from
from throwing
throwingtheir
their
abou L
weight about.
products: mono
Other Acos
Acosproducts:
mono and
and stereo
stereo pick-ups,
pick-ups, cartridges,
cartridges, microphones.
microphones.
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coverage;
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any rere
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arrays. ·
Standard unit range speeds maintenmainten
ance, simplifies installation.
Complete system gives ultimate capacapacity of 80 receivers working to
to 12
12
aerial arrays.

e

e
e

Electronic switching minimises noise,
noise,
heightens long-term reliability.
Zero overall insertion loss; high-gain,
low-noise wideband amplification.
Easily

arranged

for

dual-diversity
dual-diversity

working.

Comprehensive details of this flexible
flexible range
range of
of equipment
equipment are
are available
available on
on request.
request.
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Semiconductor Junction Capacitors
Semiconductor

Junction

A.M.I.E.E .
TAYLOR,* a.m.i.e.e
H. TAYLOR,*
By C. H.

EFFECTS
VOLTAGE-VARIABLE
VOLT AGE-VARIABLE EFFECTS

gerand gersilicon and
as silicon
kJHMICONDUCTORS
such as
RS such
SEMICONDUCTO
predominantly
conduct predominantly
to conduct
made to
manium can be made
depend(n ·typc)
electrons (n
(p-type) or electrons
either by holes (p-type)
type) dependp-type
If aa p-type
type. It
impurity type.
preponderant impurity
ing on the preponderant
semin-type semian n-type
of an
part of
into part
impurity is introduced into
p-type
the p-type
where the
changed where
is changed
its type is
conductor, its
p-n
and aa p-n
atoms, and
n-type atoms,
the n-type
atoms out-number the
of
number of
equal number
an equal
there isis an
where there
junction is formed where
each type.
impurity atoms of each
characteristic
type characteristic
rectifier type
P-n junctions exhibit aa rectifier
junction
when aa junction
Furthermore when
diodes. Furthermore
and are used as diodes.
junction
the junction
of the
side of
the pp side
when the
i.e. when
is reverse biased, i.e.
the
than the
to itit than
applied to
voltage applied
has a more negative voltage
than
more than
not more
biased not
is biased
junction is
n side, or when the junction
direction, itit
forward direction,
the forward
in the
volt in
a few tenths of aa volt
be
can be
which can
of which
value of
the value
behaves as a capacitor, the
voltage.
applied voltage.
the applied
of the
magnitude of
varied with the magnitude
capacitance
variable capacitance
as variable
known as
Such devices are known
parametric
as parametric
such as
circuits such
in circuits
diodes and are used in
be
can be
effect can
voltage-variable effect
amplifiers where the voltage-variable
used to advantage.
why aa
simply, why
describes, simply,
The following article describes,
capacitive
voltage-variable capacitive
exhibits aa voltage-variable
junction exhibits
p-n junction
to
insensitive to
make itit insensitive
to make
effect; what can be done to
strucof structype of
what type
and what
voltage and
·a pplied voltage
variation of applied
nonobtain aa nonto obtain
order to
in order
employed in
ture can be employed
polarized device.
of
ope~a1 ion. of
of operation
basis of
capacitor.-The basis
P-n Junction capacitor.—The
JUnction
p-n junction
when aa p-n
that when
is that
a semiconductor capacitor is
junction isis
the junction
to the
adjacent to
region adjacent
is formed, a8 region
this
as this
and, as
carriers and,
current carriers
depleted of impurity current
high
of high
regions of
two regions
bl"tween two
sandwkhcd between
region is sandwiched
plate
parallel plate
of aa parallel
effect of
the effect
conductivity material, the
or
region or
depletion region
The depletion
produced. The
capacitor is produced.
M alvern
Establi:,hment, Malvern
Radar Esiablihhment,
Royal Radar
· ** Royal

FIXED IMPURITY
ATOM
„
ATOM~

FIXED IMPURITY

JUNCTION

p

-TYPE

I

'

Capacitors

n - TYPE

has aa
junction has
the junction
and the
dielectric and
layer forms the dielectric
capacitance equal to

ll.~9 W

c =
em.pF/sq.-cm
=
C
niw pF/sq
semiconductor
the semiconductor
ofthe
constant of
d ielectric constant
= dielectric
where k =
germanium)
for germanium)
15.7 for
and 15.7
silicon and
material (11.7 for silicon
centimetres.
incentimetres.
layer in
depletion layer
=width
W=
andW
width of the depletion
and
junction
p-n junction
of aa p-n
layer of
The width of the depletion layer
of
order of
the order
in the
being in
typically being
is extremely small, typically
equilibrium
at equilibrium
germanium at
ohm-em germanium
10 4' cm
em in 55 ohm-cm
10semiconductor
the semiconductor
ofthe
resistivity of
It varies with both the resistivity
by
increased by
be increased
can be
and can
arplied and
vollage applied
and the voltage
has
This has
junction. This
the junction.
to the
bias to
applying a reverse bias
the
of the
plates "" of
the "" plates
separating the
the effect of further separating
The
capacitance. The
the capacitance.
reducing the
capacitor and so reducing
sensitive.
voltage sensitive.
capacitor is thus voltage
diagrammatically
illustrated diagrammatically
These processes are illustrated
p-type
and p-type
n- and
the nonly the
figure, only
in Fig. 1. In this figure,
carriers
current carriers
the current
as the
impurity atoms are shown, as
outfar outprovide far
these provide
which these
(electrons and holes) which
silicon
the silicon
in the
produced in
number those thermally produced
impurity
The impurity
conditions. The
under normal working conditions.
clarity
for clarity
array for
regular array
drawn in aa regular
atoms, which are drawn
charge
fixed charge
by aa fixed
illustrated by
of presentation, are illustrated
of
hole) of
or hole)
(electron or
carrier (electron
(circled) and a mobile carrier
(circled)
the
semiconductor the
real semiconductor
In aa real
In
opposite charge.
distributed
are .distributed
carriers are
current carriers
impurity atoms and current
manner.
random manner.
in aa random
throughout the crystal in
impurity
an impurity
to an
attached to
is attached
carrier is
Where a mobile carrier
when aa
but, when
neutral but,
electrically neutral
atom, the atom is electrically
either
becomes either
atom becomes
the atom
carrier leaves an atom, the
charge)
(negative charge)
electron (negative
an electron
positively charged ifif an
(positive
hole (positive
if aa hole
charged if
negatively charged
has left it, or negatively
it.
charge) has left it.
mobile
l(a)) mobile
(Fig. 1(a))
condition (Fig.
In the zero bias condition
the
crossed the
which crossed
holes, which
and holes,
electrons and
carriers, electrons
was
when itit was
attraction when
mutual attraction
junction due to mutual
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DIFFUSED
IMPURITY

DIFFUSED
IMPURITY

$ IMPURITY ;
^ OVERDOPE <
p-Tl JUNCTION
ORIGINAL MATERIAL

-

INCREASING DISTANCE FROM SURFACE OF ORIGINAL MATERIAL

INCREASING DISTANCE FROM SURFACE OF ORIGINAL MATERIAL

Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating typical impurity concentrations in
vicinity of p-n junction.

formed, have neutralised opposite type carriers
the other side and produced the depletion layer with
an electric potential across it. This potential is
c;ometimes
sometimes called the "built-in"
" built-in" voltage and a
maximum of about a volt of forward bias is required
ln
in the case of silicon to overcome it, the exact value
depending on the temperature. Junctions in other
materials produce slightly different built-in voltages.
The depletion layer is not necessarily symmetrical
about the p-n junction, the proportion on either side
being related inversely to a function of the net carrier
concentration (i.e. balance of one type over the other).
If a reverse bias voltage is applied across the
junction (Fig. 1(b)) mobile carriers are attracted away
from it and the depletion layer widens, thus reducing
the capacitance of the junction. As the resistance of
the depletion layer is so high, virtually all the applied
voltage is dropped across it.
The following relationship between capacitance and
applied voltage holds for a p-n junction
cC = KK
V0)"1
(V + VoY
where C =
= capacitance
constant
K =
=constant
V =: applied bias voltage
V„ = built-in voltage
Vo
n == a power which varies between !) and
11 according to the carrier gradient at
the junction.
The built-in voltage
for silicon is approximately
0
C, decreasing to 0.4 volts at 150°C.
150oC.
0.8 volts at 25 °C,
From the _above it is seen that the p-n junction
capacitor is a voltage-sensitive capacitor for use with
either d.c. or a.c. where the applied voltage does not
forward-bias the junction by more than a few tenths
of a volt.

Some p-type impurities are boron, aluminium and
indium, while phosphorus, antimony and arsenic are
n-type. Boron (p-type) is generally diffused into
n-type silicon and the process takes place at a
temperature in the region of 1200°C
1200oC for a time
depending on the required junction depth. The
impurities are alloyed or diffused into the semiconductor at a higher concentration than the level of
impurities which already exist in it. This overdopes
the original impurity for a certain depth, usually less
than 0.0005in, changing the conductivity type. (The
type is determined by the impurity of which there is
the highest concentration.)
A p-n junction is formed where the concentrations
of the
the_two types of impurity are equal. Fig. 2 shows
a typical graded impurity concentration profile
obtained with the diffusion process. The alloying process produces an abrupt change -in
in type of carriers at
the junction.
The greater the excess impurity concentration of
one type over the other the lower the resistivity of the
semiconductor. The following figures give an idea of
the concentrations involved. In silicon there are in
23
the order of 1023
atoms per c.c., and if it is n-type
15
and of 10 ohm-em
ohm-cm resistivity, approximately 10 15
of these will be an n-type impurity-that
impurity—that is, one
impurity atom for every 10
10"8 silicon atoms. It
therefore requires a p-type impurity concentration in
15
excess of 1015
atoms per c.c. to overdope the n-type
impurity and produce a p-n junction.

High Capacitance-Low
Capacitance—Low Voltage Breakdown.Breakdown.—
The lower the resistivity of the semiconductor near
the junction the larger will be the capacitance per unit
area produced. This is because the depletion layer
for a given applied voltage is not so wide when the
charge equilibrium is achieved as it is in higher
resistivity material. The electric field
field across the
depletion layer will however be greater and this
results in a lower breakdown voltage. In a silicon
diffused capacitor for example, it is possible to obtain
a maximum capacitance of about 0.02,uF
/cm 22 with a
0.02^F/cm
breakdown voltage in the order of two volts.
Temperature Characteristics.-The
Characteristics.—The variation of
the capacitance with temperature of a typical1 silicon
alloyed (abrupt) p-n junction capacitance1 under
three bias conditions is shown in Fig. 3. It should
be noted that the capacitance becomes increasingly
temperature sensitive at the lower voltages due to the
large effect of the variation of "" built in "" voltage
with temperature. The capacitance of a graded
junction is virtually independent of temperature
when more than about a volt of reverse bias is
2
applied. 2
Like all other types of capacitor, the p-n junction
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Junction.—A p-n junction is
Production of p-n Junction.-A
produced by either alloying or diffusing a suitable
impurity into a semiconductor material containing
type impurities. The impurities contribute
opposite type
either p- or n-type carriers (holes or el~c.~rons!electrons).
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Fig. 3. Variation of capacitance with temperature of typical
~ifi<:9n alloyed p-n junction capacitor.
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TECHNJ[CAL NOT BOOK
Solid-circuit computer element made
by Ferranti incorporates aa complete
complete
logic circuit of six diodes, a resistor
and a transistor in a can that would
normally contain only one transistor.
Transistors or diodes can be made
dots " of the materials
by placing " dots"
for the other electrodes upon a common base " slab " of silicon. After
processing the slabs are usually diced
into individual elements which have
have
wires attached, are tested and then
Ferranti,
cans.
·
their
sealed into
howevt::r,
however, cut up the slab into blocks
of six devices. The best device
device on
on
test is used as the transistor and the
reThe
diodes.
as
four
next best
maining diode is redundant; but it
fulfils a valuable function: the
chances are that out of every batch
rethe largest
of units the
largest number
number of
of ""rejects"
jects
" will have one junction faulty.
faulty.
" extra " component thus
This "extra"
thus saves
saves
the throwing out of the majority
majority of
of
imperfect assemblies. The other part
limittwo
of the circuit, consisting of
of two limiting diodes and a resistor, has
has the
the
diodes formed in much the same
way: the resistor consists of a bar
All the
of ·silicon.
silicon. All
the parts
parts are
are then
then
sealed into a can and form the completed logic element.

gaps in the single cavity is insulated
from this cavity. By applying a suitable voltage to the drift tube the klystron can then have its frequency
frequency
30Mc/ s (in
modulated by up to ±±30Mc/s
40kMc/s). Its output power is

~1w.
^
1W,
Low-noise aerial design requirements are rather different than these
for normal aerials, as was pointed
for
article
out by C. R. Ditchfield in an article
in the August 1961 issue of the
Journal of the Brit.I.R.E. (p. 123).
This is because the aerial must not
"see " any of the relatively very noisy
"see"
quiet""
earth as distinct from the "" quiet
sky: this means that great attention
must be paid to reducing back lobes
and other responses well off the axis,
rather than to only the
the near side lobes
rather
and to achieving a high gain.
and

Read-out from a transistor counting decade must sometimes be
obtained at the expense of counting
speed, and the necessary decoding
and display requires more power
than can well be afforded. In an
article by B. H. Harrison in Electronics for December 12, 1961, the
photo~onductors to dissociate
use of photoconductors
the display from the counting operation is discussed. The output from
from
the decade is provided by eight neon
lamps, which do not affect the
operation of the counter to any
great ·· extent. Over the lamps is
placed a photoconductive decoder
matrix with ten outputs, one indicator lamp or electrode being fed by
each. The appropriate lamp feed
path is completed by the counter
neon shining on the relevant part of
the matrix. The system proposed
has the additional feature of a
storage capability. If a gate is interposed between the counter neons
and the indicator lamps, to be
ooened
opened on the comoletion
completion of each
ill remain concount, the display W'
will
stant during a counting period and
change to the new reading when the
cessation of counting triggers a gateopening multivibrator.

Tractor test recorder, developed
developed
by the National Institute for AgriAgricultural Engineering, automatically
plots a performance curve for
for a
tractor being treadmill-tested. The
drawbar pull is measured by a
hydraulic dynamometer link, pressure fl:om
from which moves the recorder
plotting table. The link also mo':'es
moves
contact of
the sliding contact
of aa potentlOpotentiometer across which is a voltage
developed from the treadmilL
treadmill. T~e
The
potentiometer output voltage 1sis
therefore proportional to both the
true speed and to
to drawbar
drawbar pull,
pull,
which product is
is available
available horsehorsepower. A servo-amplifier is
is fed
fed
with this sil!nal,
sienal, and drives a pen.
by
operated
is
oen
The wheel sliD
slip pen
by aa
balanced amplifier, the two inputs of
which are derived from tachetachoth~ treadmill
generators mounted on the
and on the tractor driving wheels.
The resulting plot displays ^ curves
curves Fail-safe switching system · using
for drawbar pull/wheel slip and solid-state devices has been developed by Lucas, and was described
drawbar pull/horsepower.
by F. H. Laishley and M. H. Roberts
Unusual floating-drift-tube klystrons in the July 1961 issue of British
made by Elliott-Litton include some Communications and · Electronics. In
represen'ed
withwith an extra cavity tuned to the this system signals are represen·ed
second harmonic (the original cavity by continual switching between two
being then used solely to pre- states rather than, as is usual, by
s ~a res. Any failure causes
bunch the electron beam for the har- particular stares.
spates and
monic cavity). This allows ronQ;hly
roughly " sticking" in one of the s+ates
half the output
output power
power ((,5
0.1W)
to thus does not give the required outW) to
2; 0.1
half
be developed at
at this harmonic put signal (of switching between two
be
4mm). In
In another (prototype) kly- states). In this system the
the two states
:~ 4mm).
stron
drift tube
tube between
between the
the two are the forward and reverse magnetic ·
stron the drift

saturation of a squareMloop
square-loop . fe.rrite,
ferrite,
and different pulse trains are · used
to switch alternately between these
m~gnetic states. The single basic
two magnetic
AND/OR circuit used is designed
so that any failure either prevents
one train of pulses from being formed
(so that the..core is set in one state
(so
by the other,
other train) or d.c. biases the
so that . the pulses are no longer
core so
switcning.
large enough to produce switching.
Twin-channel · ~mplifier
amplifier in the
" Dataflex" senes;
series, by Bendix"Dataflex"
Ericsson, provides a d.c. to 2-Mc/s
response
rc'sponse with high gain and low
drift. One channel is a wideband
amplifier arranged to have a response
rising from d.c. to 45c/s where ~he
the
gain is 10,000. The other channel
handles d.c. at "i.f."
" i.f." and consists of a
modulator, a.c. amplifier and·
and demodulator,
is,
tor, for which switching . is
modula
provided by a 1-kc/s signaL
signal. At d.c.
the two amplifiers are matrixed so
that
are in series, but as the
that they are
frequency rises the gain . of the
carrier system falls until the wideband amplifier has taken over com-.
com-,
pletely.
Logarithmic characteristic is given
over a wide range of current by the
the
G.E.C. Type SXL63 diode. Thus to
achieve a logarithmic respons<!
response for
for
an instrument it is only necessary to
use one of these diodes in the signal
path somewhere where the current
3mA and
through it will be between 3f.l.A
30mA.
Fibre faceplates for c.r.ts first made
their appearance at last year's
Physical Society's exhibition
exhibition:: recent
work at the Royal Radar Establishment has shown that the light output
available for photographic recording
is 200 times greater than that obtainan
able by the use of an f4 lens and ~n
ordinary tube. The faceplate itself
consists of a bundle of fibres of about
12f.1.
12^ diameter made from glass having
index:: these fibres
fibres
a high refractive index
are coated with low-index glass and
fused " together. Following
then ""fused"
optical grinding of the resulting
1
c ..r,-t. facefaceplate, it is · fitted into aa'c.r.t.
plate and the phosphor •·:
.;:5s deposited
~ering ·
~~l>t eli
in the normal way. LL)gj,t
entering
a fibre at less than the critical angle
set by the ratio of the indices · is
totally reflected to appear at the
other end, where the emulsion · is
placed in intimate contact with the
12m fibres used provide
fibres. The 12f.1.
a resolution of abou~
about 140 cycles/em.
cycles/cm.
Microscope examina
examination
fibres
~ion of the fibres
Microscope
pat~· ern of dark "marks
shows a pattern
" marks "" in
the transmitted light;
light: these are said
waveguide"" propacompl~x " waveguide
to ·be complex
gation modes: these -- modes are
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unde
underr investigation
investigation in
in smaller
smaller fibres
fibres.
A recent
rece nt development
deve lopm ent in
in this
this field
field is
is
a c.r.t. from
with
a
from Ferranti
Ferr anti with a 3-m
3-in
diam
eter
faceplate composed
diameter faceplate
com pose d wholly
wholly
of the fibre material
mate rial and
and using
using 5-u
5-p.
diam
eter
fibres. To avoid
diameter fibres.
avoid the
the possipossibility
oility of leaks over
this
much
greater
over this muc h grea ter
area with many
man y more
more fibres
fibres per
per unit
unit
area, the faceplate
faceplate is
is given
given aa very
very
thin coating
glass.
The
resolution
coati ng of
of glass. The resol ution
achie
ved is about
achieved
abou t 6,000
6,000 lines
lines across
across
tne diameter.
the
diam eter.

2
the component
compon~nt at
at the
the sides
sides of
of the
the a normal
norm al force
force of
of about
abou t Bkg/cm
3kg/ cm 2,, st
waferr via
wafe
s<
via copper
copp er strips
strips along
along both
both
caus
causing
the
band
to
be
carried
rounc
ing
band
to
be
carri
ed rounc
sides
sKles of the wafer
wafer to
to two
two of
of its
its edges.
edges. with
w
e drum
rum .
the
The
only
(The
powe1
, *from^ the - 300V
The only ispowei
( 1 he other
othe r two edges
edges are
are metallized
metallized taken
the 300V supply
supp ly is thai
and used to
tha1
to provide
prov ide thermal
therm al dissipadissipa- used to charge
the
capacitance
char
ge
the
capa
citan
tion.)
strip
connections
tion.) " Hop-over"
ce bebeHop -ove r" strip connections twee
tween
the
band
and
drum.
The
n
band
and
drum
can be made
after
first
depositing
a
. The
mad e after first depositing a
work
of
moving
the
band
and
whatmov
ing
the
band
thin (!=»
and
O.OOSin)
layer
of
insulating
( ~ 0.005in) layer of insul ating
what ever it attached
attac hed to
to itit (a
(a pen,
material over the
pen, switch
material
switch
the affected
affected area
area of
of the
the
contacts, or even
contacts,
a
loudspeaker
even
a
first layer of
strip
connections.
A
loud
spea ker
of strip connections. A cone)
cone) is done by
by the
the drum.
drum . Research
num
Rese arch
ber of such wafers
number
wafers are
are vertically
vertically into flame-spraying
of
ceramic
flam
e-spr
ayin
g
of
stack
stacked
after
interleaving
ceram
ed together
toge ther after interleaving diele
ic
ctrics has been
dielectrics
been done
done by
with compressed
by G
G. V
compressed rubber
V.
rubb er (0.005
(0.005 in
Fixe d store
Fixed
store for
in Planer
for computers
Plan er Ltd.
com pute rs described
desc ribed thick
thick).
This
damps
vibrations
and
).
dam ps vibrations and
by J.
]. Yamato
Yam ato and
and Y.
Y. Suzuki
Suzu ki in
in the
resists lateral
the resists
lateral displacement
displacement between
between Tran
Nov
emb er 17th,
November
17th, 1961,
sisto rized instrumentation
1961, issue
Transistorized
instr ume ntati on tape
issue of
of ElecElec
wafe
rs.
waters.
Interconnections
tape
Inter
conn ectio ns between
betw een recorder
troni
cs (p. 136)
tronics
consists
essentially
reco rder made
136) consists essentially wafe
mad e by Elliott
Ellio tt uses
uses aa numwafers
are
provided
by
an
array
of
rs
num prov
ided
by
an
plate
with
holes
in
it
array
only of
of
of aa metal
ber
meta l plate with holes in it side-by-side
of interesting
inter estin g methods
meth ods to
to reduce
redu ce
copp er strips
side-by-side copper
strip s laminated
lami nated wow and flutter.
corre
spon ding to the
corresponding
the information
flutter. For
infor mati on to
For example,
with in a fluorocarbon
example, the
to within
stripthe
the
fluor
ocarb
on
strip
:
presence
or
absence
of
be stored
the
stored. The
tape
The prese nce or absence of copp
tension
tension is
is kept
kept constant
cons tant by
er being
copper
by varybein g exposed
varyexposed at
at the
the required
requ ired ing the torques
these holes considerably
cons idera bly modifies
on
the
take
up
and
torqu
es
modifies the
on
the
wafe
take
the
r
wafer
edge
contacts.
up
and
contacts.
high -freq uenc y O
supply motors
high-frequency
supply
( ~ IMc/s)
moto rs by
lMc /s) coupling
by means
mean s of
coup ling
of magnetic
mag netic
betw
een corresponding
between
corre spon ding pick-up
parti cle clutches;
particle
the
particles
have
clutc
pick -up and
hes:
the
and Electrostatic
Elec
parti
trost
cles
clutch,
developed
by
atic
have
clutch, developed by their coag
excit
ation coils on
excitation
on opposite
ulati on varied
oppo site sides
their coagulation
varied by
sides of
I.C.T ., has aa history
by means
of i.Ul.,
mean s of
of
history reaching
reach ing back
back excit
the metal
meta l plate.
plate.
ing currents
exciting
which
are
suitably
curre
nts
whic
man
h
are
manyy years—an
wireless
appliyear s-an early
suita
bly
early wireless appl i- deriv ed
derived
from
the
reciprocals
of
the
the
recip
catio
roca
ls
n
of the
was in the
he Johnsen
John sen an
" Dot "_
miniature
component
and
mini ature
angu lar velocities;
Ra'X.ecktT
>
d tape reel angular
com pone nt Rahb
velocitir:s; these
these are
loud
are
speafker, for instanceRahbeck
loudspeaker,
inst ance - measured
packaging system
packagmg
syste m giving
meas
ured
giving aa density
as
the
frequencies
at
which
dens ity of
frequ
encie
but
of
I.C.T.
s
models
use
the
latest
s
I.C.T
at
which
.'s models use the latest perfo
3^xto
X lO" components/cu
descom pone nts/c u ft
ratio
ns
perforations
in
discs
attached
to
the
ft is
is
attac
techn
deshed
ique
techniques.
to the
s. The clutch
clutch consists
consists of
cribe d byy A.: E
of aa reels chop light beams
E. H
Haw
ley, E
beam s focused
A.- Klein
Klei n meta
focused on
metall drum on
on to
to
on to
to3 which
which has
has been
and^
n u in in
-' the
,awlcy
' E.mbe
-A
and
S. Rubm
December
1961
been these discs.
S.
Rub
in
To
further
reduce
the
discs
Dece
.
3-in thick ceramic
To
furth
r
spray
1961
er
ed
redu
sprayed
a
0
5xlOce the
0.5 X I0- -in thick ceramic
the
issue of the 1I.R.E
wow
and
flutter
a
twin-capstan
R E. Transactions on
flutt
er
"
diele
a
twin
ctric
-cap stan
dielectric " semiconducting
semiconducting layerpZ,uct
^ ■neer
- - ing
- T^ctions
layer: syste
Prod
J r Engineering
Engi
Product
and Production.
system
m is used to
Productioon
to isolate
isolate the
n. round
roun d this layer
the portion
porti on
layer is
is wrapped
wrap ped aa steel
The indiv idua l com
steel of
of
com
pone
nts
pass
are
the
tape
passing
over
the
heads.
ing
each
band
the
secu
heads.
red at one end
;i o,
*form of
I small
Ponents
are each
band secured
end and
Me
and conin
the fonn
con- Alterations
of
Alte
smal
ratio
l discs
discs (0.03
ns
in
the
length
of
this
(0.03 in
leng
in
nect
th
nected
to
a
return
spring
at
the
other
ed
of
this porretur
porn
sprin
g
at
the
thick by 0.05 in
othe
diameter).
These
r.
in diameter). Thes e Und
tion
of
the
tape
caused
by
any
tape
caus
ed
by
er
Under
normal
contact
conditions
any innorm al cont act conditions
inthe
are inserted
inser ted in
in circular
circu lar holes
equa
lities
holes of
equalities
between
the
two
capstan
betw
of
een
the
the
there
is
an
effective
separation
of
two
caps tan
an effective sepa ratio n of
same diameter
diam eter spaced
spaced 0.1
syste
0.1 in
ms
in apart
systems
are
eliminated
because
the
apar t in
elim
in
inate
abou
about
5m
between
band
and
drum.
d
beca
t
5p. betw een band and drum .
use the
a flat square
square wafer
wafer of
of suitable
cons eque
suitable insulatinsul at- This
varying ta
3 ntly
tIy Varying
e tens
tape
allows the drum to
tensiion
1 his allows
on
to rotate
ing material
rotat e withmaterial (e.g.,
with - ™
(e.g., beryllium
r
P
bery llium oxide,
alter
s
a
ters
the
pressure
and
thus
oxid
pres
e,
sure
out
and
dragging
the
band
with
it.
When
drag
ging the band with it. Whe n
thus the
the
alum
inium oxide
aluminium
oxide or
or anodized
anodized aluminelast
ic
elastic
indentations
on
the
idler
alum in- abou
inde
ntati
ons
on
t
300V
the idler
s aapplEe
ied
ium) of the
betw een drum
the same
drum wheels
same thickness.
thickness. Conwheels produced
MUtband,
t, , 'isthe
d rosta
between
prod uced by the capstans,
Con- and
band
thePPelectrostatic
elect
necti
tic forces
ons are taken from
forces thus temp orari ly by the caps tans,
necuons
from the
the ends
ends of
of drag the band on
vary
ing
to
the
drum
with
the tape
mp0ra y varyin
on to the drum with veloc
vetocity
g Ae
tape
ity.
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Ticke
ts are required
Tickets
are advised, therefore
required for
for some
some meetings;
meetings; readers
readers are advised, therefore,
to communicate
the society concerned.
'
communicate with
with the
the secretary
secretary of
of the society concerned.
LON
DON
LONDON
2nd.
I.E.E
2n d
EE
E .-" Pro
Prog ress in aircr aft
- ils"
'» by
-RR.
-—"
gress
inat 5.30
aircraft
aeria
aerials
A.
A. Burberry
Burb
erry at
5.30 at
at
Savo
Savoyy Place,
Place , W.C.2.
W.C. 2.
3rd. I.E.E.—Discussion
I.E.E .-Dis cuss ion on
on "" Design
Desig
n
and application
appli catio n of read-only
and
read- only memories
mem ories
for digital
digital computers
tor
D
M
comp uters "" opened
open ed by
by
D.
M.
Taub at 5.30 at
at Savoy
Savoy Place,
Place , WC
W.C.22.
3rd. Society
Society of
of Relay
Relay Engineers.—
Engi neer s." , The
selec tion of aerial
aeria l sites and
be selection
and assoassociate
equip ment for
ciatedd equipment
for wire
wire broadcasting
broad casti ng
syste
ms " by
systems"
at
2.30
at
by A.
A. Burke
Burk e at 2.30 at 21
21
Bloo
msbu ry Street,
Bloomsbury
Stree t, W.C.I.
W.C .l.
2nd-4
nd 4tth. Brit. I.R.E .-Sym posiu
m on
Brit.I.R.E.—Symposium
"« p
Rece"nt b- developments
Recent
de.f•:lopments in
in industrial
indus trial
elect
ronic s" ~tlthe School
electronics"
Scho ol of
of Pharmacy,
Phar macy ,
Brun
swick S®tre,
Brunswick
$~¥ire, W.C.I.
W.C .l.
6th. I.E.E.—Discussion
Ana-I.E.E .:_Di scuss ion on
on ""Ana
logues " at 6.0
logues
C ?2.
6.0 at
at Savoy
Savoy Place
Place , W
W.C.
6th. . Television
Telev ision Society.-^ScLing
Socie ty.-'- " Scan ning
stabilizing circuits
stabilizing
four
standardl
circuits for
for four stand ards
and colour
colou r receivers"
recei vers" by
by Dr
Dr. B
B. C
G.
Dam
mers a,
Dammers
at 7.0
7.0 at
at the
the Cinematograph
Cine mato
Exhi bitor s' Asso ciatio n, 164 Shaft graph
esbur
0Clatl0n 164 Shaftesb
Aven
ue, W.C. 2.
AvenurWX;.2
'
"yy
6th.
6th Inst.
—
Inst. of
of Physics
Physics &
& Phys.
Phys . Soc
Soc
.One day meeung
meet ing on
on "Electron
" Elect ron diffracdiffra
tion with the elect ron micro scope ceCtr0n
Impe rial Coltege!
College.
Imperial
■'" aat'

9th.. I.E.E.—"
9th.
I.E.E .-" The
The impact
impa ct of
of the
the
epita
xial technique
techn ique on
epitaxial
on semiconductor
semi cond uctor dedevices
S " by Dr. J. T. Kend all at 5.30
| y Place,
di
1' 2. Kendall at 5 30
at Savo
Savoy
Place , W.C.2.
W.C.
11th. Brit.I.R.E.—-"Long
f
11th.
Brit. I.R.E .-" Long range
rangeEvh
v.h.f.
air/ground
air/g roun d communications"
comm unica tions " by
by E. H
H.
Bruc e-Cla yton aand
B. CIemow
d D.
ow at 66.0
at
the Lond"
^""0
nDol
-,Bof
- Clem
-0
Lond on
Scho
n c
H
iene
Hygi
ene and
and
Tron,V,!
rScine,
-Ch001
yS
Trop
ical \r
Tropical
Medicine,
Keppel
Street,
Medi
Kepp el Stree t,
W.C .l.
16th. I.E.E . <Grad
radu
uate & Stud ent
Section"
? and
«ewaveform
& form
Student
Sect
Section.—
cirion.-"" Switching
Switc,hing
and
wave
ciras with
wlth ]c
g
cuits
long
tails " by R,
R. c.
™
,
,
,
"3
tails"
Foss
C.
Foss
at 6.45 at the Insti tutio n Build ing,
Savoy
Place , W.C
W.C. 2.
Place,
2 Institution Btnlding, Savoy
17th. I.E.E.—"The
I.E.E .-" The use of closed•
Nthclose
dcircu it television
circuit
television for
for inspecting
inspe cting fastfastmovi
moving
PC.
ng surfaces
surfa ces "" by
by G.
G. Svke
Syke and
and
Burn s 31
Savo y Place , W.C. 2.
r?! at 5.30
D30 atI.R.E
y Place,
WC7
25th.
Brit.
.-A discussion
25th.
Bnt.I.R.E.-A
discu ssion on
on
"Tel
evisi on Standards
stand ards conversion"
conv ersio n" to
to
beTelevision
opened
by A.
Marsopen ed by
A. V.
V. Lord
Lord and
and B.
B.
Mars
den at
of
den
at 6.0
6.0 at
at the
the London
Lond on School
Scho
ol
of
Hygi ene and TropP1Cal
ical Medicine
Medi cine, Kepp el
Stree
t, W,C
W.C .l.
StrSt
l
. Keppel
26th. I.E.EE.-T
he fift
fifty-third
The
third Kelv in
lectu
lecture"on^R
d~
yKelvin
re on " Radiospectroscopy
lecture
"
ProRadio spect rosco py " by
by
Professor B. Blean
ey at
at 5,30
5.30 31
at Savoy
Savoy Place
aney
Place
W.C.
2.
W.aL
',
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3
t1
27th.
B.S. R.A. -" Transistor
Tran sisto r circuits
/ - B.S.R.A,—"
circuits
f r ~electrostatic
for
" bv
elect rosta tic microphones
micr opho nes"
by PP. IJ.
Baxe
ndall at
Baxendall
at 7.15
7.15 at
at Royal
Roya l Societv"
Society of
of
Arts, John
John Adam
Adam Street,
Stree t, Adelphi,
Adel phi, W.C.2.
W.C.2.

ARB ORF IELD
ARBORFIELD
16th. I.E.E
Grad uate & Stud ent
E . Graduate
Sect
Section
' puter
Student
ion.-"'r
" Com
techn
PU r te
chni&
iques
and
proje
proiecK~
qties onand
cts" hv
byy n
L
D. p
Crowthe
Crow therWats
at
77.00 at the ?T
•
Ar-Watson
Unit Clnem
Cine ma, Bailleul Camat
p,
SchnM
c?"
Bailleul Camp,
Scho
School
Engineering.
ol of
off Electronic
Elect ronic a,
Engi neeri ng.
BAS
ING STO KE
BASINGSTOKE
13th. Brit.1I.R.E.-"Recent
nt advan ces
in
'^'wave
" Rece
in low'nnf/""
low noise mlcrow
valves ""advances
by Dr
Dr.
n G.
n r?, atmicro
ave
valves
by
D.
Kiely
7.0
at
Basin gstok Tech nical College.at 7"0 31 Basingstokee T^h:
nica?"cNlege
BIRM ING HAM
BIRMINGHAM
I.E.E .-An
nual General
Gene ral Meet•ing30th.
"Annual
Meet of the S. Midl
ands E,
Elect ronic s and
idIands
Meas urem ent ^
Measurement
Grou
OU P
6 0-'tonics
fo
p at ·6.0,
follow
edand
by
- semiconductor
- ' nduc
llowed
by
""Rerenr^d
Rece nt advances
Recent
adva nces in
in
s-e mico
tor circircuits
inclu ding those for tunnel
cuits^nckidmg
tunne l diodes
diode
s ""
by Dr. G. B. B. Chap lin at the CoUege
College
of Tectmology^'
Tech nolog y, Gosta
of'
Green
Gost a Gijeen.
BRIS TOL
BRISTOL
18th. Brit. I.R.E .-" Applications
ttechn
ifn^i
Applications "and
technology
of
ologyBrit.I.R.E.—"
of piezo-electric
piezo -elec tric devices
devices " by
by
A. E.
ManE. Crawford
Craw ford at
at 7.0
7.0 at
at School
Scho ol of
of Man agem
ent Studies.
agement
Studi es.
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COVENTRY
RY
COVENT
The application
17th. I.E.E.-"
I.E.E.—"The
application of
of
17th.
electronics
air traffic control"
control" by
by Dr.
Dr.
electronics to air
E.
E. V. D. Glazier at
at 6.30
6.30 at
at the
the Herbert
Herbert
Theatre.
(Joint meeting with
with the
the Royal
Royal
Theatre. (Joint
Aeronautical
Society.)
Aeronauti cal Society.)

°f C'TlCf

EDINBURGH
RGH
EDINBU
3rd. I.E.E.-"
I.E.E.—" The use
use of
of silicon
silicon
3rd.
tation""
transistors
industrial instrumen
instrumentation
transistors in industrial
Carlton
the
at
7.0
at
McPhun
K.
M.
by
at 7.0 at the Carlton
Hotel.
Hotel.

BULGIN

W
GLASGOW
GLASGO
I.E.E.-"
2nd.
I.E.E.—" The use
use of
of silicon
silicon
2nd.
tation""
transistors in industrial instrumen
instrumentation
transistors
by M. K
K.. McPhun at
at 6.0
6.0 at
at the
the Royal
Royal
y.
College of Science && Technolog
Technology.
College
ies of
The potentialit
11th. I.E.E.-"
I.E.E.—"The
potentialities
of
11th.
artificial earth
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in an adjoining
adjoin ing gallery
gallery where
where II might
might
have expected
expec ted to
to find
find several
several replicas
replicas
of ships' wireless
wireless rooms
rooms over
over the
the past
past
,
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years., II found
found the
the space
space filled
~
filled
with turret clocks
clocks and
and other
other apparaappar atus. Over 10
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Wireless
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rather
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ngless but it is
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(23.12.61)
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corres ponde nt, disis sufficiently
sufficiently old
old F.M
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F.M.. in the Dock
cussin
cussingg the misuse
establ ished for
misus e of
of the
the honourable
for us
honou rable and well established
us to
to ignore
ignore
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origin.
I
can
only
hope
that
RECE
title of "engineer,"
origin
NTLY there has
.
" engin eer," states
RECENTLY
I
can
only
has been
states that
been quite
hope
quite aa
that it
that
it
belong
hing will be
belongss only to aa trained,
something
corres ponde nce in
be done
traine d, qualified
done by
in one
by engineers
one of
qualif ied somet
engine ers lot of correspondence
of the
the
memb
protec t their
serious daily
er of a Chartered
member
their title,
daily newspapers
Chart ered Institution,
title, but
newsp apers about
but II am
Institu tion, to protect
am quite
about
quite more serious
and is not correctly
the B.B.C's.
B.B.C 's. v.h.f./f.m.
correc tly applied
v.h.f./ f.m. service.
applie d to
service. On
to those
those sure it won't.
On
the whole the opinion
emplo
yed as service
employed
service technicians
opinio n seems
techni cians or
seems to
to be
be
or
that the service
mecha
service has
nics.
mechanics.
CQD
has not
--SO S
not been
been as
CQD—SOS
as sucsuccessfu
cessfull as it was
This may be
be so
was anticipated
antici pated it
so in
in the
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it would
opinio n of
would
of IT is just1 50
ears si
since
the Titanic,
Titanic,, be when it .was first
""the
the duly qualified
'"j 's,s 50
yyears
.ncof
e the
qualif ied members
first mooted.
moote d.
memb ers of
of aa the world
largest
ship
those
days,
larges
t
ship
of
those days,
Chart
The main object
ered Institution,"
Chartered
object of
Institu tion," but
of the
the service
service was
but is
is not
was
not so
so sank
sank on her
her maiden
maide n voyage
voyage with
with the
in law. Anybody
the to give interference-free
interfe rence- free reception
Anybo dy is
is free
free>>to
recept ion of
to describe
descri be loss of over 1,500
of .
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1,500
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.
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struck the B.B.C's.
himse lf as an ""engi
B.B.C 's. programmes
himself
engineer,
progra mmes to
neer," no
to those
no matter
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matte r an iceberg
at
11.40
p.m.
(local
time)
iceber
g
at
11.40
p.m.
(local
areas
time)
wheth
where the
er he belongs
whether
the ordinary
belong s to
ordina ry m.w.
to aa Chartered
m.w. and
Chart ered on Sunday
and
Sunda y April
April 14th
14th 1912,
1912, and
and sank
sank l.w. transmissions
Institu tion or not, or
transm ission s were
Institution
were not
or indeed,
not satisfacindeed , has
satisfachas less than three hours
later
at
2.20
hours
later
.
·
tory
on
account
of
intereference
from
at
2.20
any engineering
accou nt of intere ferenc e from
engin eering qualifications
qualif ication s at
at all.
all. a.m. It
It is
is interesting
intere sting to
to note
note that'at
that at Conti
Person ally, I agree
nental stations.
Personally,
Continental
stations.
agree it
it is
is all
all wrong
wrong that period of
history,
the
CQD
call
of
histor
y,
the
CQD
Of
call
course,
that this should
course , nothing
nothin g ever
should be
ever does
be so,
does work
so, but
work
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it is
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the
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supers
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by
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well
as
it
the
soit is
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no use trying to hide
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to do,
the plain
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facts; called SOS for
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for
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ss
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v.h.f./f.m.
service
has
not
v.h.f./
and
rather should it
f.m. service has not been
it be
be that
that we
been
we make
make actually
actually the Titanic
radiated
both
Titani
c
radiat
ed
any
exception.
But
at
the
time
of
both.
excep
an effort to
get
Parliament
to
alter
tion. But at the time of the
to get Parlia ment to alter
the
I well recollect
recollect that,
that, at
at the
the time,
time, schem
e's inception
this unsatisfactory
feme's
incept ion I, for
unsati sfacto ry state
for one,
one, thought
state of
thoug ht
of affairs.
affairs.
the
newspapers
were
full
of
a
lot
of
newsp
apers
were
full
of
the
a
B.B.C.
was
putting
it
forward
too
lot
B.B.C
of
.
I think it is too
was puttin g it forwa rd too
too little
little realized
realiz ed that
that nonsense
nonse nse to the
the effect
effect that
that CQD
arden tly as a sort
CQD ardently
there is no law
sort of
of panacea
law to
panacea for
to prevent
preve nt my
for all
all
my buybuy- meant "Come
Quickly;
Danger"
"
Come
Quick
ly;
the
Dange
evils
which
attended
the
recepr
ing a clerical
"
attend
clerica l "dog
ed
" dog collar"
the
recepcollar " and
and and that SOS
were
the
initial
letters
SOS
were
the
initial
tion
of
those
living
well
away
from
letters
giving mysel
myselff the
honorific
title
of
living well away from
the honor ific title of of "Save
Save Our
Our Souls."
Souls. " Actually
Actua lly CQ
CQ any of the
"reve
the existing
existin g B.B.C.
rend, " or even
reverend,"
B.B.C. transmiteven buying
transm itbuyin g aa is the international
call
for
"all
intern
ationa
l
call
for
ters.
I
was
not
the
one
"all
bishop
not
's
the only
bishop's outfit and styling
only
one who
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styling myself
held
mysel f statio
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stations"
and
is
used
for
weather
"
is
used
for
·
this
weath
opinio
opinion,
and
indeed,
long
er
n,
"right
-reve
indeed , long before
rend." The only
"right-reverend."
before
only thing
thing reports
report
s
and
any
other
information
inother
inform
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ation
service
actually
started
there
were
servic
ine
is that I must
actual
not
attempt
to
deceive
ly starte d there were
must not attem pt to deceive tende
tendedd for all and
and sundry.
sundry . D
D is
techni cal arguments
is many techmcal
peopl e into thinking
people
argum ents in
thinki ng II am
in the
the
am aa bishop
bishop simpl
y the prefix for an
simply
urgent
raesan
urgen
colum
t
mesns
columns
of
this
journal
of the Established
Church
or
any
journa l by
Estab lished Churc h or any sage of any sort. As I have pointed
by people
people
sort.
As
I
have
who
seemed
to
know
what
they
were
pointe
seeme
d
d
other existing
to
know
church
of
existin g episcopal
what they were
episco pal churc h of out be.ore,
before , SOS
SOS is
is aa misnomer,
misno mer, since
talkin g about;
about ; they
since talking
they pointed
which there are several
pointe d out
out many
many
severa l in
in this
this land
land the
the
symbol
•
represymbo
l
·
·
·
snags
·
·
·
in
the
proposed
system.
reprepropo
of religious
religious toleration.
sed
system.
toleration.
sents no letter or
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in
the
inor letters in the inBut
despite
all
this
it
cannot
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e
all
this
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is
the
same
with
the
title
of
it canno t be
with the title of ternat
be
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ional morse code.
ternational
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denied that the
the B.B.C's.
" docto
B.B.C 's. v.h.f.
doctor,'
r," which,
which , in
v.h.f. sound
in the
sound
the medical
medic al proproI
I
have
been
trying
hard
to
find
trying
hard
broad
to
find
castin
g
broadcasting
service
has
been
a
boon
fessio
servic
e
fessionn is a courtesy
title.
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was
has
been
courte sy title. It was out some technical
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techni cal details
detail s of
of the
the to many, and
and II don't
recent
don't want
ly stated that
recently
want it
it to
to be
that in
be
in Cane
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c's wireless
Tttanic's
The
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appar
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thoug
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thought
that
I
am
writing
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so
many
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g
this
are so many peopl e records
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record
s
of
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for
that
period
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ni's
for
that
period
to
decry
it.
But
admittedly
it
has
But
entitle
entitledd to the handle
"
doctor
"
that
admit
tedly
handl e " docto r" that are rather scanty
it has
scanty · but
but II understand
under stand not
it was agreed that
not. been quite the success
success that
that only
that was
only the
was
the medicos
medic os she was fitted
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rotary
fitted with
with
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pated
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in
certain
official
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should be called "doc."
certai
n
officia
l
quarte
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spark transmitter,
the
receivtransm itter, and
and on
on
the
same
will
be
true
of
the
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The
receiv
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be
true
Now it is no part
the
job
of
us
of
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If
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are
to
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If
we
doctor s, but
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to
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emerg ency set.
set. The
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most recent
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does seem time
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time that
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that we
we did
did somesome- and most detailed
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the
detail
ed
book
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at
least
put
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the use
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engin
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return
to
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B.B.C's.
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serB.B.C
ted to those really
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entitled
to
's.
v.h.f.
serreally entitle d to lished in 1956, gives
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details whatvtce, there are
what- vice,
are many
many living
use it, or in
living in
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in other
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words the
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that
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simpl
y
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all. What
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do get,
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pic,"
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so that
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